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Preface I
S u m m a r y
This thesis is concerned with the modelling of electrical machines for use in variable- 
speed drives. Even when the structure of the model of the machine is known values have 
to be assigned to the parameters. In addition, it is usual for only some of the state 
variables to be measured, any others needed being estimated using the model. The 
present work is a study of methods of making on-line estimates of the model parameters, 
using a reduced number of measured states.
To offer high level dynamic torque control the non-measured state variables must be 
indirectly estimated to a high degree of accuracy throughout the complete range of 
operating conditions. The state estimator is generally classified with respect to the degree 
of structural complexity. At one end of the spectrum the model is constructed with a very 
high level of complexity in order to describe fully the system during any operating 
conditions. Because of this structural accuracy, the model parameters can be fixed prior 
to running the machine under normal conditions. However, this scheme suffers from a 
high computational burden in the state estimation process, and requires sophisticated 
commissioning strategies in order to permit the complete identification of the relatively 
large parameter set. The alternative is to use a simpler model structure and update the 
parameters with sufficient speed on-line in order to compensate for the inherently larger 
structural error.
In this thesis the latter method is considered and preferred, as it has a greater robustness to 
unforeseen system behaviour and is more compatible with existing control strategies. As 
a consequence of the simple estimator the identification scheme has to compensate for the 
considerable structural errors. To this end the strategy of full parameter set identification 
is described. Work has also been done, and is presented, concerning on-line parameter 
identification using genetic optimisation techniques, which are shown to be well suited to 
this type of problem. The first studies of modelling and parameter extraction were 
concerned with dc machines, for these were thought to be simpler to model and to 
understand. DC machines are also different, in that the simple model includes mechanical 
parameters, and so represents a more complete system than the models of the ac machine 
studied later.
Preface II
A number of standard, enhanced and novel parameter identification methods are analysed 
and implemented on a practical machine and drive test bench. Also included were state 
estimators, intended to permit speed-sensorless control; however, the limitations on the 
experimental rig, based as it was around a commercially available drive, meant that some 
of the testing had to be done by running the estimator off-line, using data recorded from 
actual runs as the input. The thesis is primarily concerned with the induction machine 
and specifically the parameters required to permit field and speed sensorless rotor field 
orientated vector control. Sufficient work was done to allow a preliminary experimental 
comparison of a number of algorithms. At this stage it appears that several of these could 
be developed into successful drives, the precise choice depending on the specific 
application.
Key words: Electric machine, Field orientated control, Vector control, Genetic algorithm, 
Parameter extraction.
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D e c la r a t io n  o f  o r ig in a lity
Except where indicated otherwise, this thesis represents the author’s own original work. 
In particular, the enhancement of the genetic algorithm techniques in chapter three 
represent an advancement of the work in this field. The two dc machine model parameter 
optimisers show how methods from one research field can be enhanced and used in 
another field. The stationary and steady state speed measured ac model parameter 
optimisation methods are extensions of work already completed. Both steady state and 
dynamic “sensorless” optimisers are believed to be novel. Whilst the majority of the test 
system was developed in collaboration with the sponsoring company and colleagues, the 
functionality and overall design is the work of the author.
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G lo s s a r y
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Specification
vector of state variable demands 
vector of inputs
vector of non-measured state variables 
vector of measured state variables
rads~] : angular speed
Volts : back emf
Nm  : Electro-magnetic torque
Armature current 
Electro-magnetic torque 
Stator current space-vector 
Stator voltage space-vector 
Stator resistance 
Stator leakage inductance 
Rotor current space-vector 
Stator leakage inductance 
Magnetising current space-vector 
Magnetising flux space-vector 
Rotor leakage inductance 
Rotor resistance
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Direct and Quadrature component (axis) of a vector, respectively
H
H
rads~l
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Amps
: Total stator inductance, where Lr = Llr + Lm
: Total rotor inductance, where Ls = Llx + Lm
: Synchronous angular speed
: Field modifying current
: Torque producing current
The number of pole pairs a machine possesses 
Amps : Rotor flux magnetising current space-vector
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D efinitions
System: A real physical system such as an induction machine.
Model: Algorithmic expression of a real system having two parts - a structure and
a set of parameters.
Variable: The time dependent elements of a model.
State variables: Variables of the system which describe the effect of storage of
energy and are usually stated in differential terms.
Parameter: Coefficients by which variables are multiplied in a model structure.
Parameter identification: Model structure creation by the process of identifying
which parameters are required.
Parameter extraction: Process of producing values for the model parameters.
Parameter estimation: Parameter extraction where the method of production is
based 011 the accuracy of the parameter value at a certain instance during a certain 
operating condition. The accuracy of the overall system, and the individual parameter 
during any operating condition other than that under which the parameter value was 
produced, cannot be guaranteed.
Parameter optimisation: Parameter extraction where the method of production is
based on an index which maybe the accuracy of the overall model during all known 
operating conditions. This may lead to errors in the individual parameter values if the 
model structure is not perfectly matched to that of the real system.
Flux (rotor, stator etc): Appropriate linkage flux.
Saliency: Non-uniformed reluctance with angle about the shaft of a machine.
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A b b rev ia tio n s
GA: Genetic algorithm.
DQ: Direct and quadrature axis notation.
OLFE: Open loop flux/field estimator.
OLSE: Open loop slip/speed estimator.
CLFO: Closed loop flux/field observer.
MRAS: Model reference adaptive system/scheme.
FOC: Field orientated control.
DTC: Direct torque control.
NFO: Natural field orientation.
DRFO: Direct rotor field orientation.
IRFO: Indirect rotor field orientation.
CLSO: Closed loop slip/speed observer.
MOR: Model order reduction.
DSP: Digital signal processor.
RSH: Rotor slot harmonic.
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( 5 . 3 . 2 )  F i t n e s s  ( c o s t )  v a lu e  p lo t s  p r o d u c e d  b y  th e  s t e a d y  sta te  s p e e d  m e a s u r e d  m e t h o d  u s i n g  2 5  
p o in t s  o f  s im u la t e d  data .
( 5 . 3 . 3 )  F i t n e s s  ( c o s t )  v a lu e  p lo t s  w i t h  a  t w o  p e r c e n t  e r r o r  in  th e  s ta t o r  in p u t  f u n c t io n .
( 5 . 3 . 4 )  F i t n e s s  ( c o s t )  v a lu e  p lo t s  w i t h  a  f iv e - p e r c e n t  e r r o r  in  th e  s l i p  m e a s u r e m e n t .
( 5 . 3 . 5 )  F i t n e s s  ( c o s t )  v a lu e  p lo t s  w i t h  a  0 .0 1  a d d i t io n a l  s y n c h r o n o u s  te rm .
( 5 . 3 . 6 )  F i t n e s s  ( c o s t )  v a lu e  p lo t s  w i t h  a  s l i p  t e rm  w i t h  c o e f f ic ie n t  e q u a l  to  1 0 0 0 .
( 5 . 3 . 7 )  F i t n e s s  ( c o s t )  v a lu e  p lo t s  f o r  a  s l i p  r a n g e  o f  1 0 ~ 5 to  0.5.
( 5 . 3 . 8 )  F i t n e s s  ( c o s t )  v a lu e  p lo t s  f o r  a  s y n c h r o n o u s  f r e q u e n c y  r a n g e  o f  1 0  to  9 0  H e r t z .
( 5 . 3 . 9 )  P l o t  o f  th e  p r a c t ic a l  ( b l a c k )  a n d  M R A S W r  e s t im a te d  ( w i t h  th e  s t a n d a r d  p a r a m e t e r s  in  
b lu e  a n d  w i t h  th e  n e w  p a ra m e t e r s  in  r e d )  r o t o r  s p e e d  f o r  a n  in p u t  s t a t o r  v o l t a g e  s te p  o f  1 2 0  V o l t s ,  
a t 4 0  H e r t z .
( 5 . 4 . 1 )  F i t n e s s  ( c o s t )  v a lu e  p lo t s  f o r  th e  f o u r  p a ra m e t e r s  u s i n g  s im u la t e d  d a ta  a n d  t h e  m o d i f i e d  
f i t n e s s  f u n c t io n
( 5 . 4 . 2 )  F i t n e s s  ( c o s t )  v a lu e  p lo t s  f o r  th e  f o u r  p a ra m e t e r s  u s i n g  s im u la t e d  w it h  a  3 %  e r r o r  o n  th e  
p e a k  s t e a d y  sta te  s ta t o r  c u r re n t .
( 5 . 4 . 3 )  F i t n e s s  ( c o s t )  v a lu e  p lo t s  f o r  th e  f o u r  p a ra m e t e r s  u s i n g  s im u la t e d  w i t h  a  te n th  o f  a n  A m p .  
e r r o r  o n  th e  p e a k  s t e a d y  s ta te  s ta t o r  c u r re n t .
( 5 . 4 . 4 )  P l o t  o f  th e  p r a c t ic a l  ( b l a c k )  a n d  M R A S  W r  e s t im a te d  ( w i t h  t h e  s t a n d a r d  p a r a m e t e r s  in  
b l u e  a n d  w i t h  th e  n e w  p a ra m e t e r s  in  r e d )  r o t o r  s p e e d  f o r  a n  in p u t  s t a t o r  v o l t a g e  s te p  o f  1 2 0  V o l t s ,  
a t 4 0  H e r t z .
( 5 . 5 . 1 )  S i m u l i n k  d ia g r a m  o f  th e  d y n a m ic  s p e e d  s e n s o r l e s s  a p p r o a c h .
( 5 . 5 . 2 )  T h e  d y n a m ic  s p e e d  s e n s o r l e s s  m e t h o d  u s i n g  s im u la t e d  da ta .
( 5 . 5 . 3 )  F i t n e s s  ( c o s t )  v a lu e  p lo t s  f o r  th e  d y n a m ic  s p e e d  s e n s o r l e s s  m e t h o d  u s i n g  s im u la t e d  da ta .
( 5 . 5 . 4 )  P l o t s  o f  th e  s ta t o r  c u r r e n t  w i t h  in p u t  n o i s e  ( X I  a n d  X 2 )  a n d  th e  e f fe c t  o n  th e  e s t im a t e d  
r o t o r  m a g n e t i s i n g  c u r r e n t s  ( e lm r d  a n d  e lm r q ) .
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( 5 . 5 . 5 )  F i t n e s s  ( c o s t )  v a lu e  p lo t s  r e s u l t in g  f r o m  th e  s ta t o r  c u r r e n t  n o is e .
( 5 . 5 . 6 )  F i t n e s s  ( c o s t )  v a lu e  p lo t s  w i t h  a  3 0 A m p .  s t a t o r  c u r re n t  o ffse t .
( 5 . 5 . 7 )  F i t n e s s  ( c o s t )  v a lu e  p lo t s  p r o d u c e d  w h e n  th e  m e t h o d  r e c e iv e s  p r a c t ic a l  da ta .
( 5 . 5 . 8 )  R o t o r  s p e e d  r e s p o n s e s  u s i n g  th e  d y n a m ic  s p e e d  s e n s o r l e s s  m e t h o d  a s  b o t h  th e  p a r a m e t e r  
o p t im i s e r  a n d  sta te  e s t im a to r .  ( 1 0 0 V  a t 4 0 H z ) .
( 5 . 5 . 9 )  R o t o r  s p e e d  r e s p o n s e s  u s i n g  t h e  d y n a m ic  s p e e d  s e n s o r l e s s  m e t h o d  a s  b o t h  th e  p a r a m e t e r  
o p t im i s e r  a n d  s ta te  e s t im a to r .  ( 1 2 0 V  a t 6 0 H z ) .
( 5 . 5 . 1 0 )  R o t o r  s p e e d  r e s p o n s e s  u s i n g  th e  O L F E _ ( R F O ) O L S E  sta te  e s t im a t o r  g i v e n  th e  n e w  
o p t im i s e d  p a r a m e t e r  set. ( 1 0 0 V  a t  4 0 H z ) .
( 6 . 0 . 1 )  A  p h o t o g r a p h  o f  th e  m e c h a n ic a l  t e s t -b e n c h .
( 6 . 1 . 1 )  D i a g r a m  o f  th e  s p e e d  c o n t r o l l e r  w i t h  in n e r  t o r q u e  c o n t r o l  lo o p .
( 6 . 2 . 1 )  C o n n e c t i o n  d ia g r a m  f o r  t h e  t e s t -b e n c h  b a s ic  b lo c k s .
( 6 . 2 . 1 )  D e s i g n  s p e c i f i c a t io n s  o f  t h e  c u r re n t  s e n s i n g  s y s t e m .
( 6 . 2 . 2 )  D e s i g n  s p e c i f i c a t io n s  o f  t h e  v o l t a g e  s e n s i n g  s y s t e m .
( 6 . 5 . 1 )  S p e e d  m e a s u r e m e n t  r e s o lu t io n .
( 7 . 1 . 1 . 1 )  R o t o r  f l u x  c u r r e n t  m a g n i t u d e  e s t im a t io n .
( 7 . 1 . 2 . 1 )  D i a g r a m  o f  a n  in d u c t i o n  m a c h in e  u s i n g  t w o  m a p p in g s .
( 7 . 1 . 2 . 2 )  S p e e d  s e n s o r l e s s  I R F O  u s i n g  m a p p in g s .
( 7 . 1 . 2 . 3 )  S p e e d  m e a s u r e d  I R F O  u s i n g  m a p p in g s .
( 7 . 3 . 2 .1 )  T h e - s im u la t i o n  b l o c k  d ia g r a m  o f  th e  6 2 0  v e c t o r  c o n t r o l  d r iv e .
( 7 . 3 . 2 . 2 )  T h e  s im u la t i o n  b l o c k  d ia g r a m  o f  th e  6 2 0  b e in g  fe d  f r o m  re a l m e a s u r e d  da ta .
( 7 . 3 . 2 .3 )  S t a t o r  v o l t a g e  a n d  c u r r e n t  c o m p o n e n t s  f r o m  th e  6 2 0  s im u la t io n  in  th e  s t a t io n a r y  
r e f e r e n c e  f r a m e .
( 7 . 4 . 1 )  B l o c k  d ia g r a m  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  o f  th e  6 2 0  c o n t r o l l e r  s t r u c t u re
( 7 . 5 . 1 .1 )  D e m a n d ,  a c tu a l a n d  e s t im a t e d  s p e e d  r e s p o n s e s  p r o d u c e d  u s i n g  t h e  6 2 0  d r i v e  p a r a m e t e r  
e x t r a c t io n  m e t h o d  ( s e t  1).
( 7 . 5 . 1 .2 )  D e m a n d ,  a c tu a l a n d  e s t im a t e d  s p e e d  r e s p o n s e s  p r o d u c e d  s t a n d a r d  p a ra m e t e r  e x t r a c t io n  
m e t h o d s  ( s e t  2 ).
( 7 . 5 . 1 . 3 )  D e m a n d ,  a c tu a l a n d  e s t im a t e d  s p e e d  r e s p o n s e s  p r o d u c e d  u s i n g  th e  d y n a m ic  s p e e d  
m e a s u r e d  p a ra m e t e r  e x t r a c t io n  m e t h o d  ( se t  3 ).
( 7 . 5 . 1 .4 )  D e m a n d ,  a c tu a l a n d  e s t im a t e d  s p e e d  r e s p o n s e s  p r o d u c e d  u s i n g  t h e  s t a t io n a r y  r o t o r  
p a r a m e t e r  e x t r a c t io n  m e t h o d  ( se t  4 ).
( 7 . 5 . 1 . 5 )  D e m a n d ,  a c tu a l a n d  e s t im a t e d  s p e e d  r e s p o n s e s  p r o d u c e d  u s i n g  th e  s t e a d y  sta te  s p e e d  
m e a s u r e d  p a ra m e t e r  e x t r a c t io n  m e t h o d  ( se t  5 ).
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( 7 . 5 . 1 .6 )  D e m a n d ,  a c tu a l a n d  e s t im a t e d  s p e e d  r e s p o n s e s  p r o d u c e d  u s i n g  t h e  s t e a d y  sta te  s p e e d  
“ s e n s o r l e s s ” p a ra m e t e r  e x t r a c t io n  m e t h o d  ( se t  6 ).
( 7 . 5 . 1 .7 )  D e m a n d ,  a c tu a l a n d  e s t im a t e d  s p e e d  r e s p o n s e s  p r o d u c e d  u s i n g  th e  d y n a m ic  s p e e d  
“ s e n s o r l e s s ” p a ra m e t e r  e x t r a c t io n  m e t h o d  ( se t  7 ).
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1 In tr o d u c tio n
1.1 O verv iew  of th e  top ic
For many tasks, an ac induction machine offers many advantages over a separately 
excited dc machine. However, the dc machine is simpler to control. Both machines 
require sufficiently accurate model structures and parameters to reduce the number of 
measured states whilst still offering the same level of performance. In the case o f the dc 
machine, in this thesis two models are analysed. The first is based on the simple 
(approximate) standard equivalent circuit, while the second uses a more complex, non­
linear, model which yields more accurate results. Parameter identification techniques 
were devised and analysed which, in both cases, reduced the need for a dynamic speed 
sensor (allowing it to be replaced with a cheaper steady-state sensor). All techniques and 
parameter sets were compared with standard methods of estimating parameters.
The second case, representing the bulk of the work, concerns the speed and flux 
sensorless control of a squirrel-cage induction machine. A method based on a simple 
steady state physical model was devised which required only a cheap steady state speed 
sensor. This formed the bridge between the dc and ac methods. The ac method was 
enhanced with a rotor speed solver (estimator) which removes the need for speed sensing. 
However, in order to increase the robustness, accuracy and usefulness of this method the 
number of measurable different steady state operating points must be increased. This 
increases the time required between updating the parameter values and thus reduces the 
estimator and controller performance.
In order to decrease the time required between parameter updates a dynamic speed 
sensorless method is introduced. This method produces estimates for all o f the 
parameters and non-measured states using only the stator voltage and current signals.
Commercial, advanced and novel ac parameter identifiers and state estimators are 
compared. The final solutions for both the dc and ac machines are implemented in 
practice on a purpose built test bench and a preliminary comparison of the results, which 
was all that time allowed, made.
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1.2 T h e s is  overv iew
Chapter two is broken down into two sections. The first section (2.1) explores the 
fundamentals which govern the operation of both the separately excited dc machine and 
the ac induction machine. The ideal dc machine is used as a bench mark for 
controllability, which therefore necessitates that the ac system use an advanced control 
technique, such as rotor field orientation, which is discussed in this section. The two 
types of system are compared with regard to overall performance, cost and robustness.
The second section (2.2) considers the process of reconstructing the state variable vector 
when some of the states are not measured. This is particularly important in a speed and 
field sensorless ac system.
Even a robust state estimator will become inaccurate to some degree if  the parameters 
used are in error. It is therefore very important when high performance dynamic torque 
control is required that the parameter values be identified correctly and in some cases 
tracked on-line. The third chapter explains the usefulness of optimisation in parameter 
extraction when the estimator model structure used has a high structural error. The 
genetic algorithm technique is characterised and enhanced with a view to offering high 
robustness and complete parameter set identification on-line.
In chapter four the optimisation-based identification and reduced state measurement 
techniques are applied to the separately excited dc machine. This simple case is used to 
explain and discuss the key benefits of both methods.
The fifth chapter considers six methods which can be used with the speed and field 
sensorless rotor field orientated vector controller. These include a practical 
implementation of the advanced technique discussed in chapter two and a method which 
can be used with a stationary rotor. The final three novel methods use reduced sensing, 
are applicable on-line and show some of the best results.
Chapter six considers the experimental set up employed to characterise the parameters 
produced by the parameter identifiers of chapter five. The voltage, current and rotor
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speed calibration is particularly important as they represent the measured and estimated 
inputs and states.
The practical result chapter (chapter seven) brings together comparative data from each 
test of the ac system. Through this data the practical usefulness of each method can be 
explored and compared.
The final chapter contains conclusions, implications and suggestions for future work 
resulting from this research.
1.3 A g u id e  to th is  th e s is
It is hoped that the reader will find the following flow chart useful when moving 
throughout this thesis. The chapter and section are given on the far left.
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2.1 M a ch in e  a n d  c o n tr o l fu n d a m e n ta ls
C h a p te r  overv iew
The first section of Chapter 2 introduces the operation of the separately excited dc 
machine and the squirrel cage induction machine. Equation based models are derived that 
can be used in the control of both machines. In the case of the ac induction machine, the 
merits of a vector approach when comparing against the more traditional scalar methods 
is discussed.
The evolution of ac machine control is discussed while selecting an appropriate control 
scheme. During this discussion, three distinct control methods are considered; natural 
field orientation, direct torque control and rotor field orientation. The removal of the field 
and speed measuring sensors is also researched.
2.1 .1  In troduction
It is possible to classify machine drive systems into two broad performance categories; 
those that function in a process that requires little dynamic torque control and those that 
require accurate dynamic torque control. In the former case, the machine drive system 
usually operates at a fixed speed and so a simple cheap controller based on a steady state 
system model will suffice. Such processes include fans and pumps. The latter case, 
however, requires a more complicated solution, so cost and robustness become priorities. 
Such processes include wire drawing plants and high performance lifts.
A set of criteria generally used to define high performance speed control is no more than 
a 0.5% steady state speed error, a dynamic of up to 500RPM per second and no more than 
10% speed overshoot in order not to stress the mechanical system.
Torque is generated by the interaction of a current with a magnetic field. The torque- 
producing component of the current is perpendicular to the direction of the field and the 
field producing, or modifying, current component is in parallel. The field orientation 
must be monitored in order to permit the current vector to be correctly decomposed into 
torque and field components. Once decomposed, the torque and field levels can be 
controlled independently yielding the benefits described below.
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There is a large magnetic energy associated with the main field, so changing its strength 
requires considerable time (or energy) which will affect the dynamic performance of the 
torque controller. A machine is designed to operate most efficiently within a certain 
operating range at a certain field level. It is therefore desirable to be able to 
independently control the field level to maintain it at a suitable level.
F igu re 2 .1 .1 .1  D ia g ra m  o f  an id ea l m achine co n tro l system .
2 .1 .2  T h e  s e p a ra te ly  ex c ited  d c  m ac h in e
The separately excited dc machine enables independent control of torque and field in a 
mechanical manner, by employing a commutator. The field is fixed in a constant 
direction by the field poles and the armature coil, whose plane is perpendicular to the 
field, is excited. The field level can be held constant by keeping the field producing 
current, I j  , constant. The armature coil moves, cutting the magnetic flux, which induces 
a voltage across the armature terminals dependent on the speed. Thus, the control of the 
ideal separately excited dc machine is simple due to the formation of two separate, 
independent, linear equations. Equation 2.1.2.1 describes how the speed is related to the 
back emf (E) and equation 2.1.2.2 shows how the torque is proportional to the armature 
current.
co -  — (rad s 1) 
K
Tcm = K I„  (Nm)
[2.1.2.1]
[2.1.2.2]
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It is the fact that the two output variables are related directly to two input variables, with 
minimal cross coupling, which makes the dc machine so useful for control purposes.
The dc machine requires a commutator because rotation of the armature moves the coil, 
which is excited out of the correct orientation with the field. Thus the next armature coil, 
which has moved into correct orientation, must be excited instead. The torque bandwidth 
of the machine, under constant field level, is determined primarily by the armature 
inductance and resistance. Naturally the bandwidth is in the tens of ITertz but can be 
increased using speed feedback.
2 .1 .3  T h e  squ irrel c a g e  a c  induction m ach in e
R. Lms ta to r  _  le a k a g e
K.
■j— ►
I *
J  r  J -1 r o to r  _  le a k a g e
R.
Figure 2.1.3.1 Diagram of representative induction machine circuit.
Through construction and excitation, the stator of an ac induction machine produces a 
sinusoidally distributed air-gap magnetising field that rotates at a fraction of the excitation 
frequency. (All symbols are defined in the glossary.)
K-Vl-IJR,-gLb [2.1.3.1]
The field passes through the rotor which houses symmetrical closed windings of finite 
impedance. When the speed of the rotating field differs from that of the rotor, an emf 
distribution is induced in the rotor winding giving rise to a rotor current, described in 
equation 2.1.3.2.
[2.1.3.2]
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The rotor current is balanced by the stator current which also provides the magnetising 
current, shown in equation 2.1.3.3
[2.1.3.3]
= LJ„, [2.1.3.4]
The rotor current also interacts with the field to produce a torque which acts to increase 
the rotor speed and thus reduce the induced voltage.
As the rotor speed approaches that of the field the induced emf decreases which in turn 
reduces the rotor current and the torque. Therefore an ideal induction machine will have 
no rotor current and produce no torque when the rotor rotates at the synchronous speed.
In the ac machine both the field and the torque producing currents rotate, so a commutator 
is not required. This concept may be thought of as a rotation of the commutator brush 
axis, which is parallel to the torque-producing component of current and perpendicular to 
the field producing component. (This view is the basis of field orientation which is 
discussed later.) The lack of commutator permits the ac machine to work at higher speeds 
and under hostile conditions.
The dc machine, however, has mechanically independent equations for torque and field 
which allows for independent control. Thus, to achieve the same performance, the drive 
system for an ac machine is much more complicated.
The bask scalar model
[2.1.3.5]
Much can be learnt of induction machine operation from the steady state “per phase” 
equivalent circuit (shown in fiquie 2.1.3.2). Within this description of the machine the 
slip is used to allow the rotor and stator circuits to be analysed as one.
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R. M L , L  M L ,
,r = n
K  M L , tm.
L  i r
Slip
Figure 2.1.3.2 The scalar “perphase" equivalent circuit diagram.
R.
Slip
+ j^sLs)L + ja)sLmIJL [2.1.3.6]
\
- + y ® , L  L  M , L , L  
/
[2.1.3.7]
L  = L  + L [2.1.3.8]
II + [2.1.3.9]
L =L +L,r m Iv [2.1.3.10]
A brief explanation of the induction machine operation is given appendix 2.1.
The DQ transformation
To further understand the operation of the induction machine, especially under transient 
conditions, a complete model of the system is presented which uses a vector 
representation.
The induced current densities on the stator and rotor follow an approximately sinusoidal 
distribution. A convenient way to represent these sinusoidal distributions is to use a 
vector whose magnitude is equal to the peak, and whose direction coincides with the 
positive peak in the physical domain. A common name for this vector concept is the 
space-vector. Thus, the stator and rotor mmf distributions may be represented as 
fundamental space-vectors with respect to any given reference frame. The stator and rotor 
quantities are most naturally defined with reference to their own frames; in order to
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manipulate them together, one or both must be transformed, by means of a vector 
rotation, into a chosen reference frame, [Leonhard 85, Chapter 10].
Figure 2.1.3.3 The space vector representation of the induction machine state variables.
It is common to view all the space-vectors on a two axis graph referenced to a marker, 
such as the slot with the largest number of turns excited by phase A in the stationary 
reference frame, or a flux space-vector in a field oriented reference frame. We thus need 
to convert the three phase currents, or voltages, into Direct and Quadrature components, 
while in the process taking account of their physical placements. When there is no 
neutral connection to the motor the sum of all the stator current must equal zero. Thus the 
origin of the D_Q axis coincides with the rotational axis of the axle through the centre of 
the rotor.
In figure 2.1.3.3 the stationary direct and quadrature axes are marked with SD and SQ 
respectively. The axes locked to the rotor are denoted rd and rq. The rotor and stator 
current and field space vectors are shown.
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T h e  basic vector model
The vector model approach allows the machine field response to be analysed, to allow the 
controller to suppress the wasteful flux transients, which occur under scalar speed control. 
Thus, by maintaining the flux constant, the vector method can produce much larger torque 
(and speed) control bandwidths.
L R. L,s I . ! K
i L
n
r f ..........
K 4 , R,
Jin j r
!
Stator reference Magnetic 1 Rotor reference
Figure 2.1.3.4 The space vector circuit diagram representation o f an induction machine.
Within a reference frame each space-vector can be split into in-phase and quadrature 
components, with reference to that frame. In the stationary reference frame the stator 
voltage equation is given by equation 2.1.3.12.
dy/'l
v* = R .,r +  —.V A X dt [2.1.3.12]
The direct (in phase) and quadrature components are given in equations 2.1.3.13 and 
2.1.3.14 respectively.
where
Kd ~ R J.ui +
to/+Y/
dt
dys*,
K , = 4 .4 , + dl
¥sii ~  A v  *  At/ +  A h  (A ,/  +  A r/ )  
^ vr^ A /'A ry+ A ^ A + A )
[2.1.3.13]
[2.1.3.14]
[2.1.3.15]
[2.1.3.16]
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The rotor voltage equation can also be expressed in the stationary reference frame:
where
v  = r  * r  +IV r IV dt
Wrd -  hr * j - t l  + h n i h d  +  f t /)  
Wrq = hr * j y  + h n  {isy + jy  )
[2.1.3.17]
[2.1.3.18]
[2.1.3.19]
[2.1.3.20]
[2.1.3.21]
The speed proportional term is a result of the reference frame transformation. The sum
I.s + h  = hi evaluates the magnetising current (due to the polarity marked in figure
2.1.3.4). When repeated using a general reference frame rotating at co we arrive at the 
commutation matrix [Vas 98]:
Rx + Lxs -  m l,
1j1 Cd
mLx Rx + Lxs mLm C „S * c„
K, K s - { w - m r )L m R,+ I rs Cd
y« —  m r ) i, „ LmS R,. + L,.s c ,
[2.1.3.22]
Where s is the differential operator, Lr = Llr + Lm, and Ls -  Llx + Lm. A full derivation 
can be found in most textbooks concerning the subject, for example [Leonhard 85, 
Chapter 10], [Novotny et al. 96, Page 61], [Vas 98].
Given flux and current space-vectors an expression for torque can be defined, for 
example:
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The preceding analysis of the induction machine was possible when certain assumptions 
can be declared legitimate, namely:
• The windings are assumed to be sinusoidal, infinitely thin, and located on the surface 
of the rotor and stator. Space harmonics and deep bar effects are ignored.
• Iron losses are neglected.
• The magnetic circuits are assumed linear or adequately modelled by an inductance 
dependent 011 current.
• Skew, end effects and slotting are also neglected.
• There is no neutral connection and, therefore, 110 zero sequence current component. 
Non-linear effects are considered in a later chapter.
2 .1 .4  C ontrol of induction  m a c h in e s
The original ac machine control schemes used scalar quantities which permit only steady 
state performance analysis, but do lead to simpler models. Vector control employs not 
just the magnitude of a variable but also its phase. This leads to a better physical 
appreciation of the machine, and aids in transient analysis.
E v o lu tio n
Induction machine control has evolved a great deal from the fixed supply frequency 
methods, a brief overview of which is given below.
1. Early schemes used simple speed feedback to control the peak stator voltage (|KV|)
while the synchronous speed (cox) was set for typically 5% slip to give stable, 
efficient performance.
• Speed is dictated, with an allowance for slip, by the synchronous speed 
imposed by the controller.
• Any error in the speed is reduced by modifying the peak level of the 
stator voltage input.
• As there is no knowledge of field level this method is unstable (due to 
cross-coupling effects) unless the control is very well tuned, and
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inefficient as full use of the machine magnetic circuit is not 
guaranteed.
V
2. Constant field,—product, control based on steady state analysis.
co
• This method aims to keep the field strength constant, or at a reasonable 
level set by the operating conditions, by maintaining constant Volts- 
per-ITertz on the main inductance in the steady state circuit diagram.
• The method is stable and efficient only under steady state conditions 
were the appropriate level of field strength has already been estimated.
3. Vector control, (VC), and other high performance methods.
• Using a dynamic representation of the machine these methods de­
couple the field and torque producing circuits so allowing stable, 
efficient but complex control of the machine.
• The complexity leads to longer computation times, a requirement of 
more accurate parameters and in some cases a greater number of 
individual parameters are defined.
The next sections of this chapter consider three of the most well known high-performance 
control schemes. Brief conclusions are drawn before the Rotor Field Orientated Vector 
Control (RFOC) scheme is analysed further.
Field Oriented Control
Field Oriented Control, (FOC), is a vector control scheme by which the frame of 
reference is rotating and linked to the torque-producing field. Then, the field level can be 
controlled independently of the torque level, a process called torque decoupling.
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For example under rotor FOC, (RFOC), the equations for flux magnitude and torque, in 
steady state, reduce to:
H  = [2.1.4.1]
Tm =fffLL\VrVir [2.1.4.2]J Lr
derivations of which can be found in standard texts books on the topic [Leonhard 85, 
Chapter 10].
Thus, once the flux level is set constant using the direct axis current component, torque
control is simply achieved by using the quadrature component, which is guaranteed to be
perpendicular.
Direct Torque Control
Under Direct Torque Control (DTC) the flux vector magnitude and position is controlled 
directly by the choice of inverter voltage switching modes given in an Optimum 
Switching Table (OST). The selection is made to restrict the flux and torque error within 
their respective hysteresis error bands by considering the position of the flux vector, the 
available switching modes and the desired flux level and torque. Thus the flux magnitude 
is set constant and the angle between it and the current vector is used to control the 
torque, as opposed to the phase and quadrature decomposition of the current approach 
employed by FOC. No reference rotation is necessary, but a good estimation of torque 
and flux is required. This method also suffers due to the inherent torque ripples during 
low speeds and transient conditions due to the fixed inverter switching frequency and 
limited number of switching states [Depenbrock 87], [Bird 98], [Vas 99].
Natural Field Orientated
The Natural Field Orientated (NFO) controller, [Jonsson et al 94], does not require an 
exact measure of the flux position. Instead, it relies on the machine producing the correct 
orientation given the correct input. Thus the scheme imposes an orientation and assumes 
that the machine will follow this. Of course this scheme requires very accurate models 
and parameters. The patented concept, if the stator leakage inductance is neglected, is 
that if the magnetising current is constant and is kept at 90 degrees behind the rotor
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current for each phase, then Natural Orientation will be achieved. Using a simple 
equation for the magnetising current,
L = - r = -  [2.1.4.3]
— JcoLm
E
then the controller is in NFO when — is kept constant. This method behaves like an
co
ordinary scalar Volts-per-Hertz approach, but, as with FOC, it also maintains the correct 
flux-to-current orientation.
Com m on and specific problems
Each scheme is dependent on model parameters either for use in a model or an estimator. 
Natural Field Orientation is much simpler than Field Orientated Control but more difficult 
to analyse. Direct Torque Control is the simplest scheme but the most complex to perfect. 
The remainder of this chapter considers Field Orientated Control, as this is the most 
widely used scheme, at the present time.
D irect, indirect, and sensorless operation
In order to implement a vector control scheme the controller must be able to determine 
the field orientation. In the direct method, the field is measured directly, using a Hall 
probe for example.
The use of Hall probes unfortunately demands a modified motor. This could lead to a 
downgrading of the system robustness, as the field loop requires the fastest response. 
Also at low field levels, the main signal can be lost amongst the fringing and slot gap 
effects. In an indirect method the field orientation is determined by calculation using 
other measured variables - for example a slip calculator using a measured speed signal.
As position sensors are expensive it is possible to go one stage further and estimate the 
speed signal; as this does not require the speed sensor it is known as speed “sensorless” 
vector control.
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The choice of reference frame for FOC
It is logical to rotate the reference frame with the flux on which the stator voltage, or 
current, will be controlled. This leads to the choice of stator, air-gap or rotor flux 
orientation. Whatever the reference frame chosen the inverter will always operate in the 
stationary frame. Nevertheless, it has been shown that orientation to the rotor flux offers 
the simplest decoupling, [Payn 91, page 81], [Apsley 95, page 3.14].
Like the air-gap flux orientation, the rotor flux has less parameter dependency than the 
stator flux orientation, [Payn 91, page 81]. This is because the stator flux orientation 
does not directly offer any information about the rotor speed. The air-gap, or 
magnetising, field, requires an extra state variable, namely magnetising current rotational 
speed. This will have to be measured or estimated for correct rotation of the reference 
frame.
Indirect Rotor Field Orientated Control
Indirect Rotor Field Orientated (IRFO) control provides the simplest method for flux and 
torque producing current component decoupling. The method can be enhanced to be both 
flux and speed sensorless if a speed sensor is not permitted.
In the general reference frame, rotating at cop , the rotor voltage equation (current model) 
becomes,
0 = RrI f  + y/ f  + j(cog -  cor]y/f [2.1.4.4]
Substituting stator current and rotor flux for the rotor current leads equation 2.1.4.5
below.
° = 4 - r ?  [2.1.4.5]
r r
Y  nt = Y„, = Yn, =  0 ,® ,  = 01^
Under simple RFOC the rotor flux is maintained constant and is only in the direct
component direction: y/ni = \y/,\, y/nl = y/rq = y/rq = 0,a?g = a>v,r
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Thus, on the direct axis: 0 = — y/n, -  — LmIst, +0 + 0
Ty Ty
¥ 4 = 4 .4 ,  = > 4  = 0 [2.1.4.6]
This result can be explained; the direct component should not produce any torque, and so 
cannot flow through the rotor resistance, but will produce rotor flux by flowing through 
the rotor flux inductance, giving it a 90° shift.
On the quadrature axis: 0 = + (iq , - + 4 , 4 ,  + fm  + («V, V *
v r
o = 0 - 2 - V ,  + 0 + (®r, - ® , k ,  [2.1.4.7]
J y
By substituting the direct axis equation, we arrive at the familiar slip calculator equation.
*;• 7  xti
Therefore at synchronous speed 7 , and hence I  , is equal to zero giving no torque.
[2-1-4-9]
The transient response between slip and torque is now linear.
[2.1.4.10]
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While orientated with the flux the following definitions of torque and flux producing 
currents are often made: IT = /  , and, IF = Istl.
kr\ = hJF [2.1.4.11]
[2.1.4.12]
ITow effective this simple control strategy is depends largely on how accurate the model 
structure and parameters, from which it is derived, were and remain during the operation 
of the machine, and how accurate the sensors are. The worst problem caused by these 
errors is a wrongly orientated flux vector, which results in the flux and torque signals 
remaining coupled.
2 .1 .5  S u m m ary
This section has introduced and discussed the fundamental operation and control theory 
of both the separately excited dc machine and the squirrel cage ac induction machine. In 
conclusion, the ac machine has advantages over the dc machine in the low and medium 
power region, and can produce equal or greater control performance when operated under 
advanced control schemes, such as under field orientated vector control. The relative 
advantages of the main control schemes have also been discussed, with the conclusion 
that the rotor field orientated controller is a good base. In addition, it has been found 
advantageous to remove the requirement of flux and speed sensing in order to increase the 
complete systems robustness.
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2 .2  S t a te  e s t im a t io n  fu n d a m e n ta ls
C h a p te r  overv iew
This chapter presents state estimation techniques based on the models (described in 
Chapter 2 Section 1) which are required when the field and speed sensors are removed 
from an induction machine control system. Related studies of the modelling, estimation 
and parameter identification of a dc machine will be discussed in Chapter 4, although this 
thesis does not consider further the high performance control of the dc machines.
2.2 .1  In troduction
The first section of this chapter discussed induction machine control and concluded that 
field orientated vector control showed the most benefit. In addition, the removal of the 
flux and field sensors in order to increase robustness was found advantageous. As the 
number of states measured is reduced, it becomes more difficult to reconstruct the non­
measured states. This section discusses techniques for estimating the rotor field and the 
rotor speed beginning with non-model based techniques and ending with closed loop 
observers and model reference adaptive system, MRAS, estimators with mechanical 
compensation.
2 .2 .2  N on-m odel b a s e d
State Estimation Using Saliency, Geometrical Saturation
Using machine geometrical effects, it is possible to estimate the position of the 
magnetising flux and the rotor speed. These effects include air-gap asymmetry, slotting 
causing slot harmonics, rotor slot saliency and general saturation. They can be put into 
two categories, slotting or asymmetries. As motor design and construction advances the 
required levels of asymmetry cannot be guaranteed. Thus slotting becomes the best 
option. (Papers that provide information regarding the determination of the magnetising 
flux position from the saturated stator voltage third harmonic are discussed in Appendix 
2.2).
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Slotting produces a regular variation in the air-gap flux density. This produces a form of 
amplitude modulation of the flux linkage where the side-bands can be detected in the 
stator voltage. These rotor slot harmonics (RSH) can produce a measure of the rotor 
speed which is model independent. The main problem encountered is the complex nature 
of the detector; thus, this method is usually used to provide off-line parameter tuning. In 
the past tracking was performed by analogue techniques such as the phase locked loop. A 
digital approach using a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) does not suffer from 
component value drift, can suppress the inverter’s own harmonics and can be guaranteed 
stable. The method is analysed in [Hurst et al. 94] and again in [Blasco-Gimenez et al 
96], where rules for tuning were given. The system can be viewed as an optional module 
that can be connected in place of the encoder, in order to produce steady state speed 
measurements; of course the drive must be able to support the large computational 
burden, but the technique can be considered if conventional speed sensing is not 
permissible.
2 .2 .3  M odel b a s e d
An estimator is a dynamic system whose state variables are estimations of the non­
measured states of another system. There are two main classes, open and closed loop. A 
closed loop estimator uses a correction error to adjust its response and thus is referred to 
as an observer. The correction term improves the robustness and may increase the rate of 
convergence, [Verghese et al. 88]. An adaptive observer uses feedback to tune the 
structural gains as well.
Open loop estimation
Open Loop Flux Estimation, (OLFE)
When analysing the machine model the rotor magnetising current, Imr (defined in 
equation 2.2.3.1 below), is as meaningful as the flux value. The use of the current instead 
of the flux reduces the number of parameters required by one, the magnetising 
inductance.
Vr = L J m , [2.2.3.1]
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From the stator voltage equation there is a simple manipulation which leads to a rotor flux 
(or any other flux) estimator which requires only the stator voltage and current to be 
measured, [Apsley 95, page 5.8]. At first view this appears to be the ideal solution for 
speed and flux sensorless operation. The variables are simple to measure and the 
algorithm requires only four combination parameters. Two independent equations are 
given in the DQ representation, both entirely deduced from variables in the same axis.
?! =r =[TTl [\v°-A r ll t- A, (l r
|_4,J A2 ,v
[2.2.3.2]
A\ — Rx;
Lt
the stator resistance,
A2 = ——; the multiplying impedance ,
Ry
u y
v  A  j
; the square of the rotor time constant, and, 
the stator inductance
Unfortunately implementing this estimator presents many problems. The computation 
involves a pure integral of the back emf. Therefore any initial error in estimated flux will 
continue without correction. As there is no feedback path, and so no correction 
mechanism, the estimator will not converge. Errors in any of the four parameters 
contribute a load-dependent magnitude and phase error as they are all multiplied by the 
stator current. This results in errors during subsequent processes, such as rotation of the 
reference frame. The algorithm also suffers from inaccuracy at low speeds or high torque 
operation, because the resistive drop becomes comparable with the stator voltage. A 
detailed study of this method is contained in [Apsley 95 page 5.8].
In order to increase the usefulness of this method two main areas have been researched; 
the use a high pass filter to remove offsets and the manipulation using the rotor voltage 
equation to allow for a feedback correction term. The former method guarantees that the 
estimator cannot be used at low speeds [ITur 97], and the latter increases the complexity 
and the sensitivity of the algorithm to the rotor time constant.
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A better method, from a convergence point of view, is one which employs the rotor 
voltage equations.
mnl
mrq
- 1 
Tr
CO ,  
-  1
CO
-  CO
-  1
Tr
-  co „
■yJA
I mn/ 1 'I*, "+
I mrq Tr -h, .
n ml
mrq s,i _
[2.2.3.3]
[2.2.3.4]
With correct parameters but an erroneous initial estimate of rotor magnetising current this 
algorithm will converge due to the feedback term. The error dynamics have complex
eigenvalues of -
TK1!' /
+ jcor and -
TK 1 r
-  jcor; therefore, the estimator converges to the
correct estimate with an exponential decay envelope, set by the rotor time constant, and 
an oscillatory component at the rotor speed. There is no steady state error if the correct 
value for the rotor time constant is set; otherwise the residual error is very sensitive to the 
parameter error - an effect which is increased at high torque and speed. The major 
problem of this method is the requirement of a speed measurement.
Open Loop Speed/Slip Estimators, (OLSE)
As described earlier, the rotor voltage equation can be simplified in the RFOC scheme, 
during constant flux conditions, allowing for the rotor speed, or slip speed, to be 
estimated.
1 z
®r = fflr , " — -r-d r d
[2.2.3.5]
This “slip calculator” can be used to orientate the reference frame if speed is measured, or 
estimate the rotor speed when the field is estimated elsewhere.
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Closed loop estimation, observers
Closed Loop Flux-Iinkage Observers, (CLFO)
The advantages of both the rotor and stator voltage equations can be combined to produce 
a closed loop field observer (CLFO), such as is the implementation in the diagram below 
[Langovsky et al. 95].
The PI controller is tuned to make the estimator use the current model at low frequency 
and the voltage model at higher frequency with a gradual transition. The combined 
controller from the voltage model takes the form of equation 2.2.3.6.
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The PI is expressed as .K p(s + . The first term is the low pass filter acting on the
s
current model and the second is high pass filter acting on the voltage model. Thus this 
CLFO can work at zero speed and in flux weakened operation. Unfortunately, the tuning 
of the PI controller requires a good knowledge of the machine.
Adaptive observers
Adaptive control, or estimation, is a special form of non-linear feedback control in which 
the terms of the process can be separated into two categories which change at two definite 
rates. The slowly changing terms become the parameters and the faster changing terms 
become the state variables. Thus there are two speeds of feedback, a slower one to update 
the parameters, (normally based on the closed loop performance) and a faster one to 
update the variables. [Astom et al. 89]
Adaptive filters
Much work has been completed and reported elsewhere on the analysis and tuning of 
advanced adaptive filters [Du et al. 95] and [Wade et al. 97]. The Luenberger observer 
is used in general for deterministic linear systems, while the Kalman filter is used for 
stochastic linear systems. Extended versions of both are used for non-linear system 
observation. For the linear types the rotor speed is considered as a parameter, whereas it 
is a state in the extended observers.
The main features of the extended Kalman filter, (EKF) are,
• It is based on the well-researched Kalman Filter algorithm.
• The performance can be tuned using the covariance matrices.
• There is no flexibility of design because in this case optimality must be satisfied.
• The covariance matrices must be carefully selected to avoid non-optimal or biased 
performance.
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The main features of the extended Luenberger observer, (ELO) are,
• The performance can be altered by the gain matrix,
• It is computationally no more demanding than the EKF,
• It allows very flexible design -  it can can meet any criteria, speed of response etc. 
This therefore allows a trade-off between tracking speed and noise sensitivity, [Wade 
et al. 97].
A detailed design procedure for an extended Luenberger observer which estimates rotor- 
flux and rotor-speed is given in [Du et al. 95]. This paper also contains a comparison 
between methods. They conclude that the extended Luenberger observer is the favoured 
solution as the observer performance can be changed by altering the gain matrix giving 
rapid convergence and high robustness without suffering the bias problem encountered 
when using the extended Kalman filter.
Model-reference Adaptive Systems, (MRAS)
M o d e l
R e g u la to r  p a ra m e te rs
A d ju stm e n t
m e c h a n ism
R e g u la to r P lan t
Figure 2.2.3.2. Block diagram of a simple MRAS scheme
A model-reference Adaptive Systems, MRAS, can solve the control problem when a 
reference model for the process has been given. This model shows how the process output 
should respond to the command signal. The system can be thought of as having two 
loops, the inner one being ordinary feedback and the outer one adjusting the regulator 
parameters to minimise the error between the plant and the reference model output. 
Therefore the outer loop is also a regulator with feedback, so the main problem is to 
guarantee stability.
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MRAS stability
MRAS normally contains non-linear, time varying, feedback elements. The parameter 
correction is usually implemented through a PI controller, but then used in the estimator 
in a non-linear fashion. This makes stability analysis difficult, although the Lyapunov 
stability criterion may be applied, [Astrom et al. 89]. However, even if the stability of 
the algorithm can be demonstrated, there is still no indication of the convergence 
dynamics, which must be determined by simulation.
Points to consider when designing a MRAS estimator include:
• whether the scheme will converge for all loads,
• whether the speed of convergence will change with load,
• the sensitivity of the method to measurement noise,
• the sensitivity to errors in the other parameters,
• how the sensitivities above change with operating frequency.
MRAS methods are widely covered in the literature and have been incorporated into 
commercial drive products. However many algorithms are only valid over a limited 
speed and load range. A detailed and informative discussion of the MRAS technique is 
contained in [Nain et al. 88], [Buja et al. 95] present a good MRAS method which 
produces parameter estimation at standstill showing that the method is not restricted to the 
normal rumiing operating region.
MRAS-CLSO/OLFE
One of the simplest MRAS employs both the stator and rotor voltage derived open-loop 
rotor magnetising current estimators. The stator voltage equation uses four parameters 
and two measurable vector variables, the stator voltage and current, so is employed as the 
reference model. The rotor voltage equation also produces an open-loop estimate of the 
rotor magnetising current but requires the use of the rotor speed state. Hence, the rotor 
voltage equation is used as the adjustable model. The MRAS aims to produce the same 
value of the rotor magnetising current state vector from both equations by adjusting the 
rotor speed estimate.
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Figure 2.23.3. Diagram of the MRAS rotor speed estimator in simulink
The error correction stage of this scheme uses the difference between both estimates of 
the rotor magnetising current vectors, shown in the equation 2.2.3.7. Alternative 
equations are given in [Vas 99] as this particular equation can suffer error due to the 
integral term in the reference model. Many other error equations use the back emf; 
although this means that the integral no longer appears in the reference model it also 
means that the flux cannot be estimated simultaneously. Equations can also be 
formulated so as not to require a particular parameter. An error signal constructed using 
the emf multiplied by the stator current does not require the stator resistance. The same 
error differentiated removes the stator transient inductance. These lead to a more 
complex estimator.
e*  = Im V / W ; } [2.2.3.71
The error passes through a PI controller, for stability and convergence tuning, and then to 
the adjustable model.
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2 .2 .4  R e su lts  using  real d a ta
To operate from real data the integral term must be protected from current and voltage 
measurement drift errors. This can be achieved by processing the flux estimates prior to 
the MRAS error equation using filters. However, this increases the complexity of the 
solution as filtering affects the stabilising PI controller.
Figure 2.2.3.4. Speed responses produced by the MRAS Wr method.
Figure 2.2.3.4 displays a practical recorded speed response (B), a standard parameter 
based MRAS Wr response (C) and the response from a better parameter set (A).
This method of estimating both the rotor magnetising current vector and the rotor speed 
states has many problems. It is highly sensitive to parameter variations, due to the 
absence of any corrective feedback. Even with perfect parameters the method requires PI 
filtering in order to remain stable while producing close speed tracking. A far better 
method (described below) uses the CLFO described before with mechanical 
compensation.
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MRAS-CLSO/CLFO
This MRAS produces a flux and speed estimate and uses the CLFO coupled to a 
mechanical model [Blasco-Gimenez 95]. The CLFO brings the advantages of the current 
and voltage models while the mechanical model gives a torque signal with mechanical 
compensation.
Figure 2.2.3.5. Diagram ofMRAS-CLFO
The CLFO scheme outputs an estimate of the rotor flux while an estimate of the rotor 
speed is given by the mechanical model. The mechanical model is connected through a 
PID controller.
Small-signal analysis was carried out on the MRAS-CLFO by [Blasco-Gimenez et al 
96B]. It was found that inaccurate parameters gave rise to a ripple on the speed estimate 
which, during low speeds, came within the controller bandwidth. In order to guarantee 
stability careful tuning was required. This decreases the overall robustness of the method. 
Due to the difficulty of stability analysis the group produced a list of “rules-of-thumb” in 
order to reduce the ripple.
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• The system is most sensitive to the stator resistance. An overestimate will lead to 
instability. If a “cold” value is used on start-up the true value can only increase due to 
the warming of the windings, giving the required underestimate.
• The same method should be used with the rotor resistance, and the same principle of 
underestimation with the oLs term. Thus crLs should be found under no-load.
• The mutual inductance should be overestimated slightly and can cause problems 
during field weakened operation.
Experimental results for this scheme using online parameter tuning are given in [Blasco- 
Gimenez 95] and [Blasco-Gimenez 96C]. Another disadvantage of this method is the 
requirement for an accurate mechanical model structure and parameters. As the load 
dynamics change during normal operation this will become very difficult. Schemes such 
as the RFOC do not require any knowledge of the mechanical system; any effect is seen 
through the torque response and hence the measured stator current. Thus the only reason 
to provide an estimate for the mechanical dynamics is for stability analysis, an operation 
which is very difficult to perform for an adaptive structure such as the MRAS.
2 .2 .5  S u m m ary
This section considered the reconstruction of the state vector when the control system is 
not permitted to measure every state variable in the machine. This is particularly 
important in the case of the ac machine when not all the controlled state variables are 
measured. Many methods exist which allow the rotor field and speed to be estimated, 
each of which has advantages and disadvantages dependent on operating condition, 
parameter sensitivity and accuracy. This section set out to consider only the most widely 
used approaches.
Model based schemes have been adopted for the rest of this thesis as their responses are 
more heavily affected by parameter set values and less affected by estimator tuning 
parameters. They are also easier to code into optimisation schemes for the same reasons.
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3.1 P a r a m e te r  e x tr a c t io n  fu n d a m e n ta ls
C h a p te r  overv iew
Once a model structure has been selected that can robustly and accurately estimate the 
states that are no longer measured, the parameters to be use within this model must be 
evaluated. This chapter discusses reasons why accurate parameter values are required and 
how the parameter values will alter with time. Parameter extraction techniques can be 
split into parameter estimators and parameter optimisers. Both are discussed before the 
most appropriate is selected. Dc machine parameter extraction is considered in Chapter 4.
3.1 .1  In troduction
It is common for the drive, machine and load to have been designed and built 
independently. Thus, upon connection the drive will have to be tuned to the specific 
machine and load parameters, and the controller will need to be tuned to the required 
system response. If few parameters are known, commissioning can be a skilled and 
costly process, [Vas 98]. Instead it would be advantageous if the drive could self­
commission, preferably using the smallest number of sensors. This is referred to as 
parameter commissioning and normally is performed off-line.
When the machine is in service its parameters will change. The success of many control 
schemes relies on accurate values for the parameters - for example the rotor time constant 
in the slip calculator under the RFOC scheme. On-line parameter extraction is a method 
by which the state estimation and control algorithms can be made less sensitive to 
variations in parameters, as those errors (in the ideal case) will be removed. This is 
referred to as parameter tuning.
3 .1 .2  E ffects of a  real m ach in e
It has already been pointed out that many of the model parameters will change during the 
normal running of the machine. Resistance has a relatively slow rate of change. Its value 
is a function of temperature and, due to the heat produced by the power dissipated in the
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windings or a change in ambient temperature, that value will alter. Inductance may vary 
with operating point or, during saturation, exhibit non-linear behaviour. Thus it can not 
only complicate the model equations but also possesses a fast rate of change.
Errors in parameters cause even greater problems when they are multiplied by each other, 
or, in the case of a time constant, divided. For example, a wrongly estimated rotor time 
constant can easily lead to an oscillatory torque response, [Coirault et al. 96]. Since 
many controllers are only as good as their underlying models higher order real machine 
effects should be discussed. Once an effect is understood it could be incorporated into the 
machine model; however, creating a more complex model will increase the computation 
time required. The ordinary model is adequate in most cases as long as the parameters are 
correctly tracked and altered. Below are examples of imperfections of the real machine.
Space harmonics
As explained earlier with regard to third harmonic voltage, the winding distribution in the 
real induction machine is not sinusoidal. There are torque harmonics at 6n times the rotor 
frequency and there are harmonics from the rotor flux which vary with position. 
Nevertheless, the most significant other harmonic, the seventh, generally only contributes 
approximately 0.2% of rated torque. The main effects are to the motor losses seen 
directly through the resistance change due to added heating and increased measurement 
noise, [Apsley 95, page 4.1], as the efficiency of the machine is reduced.
D e e p  bar effects
The behaviour of some parameters is affected by the finite thickness of the bars on the 
rotor cage. At high frequencies the current concentrates on the surface and so the 
effective impedance is increased. This is due to the skin effect, which alters the 
inductance across the bar. If the slip frequency is known a look up table of resistance 
values could be used for the rotor resistance. Work has been done on the simplified 
double cage equivalent but this adds extra complexity to the model. When the machine is 
running at low slip, such as when rotor field orientated control (RFOC) is employed, the 
frequencies experienced by the rotor are relatively low, resulting in a reduction in the skin 
effect.
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Core losses
Core losses are more important at higher speeds or high fluxes, and the neglecting of 
them can result in an error in the rotor flux estimator. Core loss modelling is a continuing 
research field. Hogben presents a comparison between magnetic circuit and spatial flux 
calculation methods, [Hogben et al. 94]. Her findings showed that considering each 
stator/rotor tooth in turn using a finite element technique and then collecting the results 
together in a hybrid reluctance method produces a good estimate with less computational 
time than considering the whole magnetic circuit.
Speed estimators that use saliency or slot harmonics are not affected by the variation in 
core loss, but model reference adaptive schemes (MRAS) and other model equation based 
schemes are. A more detailed discussion can be found in [Levi 97a]. In speed measured 
schemes the loss mainly effects the orientation angle, but in sensorless operation the 
accuracy of the speed estimations is also brought into doubt. Experimental results show 
that variation in iron loss causes the same magnitude of error as variations in resistance 
and inductance. [Apsley 95].
Magnetic saturation
The saturation effect is shown as a levelling out in the B/H curve. This alters the 
inductance and thus changes the relationship between the voltage and current, or flux and 
mmf. A more accurate model would have to analyse the relationships between each 
current and each flux. In practice the main flux depends on the magnetising current, and 
the leakage fluxes on their respective currents. In steady state the saturation will clamp 
the magnetising voltage and limit the rotor current. In the transient state the differential 
flux becomes:
dw dL dl
xg = L(I)1 => —j- - I ~  + L~— ~ 
dt dt dt
dL dl
—  [3.1.1.1]
dt L
This will lead to complex models. Useful discussions on machine magnetic circuits are 
given in [Cistelecan et al. 76], [Levi 97] and [Williamson et al. 96], however, these do 
not have direct relevance to this thesis. Further references are contained in appendix 3.1.
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Thermal effects
The temperature of the motor varies with operating point. This change primarily affects 
the resistances of the rotor and stator. Thermal models are extremely complex. Crude, 
but adequate, models are available in order to simplify the computation. As the thermal 
time constant is significantly longer than the electrical time constants it is feasible to track 
the rotor resistance by studying its effect on the dynamic behaviour.
3 .1 .3  Off-line C o m m issio n in g  
Param eter Estimation or optimisation
Parameter estimation establishes a set of tests, or equations, to extract the required 
physical parameters indirectly from measurements, usually one test per parameter. The 
estimation technique will in general produce more accurate values for the physical 
element parameters than those produced by the optimisation techniques developed below.
Parameter optimisation employs algorithms to establish initial parameters that minimise 
an error function. This approach allows for multiple parameters to be identified from the 
same test or operating condition, dependent on the cost function used.
However, the great benefit of the optimisation technique is it can compensate for model 
structural errors by producing effectively less accurate values for the physical element 
parameters that nevertheless increase the overall accuracy of the state estimation.
Techniques for off and on-line parameter estimation include:
1. In the time domain, e.g. model equations in model reference adaptive schemes.
2. In the frequency domain - parameters are obtained from frequency characteristics.
These approaches can also be extended for non-linear system evaluation. Techniques also 
employed in parameter optimisation:
3. Estimation employing artificial intelligence, (Al), Artificial Neural Nets, (ANN), 
Fuzzy Neural Nets, (FNN), Genetic Algorithms, (GA), etc.
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As these techniques are general function estimators they can be used for non-linear 
systems also.
The deterministic parameter estimation tests aim to produce, with many assumptions, a 
simplification of the classical model that allows, through predefined excitation, a value 
for a single model parameter to be determined. Thus a string of such tests is required. 
Deterministic parameter estimation testing is better established than filtering or 
optimisation techniques, as they follow on from the traditional manual testing.
Off-line pa ram eter  estimation
Deterministic “standard” parameter estimation tests
Below are descriptions of a collection of basic off-line tests on induction machines which 
produce simple estimates of the physical model parameters.
DC injection
A  DC voltage is applied across two stator-winding phases, when the machine is star 
connected. A value for twice the stator resistance is obtained from the current measured 
after allowing enough time for all transients to settle. This process is repeated for the 
other two phase permutations and the results averaged.
No-load
The no-load test is used to deduce an appropriate value for the magnetising flux and 
hence the magnetising current. Although the name might suggest that no torque will be 
produced this is not so, as the machine itself has friction. Name plate data and nominal 
parameter values are used, as the main aim is to give enough torque producing capacity 
without driving the machine into saturation. The method produces estimates for stator 
magnetising loss resistance and inductance. The major error is produced by unaccounted 
losses, including the machine friction. The circuit can be improved by the inclusion of a 
loss resistor where the rotor resistance would be in the standard machine circuit.
Locked-rotor
As the name of the test implies the rotor is forced to stay stationary while three phase 
voltage is applied. Due to the winding current limit the input voltage is much lower than 
the nominal maximum voltage. The method produces estimates for rotor resistance and
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the combined leakage inductance. This method suffers greatly from skin effect, discussed 
before, as the full supply frequency appears on the rotor. The increase in current leads to 
variations in both the stator and rotor resistances and the main flux will alter if the 
machine is saturated.
Identification o f  the machine and load mechanical dynamic parameters 
A crude method to identify the mechanical parameters was given by Sumner, [Sumner et
al. 93]. A model is created that allows for a power loss term to be evaluated. The
machine is taken to different speeds and the mechanical output power is deduced by
subtracting the lost power from the real input power. The inverter is then switched off and
the speed decrease curve is recorded. From this curve a basic value for the mechanical
time constant can be calculated. The major problem to this solution is the requirement of
a speed sensor, and the assumption that that the machine and load shafts are rigidly
coupled.
If a function for the machine loss is not employed a very crude estimation for the inertia 
can be made from the dimensions and material densities. The friction can then be 
calculated from the mechanical time constant. These methods suffer inaccuracy if the 
friction does not behave as described by the standard machine equations, and from the 
assumptions required in estimating the mechanical output power.
Disadvantages of this limited number of “standard tests” include the inaccuracies caused 
by the assumption required to split the no-load inductance, or the combined locked-rotor 
leakage inductance, into individual components. One method assumes that the 
magnetising inductance is approximately equal to the stator inductance, which in turn is 
much larger than the stator leakage inductance and so the leakage can be neglected, 
[Sumner et al. 93], Another rule of thumb states that the rotor and stator leakages are 
equal and no more than 5% of the magnetising inductance.
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“Advanced” parameter estimation
Below are descriptions of a number of tests that would only be performed if more 
accurate estimates for the physical parameter values were required, or if the standard tests 
cannot be performed due to lack of sensors or load constraints, such as when the machine 
is part of a lift system.
Interrupted dc supply
During this test the rotor is stationary as there is 110 torque production; hence there is no 
need for a speed sensor. A DC current is injected into the machine for long enough to 
reach a steady state.
The inverter is then switched off, open-circuiting the machine. The circuit is represented 
below.
At this instant, the rotor flux retains its value and is solely produced by the rotor current.
VF - L Ir r r
The stator voltage fades exponentially allowing an estimate for the rotor time constant to 
be calculated. A more detailed discussion can be found in [Khambadkone et al. 91] and 
[Schierling 88].
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where,
41 rA - = + / r [3.1.3.2]
dt —
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Figure 2.3.3.2 Stator voltage and current plots from the interrupted supply test.
This test was performed on the test-bench induction machine (described in chapter six), 
the graph from which is displayed above. The value of the rotor time constant given by 
the test, after repeated use, was 343ms. A comparison with other methods is given in 
chapter seven, which found a degree of consistency.
This method is simple but relies on an accurate measurement of the stator voltage, and on 
the assumption that the flux in the stator leakage inductance can be neglected. The effect 
of this inductance can be removed if the measurement of voltage begins after allowing 
enough time for the stator current, which is also measured, to reduce to zero. This 
unfortunately means that the back emf will be smaller, thus increasing the experimental 
difficulties.
Pulsating flux
It is possible to perform tests, be they prior to start up or after a warming time, using 
pulsating instead of rotating flux. The pulsation is given by injecting current into line 
one, keeping line two open circuit and letting the current flow out of line three. The rotor
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will remain stationary as there is no slip to induce a rotor voltage. Important information 
can be deduced from a variety of input signal tests.
A method by which a model based stationary rotor test can be enhanced and incorporated 
into an optimisation technique is discussed in the Chapter 5. The method uses steady state 
test points with differing synchronous speed and peak stator voltage.
Magnetic saturation function
There exists a function which describes the link between magnetic current and flux 
linkage, y/m = /( /„ ,) . In the linear model this function has been approximated by a 
straight line of gradient equal to the nominal magnetic inductance, y /m = L mI m • At high 
current this approximation is no longer valid. Work has been undertaken elsewhere to 
determine an appropriate function and suggest possible test strategies in order to estimate 
the parameters used within that function, [Levi 92], [Oraee 93], [Ruff et al. 93], and 
[Bunte et al. 93].
The inductance values are changed for each operating point corresponding to the level of 
the currents involved. A fast control algorithm, based on the assumption that resistance 
and inductance are constants, then uses this new approximation to represent the machine.
Many on-line parameter adapters assume that the linear machine inductance changes as 
slowly as the machine resistance. This is, however, untrue during flux saturation 
conditions where the values change rapidly, [Levi 92]. Therefore, if  adaptation is to take 
place it must be both fast and complex. As these last two terms are normally considered 
incompatible it is better to identify a model for the saturation effects that can be 
incorporated into the model of the machine. Thus, during normal ruiming only the slower 
moving model parameters need be altered.
Modern control schemes can tolerate a certain degree of flux path saturation, and even 
magnetic models are based on simplified equations. The effect of inductance error can be 
neglected when the parameters are tuned on-line and the machine is run at a sensible level 
of flux.
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On-line p a ram eter  estimation
As the complexity of the controllers increases the accuracy of the parameters employed 
becomes more important. The parameters values will change, as explained before, so it is 
advantageous if those values could be updated on-line. Most on-line techniques can be 
used for the estimation of both the states and the parameters; the main techniques have 
already been highlighted in section two of this Chapter 2 . Instead the remainder of this 
section will consider the estimation of selected states and parameters simultaneously.
3 .1 .5 . J o in t p a r a m e te r  a n d  s ta t e  e s tim a tio n
Much new work has been produced on the topic of joint state and parameter estimators. 
These schemes offer the benefit of combining the two operations while decreasing the 
cumulative error usually associated with independent estimation of parameters and of 
states, [Du et al. 95]. The four techniques employed most frequently in the literature for 
state estimation are signal injection techniques, the two filters, the extended Luenberger 
observer and the extended Kalman filter and the adaptive structure method.
Signal injection
The rotor time constant in a current source inverter (CSI) rotor field orientated drive 
system can be tuned by running the system unloaded with an erroneous rotor time 
constant while applying modulation on the direct axis (flux producing) stator current. 
The magnetic time constant will filter out the effect of this modulation, so the flux will 
not be altered. The rotor time constant is tuned until the modulation no longer affects the 
torque and speed, and thus the flux is in quadrature with the torque producing current.
Leonhard [Leonhard 85], argued that if the test signal were of high frequency and zero 
mean it would have no effect on the resulting rotor flux. I-Ie also proposed using a pseudo 
random binary sequence as the test signal. The technique is very dependent on the 
bandwidth and sensitivity of the speed sensing in order to detect the test signal.
Once estimation of the rotor time constant has been achieved at the first no-load, or 
constant load, operating point, the algorithm can produce an appropriate estimation of the
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magnetising current, used to keep the flux constant during normal running conditions, 
while the machine is under no-load and the magnetising current can be assumed to equal 
the stator current. The procedure is cycled at different speed and field operating 
conditions.
The use of an injected signal suffers two main disadvantages. Firstly, if run on-line the 
drive necessarily produces torque ripples which, under some loading conditions, cannot 
be tolerated. Secondly, the extra signal is wasted power which means this procedure 
cannot be used in “high efficiency” applications, such as electric transportation. Other 
controller based tests are presented in appendix 3.1.
Filters
Most research into filter joint estimation consists of a rearrangement of the state equations 
to allow certain parameters to be treated as states. In order to reduce complexity, and 
state multiplication non-linearity, the number of parameters that can be estimated 
simultaneously is limited. For example, when the rotor speed is considered a constant, 
the fifth order model becomes linear, and the order is reduced to four. If the machine is 
running well below magnetic saturation, and in order to simplify the controller, we can 
assume that only the resistance values will change. Under indirect rotor field oriented 
control the controller will be most sensitive to errors in the rotor resistance value. An 
expression for the rate of change of rotor resistance, deduced from its effect on the other 
four equations, produces a fifth order model once more. This new state model can be 
used with an extended Kalman filter as described in [Atkinson et al. 91].
Model reference adaptive open loop ro to r field and time constant 
estimation
The model reference adaptive scheme (MRAS) was discussed in the preceding section 
and as this is an extension to the MRAS open loop flux estimator/closed loop speed 
observer (OLFE/CLSO) technique it will only be briefly discussed here. As with the 
original structure the stator voltage equation provides the reference rotor flux, or rotor 
magnetising current, estimation, and the rotor voltage equation forms the adjustable 
model. In this extension the speed is measured and inserted into the adjustable model and
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the error between the two flux estimates is fed through an error equation, which yields the 
estimate of the rotor time constant.
mras_Tr1
Figure 3.1.3.3 Diagram showing convergence o f rotor time constant from 2 to the correct 
value o f 4.7
The method shows good convergence from an initially erroneous estimate for the rotor 
time constant but, of course, requires the speed to be measured. The system has to have a 
well tuned PI controller to guarantee stability and suffers if any other parameter is in 
error. In conclusion, this is a method which is easy to understand yet requires 
considerable skill to implement in a practical case.
3 .1 .5  S u m m a ry
In this section basic and advanced parameter identification schemes have been discussed. 
Many are not applicable to on-line use but instead provide values that can be used as a 
comparison for the novel methods discussed in later chapters. Reasons for on-line 
parameter variation have been given which justify the use of on-line parameter 
optimisation (to be discussed in Chapter 3 Section 2). In conclusion, accurate parameter 
values increase controller and state estimator performance.
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3.2 Optimisation
S e c tio n  o v e rv ie w
The previous section within this chapter concluded that accurate parameter values 
increase controller and state estimator performance and showed why parameter values 
may alter with time and operating conditions. This section introduces parameter 
optimisation techniques, one of which will later be employed in the parameter extraction 
for the dc machine (in Chapter 4) and the ac machine (in Chapter 5).
3 .2 .1 . In tro d u c tio n
Once an appropriate model for the system has been selected the next stage is to extract the 
best value for each parameter. A parameter extraction method based on an optimisation 
technique requires a fitness function to be defined which depends on the parameter values 
and which (normally) increases as the errors in parameters decrease. This is used to 
evaluate each set of postulated parameter values. The structure of the fitness function can 
be selected to compare the output response of the model against measured values. The 
optimisation procedure employs algorithms which, given enough iterations, converge on 
parameter values that best minimise the error, or maximise the fitness. The approach 
allows for multiple parameters to be identified from the same test data or operating 
condition, dependent on the fitness function used. Parameter extraction using estimation 
techniques, discussed in the previous section, will in general produce more accurate 
values for the physical element parameters than those produced by optimisation. 
However, the optimisation technique can correct model structural errors by producing 
apparently less accurate values for the physical element parameters which in fact increase 
the overall accuracy of the state estimation.
Many methods exist such as gradient and least mean squares which converge to the best 
estimate for multiple parameter values but in general, they can only be applied to well 
behaved linear continuous functions. Complex systems, such as the induction machine, 
contain non-linearities which produce many smaller peaks of cost value around the global
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maximum. Standard methods can be fooled by these local maxima. The number of extra 
peaks increases when noise is present on the measured states.
Another problem encountered by traditional methods occurs when the model structure is 
simpler than the real physical system. This implies that a perfect set of parameter values 
valid for all operating conditions cannot exist, leading to the use of averaging. This 
averaging can create greater problems, especially in complex systems, as the parameters 
cannot be manipulated using linear methods. Averaging often results in a set which 
satisfies none of the operating conditions. Complete parameter set optimisation, on the 
other hand, allows for all test regions to be taken into account. However, this can render 
the cost function discontinuous and so rule out most of the standard parameter 
optimisation methods.
3 .2 .2 . G e n e tic  a lg o rith m s
Genetic Algorithms constitute a relatively recently developed technique for optimisation. 
Unlike conventional and recursive schemes, they do not require the differential of the cost 
function to be known or for it to be linear or continuous. Also due to their parallel nature 
they will always locate the global optimum. Genetic Algorithms iterate more than once 
on each datum received - hence they need no more new data to direct the search, 
[Ranjbar et al. 97].
Genetic Algorithms (GA) were developed by John Holland [Holland 75] in 1975 and his 
colleagues when they were working on the mechanism of natural selection. Their 
approach led to important discoveries simultaneously in the two fields of natural science 
and artificial system studies. The algorithms are indifferent to whether data has been 
acquired from a continuous or discrete model of the system.
Genetic techniques work with a set of (usually binary) strings, or individuals, called a 
population. All strings in a population evolve simultaneously. They produce new 
individuals (offspring) from old ones (parents) by a transition rule which employs a 
fitness value. Thus, at each generation they are directed to a region where there is a higher 
probability of finding improved performance, [Goldberg 89].
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A great advantage of a genetic algorithm is its robustness, for it finds the global optimum 
as well as local peaks, regardless of the type of cost function e.g. non-linear, non- 
differentiable, etc. A great disadvantages of such techniques is that they are very time 
consuming.
In their simplest form genetic techniques consist of 3 operators:
• Reproduction; the survival of the fittest becoming the next generation.
• Cross-over; interchanging of information between parents to produce offspring.
• Mutation; introducing new information at the lowest level.
In reproduction the cost function is used to choose which string of parameter values 
should be discarded or kept. Cross-over brings together the best qualities of each 
parameter set to create a better string. Mutation is needed to increase the gene pool, 
which at the beginning need not contain the best parameter string, [Das et al. 88].
Enhanced reproduction schemes exist to help cross moats (troughs) in fitness functions. 
Two such methods are ranking and diversity. In the ranking scheme a string can never 
have a fitness of zero, so ensuring that any string has a chance of being selected. The
diversity method gives extra marks to those strings that are very different from the current
best string, [Winston 93]. The rank-space method brings together ranking and diversity 
and leads to rank-space graphs.
In order to use GAs for discrete time parameter estimation four operations are required:
• Build a system model
• Select a performance indicator and fitness function
• Code the parameters to produce a string
• Interface the model to the GA.
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T uning
The GA technique has many coefficients which can be used to tune the method to a 
particular system. In order to illustrate this results from the simple dc machine model, 
described later, in Chapter 4, will be analysed here. The problem is to find the best values 
for the parameters in the following equation:
where P{ = P2* = D3 + jD 4 
Fitness function
I  D,(s + d Y)
1 v "  \ [3.2.2.1]V (s + p j s + p2)
The parameter set is treated as the variable, here a four-dimensional vector. A measure, 
called the “fitness” function, of the difference between the measured voltage-current 
characteristic and that predicted by the model, is to be optimised. The rate of 
convergence for any optimiser is directly related to the sensitivity of the cost function 
employed. A function that is highly sensitive will alter dramatically when the test 
solution varies only slightly away from the ideal solution.
Unfortunately if a function is too sensitive the probability of a point chosen by the 
optimiser producing a good cost decreases. This is due to the decreased range at the base 
of the global peak, values outside of which produce very low values of cost. Therefore a 
compromise must be found for the sensitivity of the cost function; the greater the 
sensitivity the greater the overall accuracy of the optimiser, but also the greater the time 
required for optimisation. Here the two main methods will be analysed, one employing a 
power of the error, the other a modulus.
In the former: 1
1 + f e r v o r 2
[3.2.2.2]
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The modulus approach was found to give a better sensitivity. It is not differentiable, but 
this is immaterial in a technique such as the genetic algorithm. The shape of the cost 
function for variation in the parameter ZD, is shown; it is typical of all the other parameters.
Figure 3.2.2.1. Graph o f  the modulus method fitness (ga cost) fo r percentage change in 
parameter Dx with simulated data.
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Figure 3.2.2.2. Graph o f the modulus method fitness (ga cost) fo r percentage change in 
parameter Z), using experimental data, (note the differing scales.)
The alteration in shape of the cost function when practical data is employed shows that 
there exists an error between the model and the true structure, which is only to be 
expected. The maximum cost is far less than 1.0, the theoretical maximum, which was 
achieved using pure simulation. However, when all of the parameters are the subject of 
optimisation the overall cost is better. This is due to the non-linear cost space which 
results from noisy data and an insufficiently complex model structure. Hence, to produce 
the best set of parameter values it is not sufficient to concentrate on individual parameters 
- instead all of the values must be optimised simultaneously.
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S u rv iva l s tra te g ie s
Stochastic sampling with replacement is the name given to the reproduction scheme based 
on a weighted roulette wheel. The probabilities on the wheel are determined by the 
fitness of the individual parameter sets. The scheme uses random numbers to simulate the 
real roulette wheel. Unfortunately this scheme does not guarantee that the fittest 
parameter set will be selected, even if the probability is high. [Nolan et al. 94]
A better scheme is to use deterministic sampling. The deterministic sampling scheme 
calculates the probability of selection as usual, but each string is also given an expectation 
number, which is the number of occurrences for each parameter set in the new generation. 
This method guarantees that the fittest sets will reproduce. [Pillay et al. 97]
Other enhancements include restrictive niching which bars very similar sets from 
competing with each other in order to allow the complete search space to be evaluated 
and thus decrease the sensitivity of the algorithm to local maxima. [Cho et al. 99]
G A  co e ffic ie n ts
Probability o f  cross-over.
Cross-over is required to guide the GA parameter set to convergence but, while it can 
build better chromosomes (sets) by swapping the best parts, it also creates poorer 
chromosomes with the worst parts.
Probability o f mutation.
In order to increase the amount of genetic information the values (genes) within the 
chromosomes are altered. This is especially beneficial if there is a wide search area, if the 
cost function is very sensitive or if the best values are not present in any chromosome at 
the beginning of the process. However, mutation can also affect the best values and 
corrupt them so there needs to be a careful tuning procedure.
Population size.
The more test sets there are within a population the greater the probability that one will 
hold the optimal values. But the greater the size the more tests are required, and therefore
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the computational time per generation will increase. This however can be balanced with 
the number of generations.
Number o f generations.
For each generation the processes of crossover, survival and mutation are repeated 
leading to a better population of sets as the offspring. In order to converge, or guide, the 
values the GA must be performed many times, but this leads to a greater computational 
time. However this can be balanced by the number of sets within the population.
Population loss.
If the search space is very large, or if the GA does not show signs of convergence within 
the given number of generations, the worst parameter sets can be replaced by newly 
generated ones. This amount should be controlled, as it harms the GA process; in effect it 
lets new sets into the population which have not had the benefit of multiple cross-overs 
and therefore have not been guided by the algorithm.
In the case of the simple dc machine model with a population size of 1000 which runs for 
500 generations the optimum values for the GA tuning variables were found to be;
• Probability of cross-over = 0.8;
• Probability of mutation = 0.001;
• Number of cut and replaced chromosomes =100 for pure simulation; 200 for practical 
noisy data.
In the case of the simple dc machine model this results in convergence to an average cost 
of 0.99 in the case of pure simulation. The maximum cost attained increases, in general,
proportionally to population size and a rate proportional to the function ( l-e f 'v) when x is 
the number of generations.
O n -lin e  se lf-tu n in g
If the cost gradient, or function, is not known prior to the beginning of the optimisation 
process the GA cannot be fine timed to increase the rate of convergence. Instances of this 
occur with noisy data, non-linear model structures and where structural errors are present. 
In order to increase the rate of convergence the GA must be able to time its parameters
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itself. Rules are encoded based 011 practical observations of the basic type of cost 
functions. Such rules include increasing the rate of mutation or the number of sets that 
are replaced if the GA has stalled, and letting the GA continue for enough generations 
before a maximum cost boundary has been crossed.
3 .2 .3 . E n h a n c e m e n ts  
Decimal representation
In earlier work 011 genetic algorithms a binary representation was used for all of the genes 
(values) within each chromosome (parameter set). This is advantageous when 
implementing the code in low level, bit manipulation function, languages but makes the 
conversion of the transfer function time consuming. Instead the whole method, cost 
function and tuning, is now performed in a decimal representation. This requires different 
definitions for crossover and mutation. In the case of crossover the chromosomes Y  and X  
are crossed to produce X '  and 7 ',  using the equations below and the random number, r, 
which is between 0.0 and 1 .0.
X ' = rX  + { l- r )Y  [3.2.3.1]
r  = ( l - r ) + ; - r  [3.2.3.2]
In the binary representation mutation (toggling bits) either happened or did not. In the 
decimal representation a random function, based on a mutation threshold, is used to
decide whether to mutate or not. Then, if mutation is required, a random number between
- 1.0 and 1.0 is generated and the parameter value in question is scaled according to the 
equation below. A negative random value means a reduction in the parameter value 
concerned, a positive gives an increase. [Ranjbar-N 99A].
X ' = 2rY  [3.2.3.3]
Therefore, as long as the new value remains in range, for each mutation a parameter value 
can change by up to approximately 40%. Note that this is essentially the same as for a 
binary representation, where any bit, from the least to the most significant, can change.
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M odel o rder  reduction
A method employed to reduce the order of the ac machine model is the removal of the 
faster terms that in general have little effect on the overall model and are often too fast to 
be noticed by the control scheme. An example would be the neglecting of stator leakage 
inductance which leads to the equality between the stator and magnetising flux linkage, as 
is used in the simplest form of natural field orientation, NFO.
S e lf-g u id in g  m ode l o rd e r red u c tio n
Self-guiding model order reduction (auto-MOR) is a process by which, based on the cost 
increase to computational time decrease, the optimisation process can select the 
appropriate model. If it is understood that to model a system exactly would incur far too 
great a computational time, this method can find a “best fit per time” structure. As an 
example consider the following system and subsystems:
a 1 K(s + Z, )(iS + Z2)Actual system structure:--------—/ ------ {A A  [3.2.3.4]
{s + P j s  + P,)
Subsystem 1: Xfc + Z,) [3.2.3.51
(s + P j s  + P,)
Subsystem 2: , + Q  [3.2.3.6]
(s + P )
Subsystem 3: . . [3.2.3.71
(* + P.)
A set of “real” parameter values was chosen which corresponded to a range of fast and 
slow poles and zeros. The output response of the real system, given a step input, was then 
calculated. Each subsystems parameter set was then optimised given the actual output 
response of the real system.
Ordinary MOR would neglect the faster terms but this requires an operator to select them. 
The auto-MOR realises which terms can be removed by analysing the change in cost and 
convergence time.
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There follows an example of MOR based on the model structures above using a GA with 
a population of 1000 losing 400 for 100 generations which took 676 minutes to optimise 
the parameter values of the actual system. The results are presented in the table below.
Parameter Actual Subsystem 1 Subsystem 2 Subsystem 3
IC 0.2 2762 10.34 62.36
4 -30 -26.80 -27.09 -29.62
z. -4 -3.965 -3.451 -
A -200 -308.1 - -
z 2 -10000 - - -
Time per set 0.29sec 0.2 1sec 0.17sec 0.12sec
Time saving 0 186 minutes 280 minutes 396 minutes
% saving - 27.5 41.4 58.6
Cost 0.999 0.0372 0.0177 0.00257
Subsystem 3 possesses no zeros so cannot produce the decrease that follows the sharp 
peak in the actual response when given a step input. The other subgroups produce fairly 
accurate responses, as can be seen in the fitness function maximum levels in the above 
table and below in the response plots.
Although subsystem 3 more than halved the optimisation times the low accuracy makes 
the function unusable. Subsystem 2 reduced the time by approximately four thirds that of 
subsystem 1 but the cost reduced by more than half. If time were the critical index than 
subsystem 2 would be used, if accuracy then subgroup 1 .
Speed of computation/on-line
The Genetic Algorithm approach is not directly suitable for use in on-line parameter 
tuning as it imposes a large computational burden. This burden is directly proportional to 
the length of time over which the parameters are optimised. The quest to reduce 
computation time is a permanent challenge between hardware and software. As more 
powerful computers become available so software solutions become more cost effective, 
though more computationally intensive solutions can also be considered.
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N u m b e r o f po in ts
Each drive will require different optimisation lengths during which the transfer function is 
suitably excited. This time should be greater than the shortest time constant, that of the 
electrical system, but not longer than the total time required for the machine to reach 
steady state. For the dc machine under test where 4 parameters were optimised off-line, 
0.4 of a second was chosen. This was an order of magnitude greater than the electrical 
time constant, yet only half the time required before the machine reached steady state. 
This time block would allow the GA the use of a maximum of 2500 sample instances. 
This is far more than is necessary to remove most of the noise errors. A detailed practical 
study is presented in chapter 4.
Theoretically, for noise free data, only four sample instances distributed through the time 
block are required. A figure of 50 sampling instances, distributed uniformly throughout 
the total amount of data, was found to be optimal in the practical case as it decreased the 
computational burden significantly without decreasing the overall robustness of the 
method.
H ybrid  m e th o d s
The rate of convergence of a GA decreases exponentially with the number of generations 
performed and, hence, the length of computation required to increase the accuracy of the 
estimation increases exponentially. An interesting method by which the speed of 
convergence of the optimiser can be reduced is to utilise the GA, with high robustness 
against local maxima, until the range in which the global maximum must lie has been 
found. The procedure is then changed to a simpler, faster, identification method to find 
the maximum within the range. The second method must still be one that does not require 
the derivative of the fitness function, but it can be a lot less robust to local maxima.
La ye re d  m e thod
The bulk of the computational time required in order to implement the genetic algorithm 
technique is used in the evaluation of the fitness function for each test parameter set. At 
present the method must wait until all of the required samples have been collected before 
operating. Thus this implementation, at best, has a delay in parameter tracking equal to 
the block size multiplied by the sampling period. Instead it would be beneficial if the
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evaluation of the cost could be carried out a little at a time during each sample instance, 
and if new, better, estimations for all of the parameters could be used in the next sample 
instance.
Below is a layer mode solution based on groups of sets instead of one large population.
Group.
Set
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1.1
1.2
2.1
2 .2
3.1
3 .2
4.1
4 .2
5.1
5 .2
Figure 3.3.1. Parameter sets considered at time step 9
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Figure 3.3.2. Parameter sets considered at time step 6
In the example above there are five groups containing two parameter sets. Each time step 
only two cost functions are evaluated instead of the entire population of ten. For example 
figure 3.3.1 shows the active groups at time step 9. The last full collection of samples of 
group 1 completed at step 5, group 2 at 6 etc. Group 5 was completed at step 9 so the 
fitness function evaluations for sets 5.1 and 5.2 are performed during this step. The next 
generation for group 5 is chosen from all ten of the completed groups. Figure 3.3.2 shows 
the same for time step 6 where groups 3, 4 and 5 have to default to the original data 
produced during initialisation as they have not yet completed.
Initialisation
The total population, five groups containing two parameter sets, is initialised by random 
selection within the ranges predetermined for each parameter. The fitness of each set is 
evaluated and used as the default.
Running
Each sampling time instance the group under question is cycled and the current group is 
evaluated. The reproduction section considers the fitness of the current group and the last
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completed sets in each of the other groups. Thus survival is out of the total population, 
which is the number of groups multiplied by the number of parameter sets in each group. 
The reproduction section selects only the number of sets in the current group. These 
selected sets are then crossed over and mutated. Thus a new generation, for the current 
group, has been formed taking knowledge from all the generations and groups before it 
without needing to wait and evaluate all of the costs together.
Implementation
K(s + Z, + Z2) _ Axs 2 + A2s + A
, v  \ — ,  3. [3 .2.3 .8J
(.v + Px Xs + P2) .r+ A 4s + A5
The best set at each time instance is used to produce state estimations and to initialise the 
estimator integration terms. In practice the method is run with ten groups of fifty 
parameter sets, which lose twenty-five sets to be reinitialised each time.
1 ----------------------------1---------------------------- ,--------------------- ,-------------------- ,---------------------------- ----------------------------
>^0.5 - ...................:.....................I......................|.....................i......................................... -
O---------------- ‘---------------- 1------------  1------------ 1---------------- -----------------
O 0 .0 0 5  0 .0 1  0 .0 1 5  0 .0 2  0 .0 2 5  0 .0 3
time (sec)
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Figure 3.2.3.3 Layer mode GA results with constant parameters
The method shows a 500 times improvement in optimisation time and due to the fast 
parameter update can be used for varying parameter tracking, shown in figure 3.2.3.4 
below.
t i m e  ( s e c )
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t i m e  ( s e c )
Figure 3.2.3.4 Layer mode GA results with time-varying parameters.
The correct parameter level is shown in red. The spread was between 80 and 120% 
during 0.03 seconds.
Layered model order reduction
The layer method can change the parameter estimate each sampling instance, which 
proved useful for changing parameter values shown in the last section. In addition, if the 
parameter estimation can never be correct, due to structural differences (especially during 
MOR) the method can track the optimal parameter values to remove most of the structural 
errors. For an example subset 3 from the MOR section is used in the layer mode to model 
the actual system.
K(s + Z .) A. s + A,
 ^  = -J  -  [3.2.3.9J
(s + Px) s + A3
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t i m e  ( s e c )
Figure 3.3.5 Layer mode GA results with MOR
The layer mode of optimisation has proved useful in cases where the model is too 
simplistic and where the parameters vary with time.
3 .2 .4 . S u m m a ry
Parameter optimisation has advantages and disadvantages when compared with parameter 
estimation techniques. Optimisation can compensate for structural errors and produce 
complete parameter set estimation. Parameter estimation is currently faster and produces 
values which are individually more accurate thus can be used in structures other than that 
used in the parameter identification process. In the case of sensorless control where the 
control and state estimation structures are linked, the optimisation technique has been 
found to be superior.
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4 DC machine parameter optimisation
C h a p te r  o v e rv ie w
In this chapter parameter optimisation for the model of the separately excited dc machine 
is discussed, both on account of its intrinsic interest and as a precursor to the discussion of 
the more complex squirrel cage ac induction machine in the next chapter. Two methods 
are presented, one based on the simple linear model structure (to highlight structural 
errors) and the other on a more complex non-linear solution. Both require at least one 
steady state speed measurement.
4 .1 . In tro d u c tio n
The simple controllability of a dc motor enabled this form of machine to virtually 
dominate the drives industry until the advent of sufficiently cheap digital and switching 
hardware. The strength of this type of machine lies in the mechanical orientation of the 
flux to the torque producing current. However, this in turn is to the disadvantage of the 
dc motor, as it increases the overall size of the machine while decreasing robustness due 
to mechanical wear. Add to this the reduction in cost of ac drives in the low to medium 
power range, and the fact that squirrel cage induction and permanent magnet synchronous 
machines can be employed in hazardous environments, the future of the basic dc drive 
seems to be limited. This of course is untrue. Dc machines, through the use of thyristors, 
can be used direct from an ac supply without the need of a dc link. So, at high power 
ratings the ac drive again becomes too expensive, mainly due to the increase in the dc link 
capacitance required.
Nevertheless, the dc machine is less complex than the ac machine, in respect of control 
and state estimation, so the technical competence of the operator can be much lower. 
Therefore the dc machine does have a future as long as adequate model structures can be 
created and accurate parameter values identified.
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The simplest standard dc machine model cannot fully describe higher order machine 
effects such as armature reactance, non-linear friction, magnetic saturation and brush-loss. 
Also the parameters employed in the model change (sometimes dramatically) with 
temperature and operating condition. Thus, to guarantee the highest accuracy possible 
from the simple model the parameters must be estimated and then tracked during normal 
running.
Traditional off-line tests rely on simplifying the model even further by placing the 
machine under various operating conditions so that one or two parameters may be 
determined after each test. These equations rely on approximate behaviour and thus will 
produce erroneous estimates. How detrimental these errors will be depends on the 
robustness of the controller and the quality of performance required from it. Another 
disadvantage of most standard tests is there is 110 way of enhancing them to run on-line.
Traditional on-line tests require dynamic speed measurement and often can only extract a 
sub-section of the total parameter set. As the use of a dynamic speed sensor will reduce 
the mechanical robustness of the drive while increasing its cost and complexity these tests 
also have disadvantages.
The aim of this chapter is to introduce optimisation methods by which all of the 
parameters required to control the dc machine can be extracted with the use of a cheap, 
robust, steady state speed sensor. The final method considers a non-linear machine model 
and both methods are valid on-line and under all normal running conditions, including 
field weakening.
The dc machine has been considered before the ac induction machine because the simpler 
structure associated with the dc machine allows for easier characterisation of the 
optimisation algorithms and explanation of the fundamentals which are employed later on 
the ac machine.
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4 ,2 . S im p le  s e p a r a te ly  e x c ite d  d c  m a c h in e  s tru c tu re
Figure 4.2.1. The armature controlled dc machine lumped element circuit.
Figure 4.2.2. The armature controlled dc machine equivalent block diagram.
Figure 4.2.2. shows a simple model o f a dc machine which is widely used and reported in 
many texts (for example, [Say et al. 80]). This form is considered as the simple or 
simplest model structure and is the basis for the early sections of this chapter. (The 
fundamental laws from which this model is derived were given in Chapter 2, Section 1). 
This leads to the following equations:
V(t) = RI(t) + L I(i) + e(t) ,  where e(t) -  K(o(t)
V (t)  = R I ( t)  + L l( t )+  Kco(t)
[4.2.1]
T ( t)  -  Jcb(t) + F m Q ), where T (t)  -  KI ( t )
'. £ 7 ( 0  = J c b ( t ) + F c o ( t ) [4.2.2]
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Where V is the armature input voltage, I  is the armature current T is the torque and or is 
the rotor speed. In these equations there are just five independent parameters, the 
electrical and mechanical physical circuit elements.
The armature resistance, R, represents the real part of the armature input impedance. It is 
the lumped sum of the input cable, armature winding and nominal brush resistances. The 
value will alter during the operation of the machine due to changes in temperature and 
non-ideal behavioural effects. These effects include the non-linear nature of the brushes, 
a subject that will be discussed later in this chapter. The armature nominal inductance, L, 
is due to the armature winding turns and the flux associated with them. Thus, armature 
reaction and magnetic saturation affect it. Armature reactance is the phenomena by 
which the field created by the armature current superimposes with the main flux and 
causes the resultant field to move from the ideal orientation.
IC is the gain term in the ideal equations for torque to current and emf to speed. The value 
of IC is linked to the field strength and so ideally can be set and held constant by the 
separate field circuit. Armature reactance causes the value for IC to alter when the 
machine operates at high torque levels or low field regions, although this effect is reduced 
when compensating windings are added to the machine. The compensating winding 
produces another field proportional to the armature current but in the opposite direction in 
order to cancel.
J is the inertia of the shaft and armature combined. The inertia of the machine is only 
likely to change if the machine is taken well beyond its current rating, thus causing the 
armature windings to expand and the overall dimensions of the rotor to increase. Of 
cause the load inertia can also change. F is the nominal friction of the bearings and 
windage loss. The value for F will change as the bearings and oil warm during normal 
loading conditions.
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4 .3 . P a r a m e te r  s e t  s iz e  m in im isa tio n
Simple forms of the voltage to current and voltage to speed transfer functions are given 
below:
I  i f s  + t y )
V {s + P j s  + P2) [4 .3 .1]
K_
<» _ JL Ds
v  6 + Px\ s  + P,) [s + Px){s + P2) [4 .3 .2 ]
where, s  is the back emf and, Px = P*2 = D3 + jD 4, giving,
RJ+FL
JL
+ RF+K2
JL
= j i +i[2Q ]+k?+jqJ
1 F KThe remaining parameters are defined thus, D, = —, n  = — , jj - __
L 2 J  5 JL
The minimal parameter set is found when all the parameters are independent of each 
other. In the case of the dc machine in both constant flux and the field weakening region 
only five parameters are required to fully describe the system states using only two 
transfer functions, voltage to current and voltage to speed.
4 .4 . A b s e n c e  of p a r a m e te r  s e t  m a p p in g
Having parameterised the model in order to create the minimised structure it is useful to 
determine, firstly, if a map to the original circuit elements exists and, secondly, if the 
parameters in one transfer function map directly to those in the other transfer functions. 
The former is not a necessity as the circuit elements are not required for the new structure 
to be valid; however they do serve to allow the direct comparison to the physical circuit 
element values produced by other methods. How far the latter request is successful shows 
how useful the values identified from one transfer function are when another transfer 
function is to be used.
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From the definitions above it is easy to show how the armature inductance is related to 
the first D parameter:
l - 2 -  
A  .
The second parameter is the inverse of the mechanical time constant and when substituted 
along with the first parameter in the definition of the third produces equations for the 
armature resistance shown below:
ork R J  + FL R F  t~i +1 j? n 2 D 3 - D 22D,  ------------= — I—  = RD, + D , , therefore, R =    ± .
3 JL L J  1 2 D {
There is however no similar reduction for the circuit elements K, J and F. This may well 
not cause a problem as the values of these circuit elements are not explicitly used in any 
of the minimised parameter set transfer functions although manipulations of these 
parameters are used.
Although the back emf is not one of the machine states, and so does not justify its own 
transfer function, it can in practice be useful as it shows the trajectory of the machine 
speed and is only multiplied by K to obtain the actual speed value. There exists a direct 
map from the parameters in the voltage to current function to the function of voltage to 
back emf, so in effect it requires no further optimisation or tests to produce an emf 
estimate having identified the first four parameters.
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This parameter can be considered a dummy or temporary (Temp.) parameter defined only 
in order to facilitate the estimation of the back emf. It has already been shown that only 
five parameters are required to produce the two important transfer functions of this 
system.
Unfortunately there exists no map to the fifth parameter. Hence, from the parameters in 
the voltage to current function, an estimate for speed cannot be obtained. However, given 
a speed measurement (even at steady state) a value for IC can be produced from the ratio 
of the back emf to speed and hence the fifth parameter can be evaluated, as below:
D.
A =
temp
K
4 .5 . S ta n d a r d  c o m m is s io n in g  t e s t s
Measurements were made on a dc machine test-bench fitted with a 3kW separately 
excited dc machine supplied by a commercial thyristor based converter. There are 
sensors for current and voltage and speed measurement and a computer with a data 
acquisition card to record the measured signals. (Further information and descriptions of 
the test-bench can be found in Chapter 6). Initially standard tests were performed to 
obtain estimates of the circuit elements in the standard model. A brief description of the 
tests is given in the following paragraphs.
With no field excitation the resistance of the armature was measured by applying a dc 
voltage and recording the current. As the resistance is small and varies with temperature 
the test was repeated many times before and after operating the machine under heavy load 
and the results were averaged and the maximum range deduced.
The machine was driven to rated speed (1500RPM) then the armature was open circuited 
and the speed decrease with time was plotted. From this plot a value for the mechanical 
time constant was estimated. The test was repeated at different starting speeds and the 
results were averaged.
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The armature input transient inductance was evaluated by injecting a dc pulse into the 
machine while there was no field. From the plot of current to time the transient time 
constant was estimated and, using the value previously obtained for armature resistance, a 
value for the transient input inductance was found.
Using the value for resistance, the emf at different currents and speeds was estimated. 
These values divided by the resulting speed yield K.
A value for the inertia, J, can be calculated from physical parameters taken from the 
armature construction. This is only estimation as the method assumes that the windings 
are spaced uniformly. This value for J can be used with the mechanical time constant to 
deduce the friction, F.
The following results from the standard parameter evaluation tests were found. All the 
values were averaged.
L = 49.6 mH, K  = 0.79 V.s. rad  2 , R=  1.3 Q, J  = 0.0204 k g n f  
and F -  0.0068 /V m s . rad/ 1.
4 .6 . P a r a m e te r  o p tim isa tio n  m e th o d  b a s e d  on  th e  s im p le  m o d e l
The optimisation procedure will allow a set of four (derived) parameters to be optimised 
which give the best match between the variation of voltage divided by current against 
time, as predicted in equation 4.3.1, and that measured. From these parameters it is 
possible to deduce only two of the original circuit elements, L and R. To obtain a value 
for the fifth parameter requires that equation 4.3.3 also be matched. It is sufficient to do 
this at one point, which for convenience is the steady state operating point. Once the fifth 
derived parameter is known the remaining circuit parameters can be easily calculated. 
Since speed need be measured only in the steady state a cheap and simple optical counter, 
requiring minimum modification to the machine, is sufficient.
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4 .7 . O p tim isa tio n
The parameters are extracted by means of an optimisation algorithm, in which the 
parameter set is treated as the variable (here a four-dimensional vector). A measure 
(called the “fitness” function) inversely proportional to the difference between the 
measured voltage to current characteristic and that predicted by the model is optimised. 
Optimisers, therefore, work by minimising an error or maximising fitness. The rate of 
convergence for any optimiser is directly related to the sensitivity of the fitness function 
employed. A function that is highly sensitive will alter dramatically when the test 
solution varies only slightly away from the ideal solution.
A more detailed discussion on optimisation was given in Chapter 3 so only improvements 
connected to the dc machine will be presented in this chapter. The fitness function is 
repeated below.
Fitness =
1 + y ] | er,ror\ [4.7.1]
For a given population size of 1000 (a figure that balances convergence with 
computational time observed from multiple runs of the algorithm) which would be left for 
500 generations the optimum values for the GA tuning variables were; Probability of 
cross-over = 0.8; Probability of mutation = 0.001; Number of cut chromosomes =100 for 
pme simulation; 200 for practical noisy data. This results in convergence to an average 
fitness of 0.99 in the case of pure simulation and 0.022 for practical data. The maximum 
fitness attained increases, in general, with population size. It also increases roughly
proportional to the function (l — <2 x) when x is the number of generations.
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4.8. Pure simulation
Simulation of combined full parameter extraction and state estimation was achieved using 
Matlab™ with Simulink ™ software. Data was constructed from a pure simulation so as 
to allow the characterisation of the system to be achieved while controlling the amount of 
measurement and structural noise errors. In this special case the ideal parameters are 
already known and were chosen as those estimated by the standard tests above. The 
simulator used the Runge-Kutta method with a step size of 1/6250. This step size was 
chosen to correspond to the sampling rate of the recorded data as described in the last 
section.
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Figure 4.8.1. Plot o f  I (XI) and co (X2) against the estimated I  (eXl) and co (eX2) using 
the best optimised parameter set.
The range of fitness values obtained from 100 runs follows a normal distribution centred 
about the correct value and with standard deviations: = 0.05%, D2= 0.2%, D3= 0.04%
and D4= 0.07%.
The parameter/)2 has the largest spread, which corresponds to the relatively low 
sensitivity of the fitness function to this parameter. The spread of parameter values is
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used to give guidance on the minimum population size and number of generations 
required for a particular repeatable accuracy.
The plots of the reference (corresponding to the measured data in a real case, but here 
obtained by simulation) and the estimated values of the current and the speed (Figure
4.8.1) show the estimator to be very accurate, the best fitness being above 0.99 (the 
absolute maximum is 1.0). It must be remembered however that this is a simulation, 
using error free data, solely intended to explore the sensitivity of the fitness function to 
tune the GA.
The plots of the change in fitness against individual changes in parameter values about 
the best estimated values where analysed and the following table (Table 4.8.1) was 
constructed.
modulus of maximum change in all 
circuit element parameters
maximum change in estimated 
parameters (set D)
minimum fitness acceptable
0 .1% 0 .1 0 0 1 % 0.96
0.5% 0.5025% 0 .8
1% 1.0 1 0 1 % 0.5925
2 % 2.0408% 0.42
5% 5.2632% 0.3258
10% 1 1 .1 1 1% 0.1266
Table 4.8.1. Minimum fitness for maximum parameter variation.
The fitness values represent the worst case minimum acceptable for maximum demanded 
accuracy. From statistical analysis we can furthermore deduce that approximately 80% of 
runs produce an error within 1%, and 40% are within 0.5%. Therefore if the controller 
demands a maximum individual parameter error of less than 1%, this method can satisfy 
this with a probability of 8 in 10. Hence, based on statistics (in the case of pure 
simulation) once the commissioning stage was finished only one run of the method would 
be necessary every time the parameters needed tuning. However, if the results produced a 
fitness of less than 0.8 the method would automatically re-run.
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4 .9 . E ffec t o f m e a s u r e m e n t  n o is e
Differing levels of noise were placed on the simulated model states and recording the 
maximum value for fitness obtained by the optimiser monitored the effect. The noise 
took the form of a pseudo random binary sequence which was low pass filtered several 
orders of magnitude lower than the intrinsic switching frequency of the sequence source 
and so approximated white noise. The nominal power was recorded as well as the 
resulting maximum peak noise current.
Nominal Noise Power Maximum Peak Noise Current Maximum Fitness Obtained
1.0 30 6.67e-4
1 Oe-1 10 0.00021
10e-2 3 0.0021
10e-3 1 0.062
10e-4 0.3 0.17
10e-8 3 e-3 0.82
10e-10 3e-4 0.91
10e-12 3e-5 0.94
10e-15 le-6 0.99
Table 4.9.1. The effect o f noise on the maximum fitness.
From table 4.9.1 it can be seen that it takes very little noise to be present in the measured 
data before the maximum fitness reduces considerably. For example, if the structural 
errors could be ignored the amount of measurement noise required to produce the same 
level of fitness as has been obtained from the practical data optimisation is approximately 
a noise power of 10e-3, with a peak noise current of 1A. This is to be compared with the 
current levels of figure 4.10.1. (peak 30A)
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4 .1 0 . R e a l d a ta
The preceding identification method was repeated but now using current and voltage data 
read in from a file recorded as the real machine was accelerating, after having been given 
a voltage step input.
Joints
Figure 4.10.1. Plot o f I  (XI) and co (X2) against the estimated I  (eXl) and co (eX2) using 
the best optimised parameter set.
In figure 4.10.1 the plots clearly show the initial current spike caused by the small starting 
emf, which leads to most of the terminal voltage being across the armature resistance. 
This large current produces a large starting torque. As the speed reaches a maximum the 
torque reduces and the current decreases.
The spread of parameter estimations, from multiple runs, is shown in table 4.10.1 below.
L R K J F
Minimum 31.1 m H 1.610 0.78 N.m. g~l 25.0mkg. in 3.29 mN.m.s.rad"1
Maximum 40.0m H 1.970 1.0 5N.rn.J~1 33.8m£g\ in 5.84 mN.m.s.rad~l
Table 4.10.1. Minimum and maximum estimated parameter values.
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L R K J F Fitness
Standard 49.6m H 1.3 Q 0.79 N.m. A~l 2 0.4m/a? nF 6 .8 m N.m.s.rad^ 0.0041
GA Average 34.6mH 1.72 Q 0.91 Nm A~' 29.2m kg n f A&mN.m.s.ra d  1 0.0156
Best Fitness 33mH 1.64 a 0.817 NinA~l 25 .Qmkgnf 5. IQmN.in.s.ra d ~ X 0 .022
Table 4.10.2. Fitness results for the standard test, averaged optimised and best optimised 
parameters.
The “standard” data was discussed in section 4.5.
4 .1 1 . D is c u s s io n  o n  p a r a m e te r  d if f e re n c e s  a n d  f i tn e s s s
The behaviour of the system is quite different from that predicted using the 
conventionally obtained parameters. In addition, the circuit parameters obtained by the 
new method differ significantly from the conventional values, by much more than the 
measurement error. So, either employment of the conventionally measured parameters 
will lead to an incorrect prediction of performance, or physically incorrect parameters are 
required to allow a reasonably correct prediction of performance. For a successful 
estimator the latter is of more use. The low values of fitness associated with the 
parameter sets are a measure of the structural error - a point that will be further refined 
later in this chapter.
As can be seen from the above fitness values the average of the parameters should not be 
used as, due to the fitness function dependency the averaged parameter set, fitness is 
worse than the best parameter set fitness. This is because of the way slight shifts in the 
parameter values interact to reduce the overall error in the predicted performance. So the 
parameter values which correspond to the set with the best fitness should always be used. 
The average values are only used to normalise the results from the independent runs 
designed to test the robustness and repeatability of the method. The discrepancy between 
the estimated speed and the measured speed is increased by the large error in the speed 
measurement. A steady state sensor with limited transient accuracy was used (details of 
which can be found in the hardware chapter).
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4 .1 2 . E ffec t of s tru c tu ra l e r ro rs
It is reasonable to suppose that if the best fitness values had approached that of the purely 
simulated case then structural accuracy would have been demonstrated. In the practical 
example the best fitness is a great deal lower than 1 .0, but no higher order or non-linear 
effects, such as brush-loss and armature reactance, were incorporated into this model. It 
is therefore necessary to increase the model complexity.
4 .1 3 . P a r a m e te r  e x tra c tio n  m e th o d  b a s e d  on  a  n o n - lin e a r  m o d e l
In order to assess how the maximum fitness can assist with the selection of the model 
structure a second model structure was proposed. This took the form below and 
represents an eight parameter non-linear model of the same machine.
T -  KI + c l 2, to allow for an approximation for armature reaction.
E  — Kco +  c l  CO + b co , to add a simple approximation for brush-loss.
T  = Jco +  Fco +  e , to add a static friction, leading to:
V — IR + LI+E ~ IR -\rli+ (K + b)co -t- clco [4.13.1]
T -  K I + c l 2 = Jcb + Fco + e [4.13.2]
The steady state and the transient forms of the model were initially considered separately,
as in the first method. However, due to the nature of the parameter mapping a better
solution is found by combining both models and measurements in one optimisation 
procedure. This led to the inclusion of a fitness weighting routine within the genetic 
algorithm.
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Im plem entation
As with the first method the procedure was tested first using pure simulation. The 
parameter values employed were:
L = 0.0496, K  = 0.79, R = 1.3, J  = 0.0204,
F  = 0.0068, b = 0.005, c = 0.005 and e = 0.1.
The values for b, c and e were chosen using manual optimisation based on the recorded 
practical responses.
The method performs as well as the first method in the pure simulation case giving fitness 
approaching the ideal value of 1.0. This is to be expected as the effect of noise errors is 
minimal and further structural errors are not present. However, the effective fitness 
function maximum given by optimisation of real data (0.043) is higher than that from the 
original method (0.022). Therefore, we can suppose that the second structure represented 
the actual system more accurately than the standard structure. The problem associated 
with this complex method is the increase in optimisation time for the same optimisation 
variables. Both fitness values are much lower than 1 but, as explained earlier, there is still 
noise present on the measured signal.
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4 .1 4 . C o m b in e d  re s u lts
For ease of reading all the results of the parameter identification methods are given in one 
table below:
Test Standard tests 
@18°C
Best optimised 
standard model @18°C
Best optimised complex 
model @25°C
K 0.79 0.82 0.73
L 49.6m 33.0m 31.7m
R 1.30 1.64 1.61
J 20.4m 25.0m 27.3 m
F 6.80m 5.10m 5.55m
b - - 5.92m
c - - 3.08m
e - - 146m
Fitness 0.0041 0.022 0.043
Table 4.14.1. Fitness results for the standard test, standard optim ised model and complex 
optimised model
The temperature change of 7°C is believed to have no effect on the parameter values.
It helps to consider the first parameters individually and the final parameters in the form 
of time constants. The IC gain is identified with a good correlation between methods. 
This is due to the high sensitivity of the system to variations in the value. The armature 
inductance, L, sees a reduction of up to 36% in the new methods but only a spread of 
1.3mH or 4% between the two new methods estimations. The armature resistance is 
increased by the new methods leading to an overall decrease in the input time constant. 
This is balanced by an increase in the mechanical time constant as the inertia, J, increases 
while the nominal friction estimate F, has decreased.
Overall the complex non-linear model based method shows an order of magnitude 
improvement in overall fitness to the original parameters provided by the standard tests.
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4 .1 5 . O p e ra tio n  in th e  field  w e a k e n in g  re g io n
When the field is considered as variable, through a function of the field current, the 
simple model becomes more complex.
Although another variable has been added to the equation ( I f ) the method does not 
present any more information. Thus, a method based on the extension of the simple 
model is used as before and the old value of K is replaced by the new K, multiplied by 
the field current.
4 .1 6 . S u m m a ry
This chapter used the dc machine as an introduction to practical parameter optimisation 
and showed that the method can out perform the standard test methods. Degrees of 
freedom and the use of optimisation in order to reduce the structural error were discussed. 
In conclusion, a speed measurement is required when identifying the parameters used in 
both the simple and complex dc machine structures. In contrast the next chapter, which 
considers the ac machine, shows how speed sensorless operation is possible when a 
system has cross-coupled states.
[ 4 . 1 5 . 1 ]
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5 A C  machine parameter optimisation
C h a p te r  o v e rv ie w
The requirement of this chapter is to provide methods of parameter extraction for the ac 
machine model which when inserted into model based state variable estimators produce 
accurate results. Commercially available solutions and novel parameter extraction 
methods are discussed and the results recorded (to be compared later in a practical 
situation in Chapter 7).
5 .0 .1 . In tro d u c tio n
There are many different methods for extracting the parameter values of the induction 
machine. The simplest solutions are the standard commercially available parameter 
estimation methods (discussed in Chapter 3); however, in general only a limited set of 
parameter values can be extracted from each method and they are not all valid on-line. 
Parameter values will alter with time and operating conditions (discussed in chapter 3) 
which demands an on-line solution.
The structural error, inherent when employing a model that is not as complex as the real 
physical system, can be reduced using parameter optimisation methods (as was discussed 
in chapter 4 with regard to the dc machine). In this chapter a selection of the most 
important parameter estimation and parameter optimisation methods are introduced and 
discussed.
Only four parameters are required to characterise the machine within the rotor field 
orientated controller scheme described below. (Derivations can be found in most 
textbooks such as [Leonhard 85], [Novotny and Lipo 96] and [Vas 98]). The principal 
equations quoted below are summarised and discussed in Chapter 2 Section 1.
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The four parameters required to implement indirect rotor field orientation are defined as 
follows:
Ax = Rs ; The stator resistance, a physical circuit parameter,
L2
A2 = —- ;  The multiplying impedance, a deduced coefficient,
R
'O ’
J
; The square of the rotor time constant, another deduced coefficient, and,
A4 = Ls ; The stator inductance, another physical circuit parameter.
Firstly, in the stator reference frame the rotor field current can be calculated using 
equation 5.0.1.
Vr
L A j | £ - 4 £ k
A, Al /:! [5.0.1]
Next, in the rotor reference frame the rotor speed can be deduced by equation 5.0.2.
1cor =cog -
•\/-4 3 IsF
Finally, the field dynamic is presented in equation 5.0.3.
[5.0.2]
r w i J sF
_ An _ S ^  + 1
[5.0.3]
5 .0 .2 . C o m m e rc ia l p a r a m e te r  e s tim a tio n
Nowadays most commercially available drives can self-commission to a certain degree. 
The 620 drive, produced by Eurotherm Drives Limited, is an indirect rotor field oriented 
vector controller with built in rotor time constant and rotor magnetising current level 
commissioning. The five-state model is reduced to a two-state estimator (the two 
components of rotor field), as the stator current and rotor speed states are measured.
The parameter extraction technique employed is based on the signal injection method 
described in Chapter 3 section 1. The controller decouples the field and torque currents 
using the integral of the reference frame rotation speed produced by the slip calculator,
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equation 5.0.2. The field current can then be deduced by employing the rotor field 
orientated flux equation, equation 5.0.3.
As can be seen from the equations the reduction to a two-state model means that only two 
parameters are required to control the machine in rotor field orientation. These
parameters are the square of the rotor time constant A3 and the ideal rotor field 
magnetising current magnitude | / J .
To deduce the most appropriate values for the rotor field current magnitude the method 
includes runs at half base-speed, base speed and at maximum speed with no load. After 
multiple runs of the complete method (which is recommended by the manufacturers) the 
algorithm settled at the following values:
Parameter 620 drive method Standard tests
t,. (ms) 459 307
I d  (A) 0.52 0.62
Table 5.0.1. Rotor time constant and magnetising current produced by the 620 drive. 
Section conclusions
The spread of values produced by this method was plus 7% and minus 6% about the 
average values (given in table 5.01) which is approximately the same range as that 
produced by the standard tests. However, the average values produced by each method 
are very different (approximately 2:3 ratio of rotor time constants and a reduction of 
almost 18% in the magnetising current). This is due to the very different test conditions 
under which the standard tests and the 620 commissioning method were employed, and 
the fact that the 620 commissioning scheme will also aim to compensate for the 620 
control system structural error.
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5 .1 . D y n a m ic  s p e e d  m e a s u r e d  m e th o d
In order to access the accuracy of the simple model, when compared with the real 
induction machine (used in the last section and described in Chapter 6), a model-based 
optimiser was coded which allowed a comparison between actual and estimated rotor 
speeds. The method was named the dynamic speed measured method as the actual speed 
is available to the fitness function within the parameter optimisation scheme, and the 
equations are valid under dynamic rotor speed demand conditions. The method was 
based on work completed by Franceschini, with the enhancements of multiple state 
estimators and a parameter set which is directly applicable to the rotor field orientated 
control (RFOC) solution [Franceschini et al. 94].
Figure 5.1.1. The block diagram o f the dynamic speed measured method.
The estimator produced a rotor speed estimate when given the measured stator voltages 
and currents. This was compared to the measured actual speed (shown above in figure
5.1.1). The resulting error was used in the parameter optimiser fitness function, repeated 
in equation 5.1.1.
j r [5.1.1]\error \
Two different state variable estimation structures where examined (the optimiser could be 
based around either); one based on the model reference adaptive system rotor speed
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estimator (MRASWr) and the other based on the combined open loop field estimator and 
rotor field orientated speed estimator (OLFE(RFO)OLSE), both of which were described 
in Chapter 2 Section 2.
As described in the second chapter, the MRAS Wr estimator is more robust to variations 
in parameter values as long as the system remains in a region of stability governed also by 
the PI controller. The optimiser will examine test parameter values throughout a much 
larger range than would be expected during normal machine operation; hence, the 
MRAS Wr estimator should not be used. The OLFE_(RFO)OLSE is less robust to 
parameter variation but can be guaranteed stable throughout the optimiser parameter 
value ranges. Also, if the optimisation time is relatively short then parameter variation 
can be neglected.
Optim iser tuning using simulated da ta  from the physical element model
Figure 5.1.2. Rotor speed responses produced by the original fu ll physical element 
parameter model (black), the MRAS Wr estimator (blue) and the OLFE_(RFO)OLSE 
(red).
Figure 5.1.2 shows transient rotor speed plots produced from the simulated seven 
parameter five state (physical element) model (black), the MRAS Wr estimator (blue)
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and the OLFE_(RFO)OLSE (red). All models of the machine were subjected to a step 
change in peak ac voltage input. As can be seen, both estimators suffer errors at the 
beginning of the transient but converge with no steady state error. The MRAS_Wr 
estimation has the highest overall accuracy as (described before) it has the highest 
tolerance to parameter and numerical errors. The OLFE_(RFO)OLSE suffers greatly 
from numerical errors especially due to the integration scheme (the large glitches are due 
to a divide by zero condition). These errors can be reduced significantly by decreasing 
the step size.
Characterisation  using practical data  from the test bench
Figure 5.1.3. Graphs o f fitness (cost) value for each o f the four parameters centred 
around the best values using the OLFE_(RFO)OLSE with practical data.
Figure 5.1.3 shows typical fitness function plots for practical input data centred about the 
average parameter values. As with all optimisation methods employing genetic 
algorithms (GAs), the process can be tuned to guarantee and speed up convergence. In 
the present case the most suitable coefficients for the algorithm were found to be a 
population of 100 left for 50 generations while substituting 40 reinitialised sets every
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generation. The probability of crossover remains at 0.8, and of mutation at 0.001. Notice 
the multiple maxima in parameter Al - this is one justification of employing the genetic 
algorithm approach, which is insensitive by local maxima.
Six data files containing recorded stator current and voltage and rotor speed (from the 
encoder) transients were recorded under different peak voltage and synchronous 
frequency conditions. From the responses the optimiser repeatedly converged on the 
values presented in table 5.1.1. (at the end of this section).
Figure 5.1.3. Plot o f  the practical (black), MRAS Wr (blue) and OLFE (RFO)OLSE 
(red) estimated rotor speed for an input stator voltage step o f  100 Volts, at 40 Hertz.
Figure 5.1.3 shows two rotor speed estimation plots, (blue for MRAS Wr, red for 
OLFE(RFO)OLSE) and the actual data from the test bench machine (described in the 
chapter six). All were subject to a voltage step input of 100 volts peak at 40 Hertz, which 
was the lowest test point. The parameters presented to each estimator were the average of 
the optimised values for all six test points. Both estimates converge with zero steady state 
error at approximately the same rise time as the actual data. The estimates however suffer 
from inaccuracy during the beginning of the transient. The OLFE (RFO)OLSE, for 
which the parameters have been optimised, shows the least error as expected. These plots 
produced the worst accuracy of all the recorded test conditions.
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Practical results produced by the dynamic speed measured method
Parameter 100_40 100_50 100 60 120-40 120-50 120-60 Average Standard
A 5.4204 7.5301 6.8982 6.2364 6.6519 7.5574 6.7157 7.2
A 0.1954 0.2228 0.1914 0.2419 0.2122 0.2149 0.2131 0.1758
A 0.1600 0.1491 0.1191 0.1856 0.1556 0.1508 0.1534 0.0945
A 0.5347 0.6207 0.5982 0.6059 0.5814 0.5965 0.5896 0.615
Fitness 2.80e-8 1.83e-8 1.47e-8 2.50e-8 7.40e-8 3.83e-8 - -
Table 5.1.1. Results for the dynamic speed measured method using the six recorded 
practical test conditions.
The average rotor time constant is 391.6ms, and the average rotor magnetising current 
peak of 0.61 A. The magnetising current is estimated by running the machine under no- 
load conditions at 95% of the rated stator voltage at all six points.
All parameters, bar A3, are close to the values produced by the standard tests. The values 
produced from 100 Volts and 40 Hertz shows the greatest change from the standard 
values which is to be expected as the operating condition is the furthest away from the 
condition used to produce the standard values (120 Volts at 50 Hertz).
Section conclusions
Using analysis, simulation and practical data, the method has proven accurate, repeatable 
and is valid on-line. It does however require the use of a dynamic rotor speed sensor. To 
decrease the effect of measurement noise the recorded signals were low pass filtered at 
500Hz. Also, to remove integrator drift caused by offsets in the voltage and current 
signals, the rotor field current signals were passed through a lead-lag compensator. The 
type of excitation and the number of test points and samples employed affect the speed 
convergence and accuracy. However, the method is not restricted to step transients.
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5 .2 . S ta tio n a ry  ro to r m e th o d
This section discusses a method of parameter extraction where the rotor remains 
stationary, thus removing the requirement of a rotor speed. In the case of an induction 
machine, this can be achieved by passing ac through one winding, of a star connected 
machine, then out through another while keeping the third open circuited. The resulting 
pulsating current distribution excites only the field and not the torque components (as 
there is no field rotation and therefore no slip). During stationary excitation the input 
impedance is deduced as follows. The stator voltage equation reduces (at zero rotor 
speed) to the simple differential function of the direct stator current component shown in 
equation 5.2.1.
The resulting stator input impedance can be dissected into real and imaginary parts, 
equations 5.2.3 and 5.2.4.
(
[5.2.1]
The rotor field current dynamic is given in equation 5.2.2.
[5.2.2]
[5.2.3]
[5.2.4]
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Optim iser tuning using simulated data
Figure 5.2.1. Real and imaginary components and the resulting phase and magnitude o f  
the stator input impedance with change in supply frequency.
Figure 5.2.1 shows the real and imaginary components with the magnitude and phase of 
the stator input function with respect to the synchronous speed. Notice that the real 
component is little altered.
To initially set the optimiser, the method was run with artificially generated data. This 
allows the method to be analysed with no structural error and only numerical noise. As 
with all methods in receipt of ideal simulation data, the optimiser converges repeatedly to 
a fitness greater than 0.99 (where 1.0 is the theoretical maximum) after 50 generations of 
a population size of 100. The parameter values used were:
R_s = 0.531 ; R_r = 0.408 ;
L m = 0.0847 ; L s = 0.00252
L_r = L s ; J t—1oII
PP = 2; f = 60;
Vs = 220;
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Fitness function analysis
The fitness function operates on a small selection of points and therefore is very sensitive 
to rogue measurements. Here follows a detailed characterisation of the fitness function 
and the optimisation method.
Parameter sensitivity weighting
Using fitness function plots based around the real parameter values individual parameter 
sensitivities can be analysed. Although this technique is only really valid in the case of 
linear systems it can still give an indication of parameter sensitivity even when the system 
is non-linear.
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Figure 5.2.2. Fitness (cost) plots for the stationary rotor method based in pure 
simulation.
The fitness function shown in figure 5.2.2 is highly sensitive to variation in 
parameters A2 and A4, and only slightly less sensitive to parameter A3. Parameter A, has 
the least sensitivity. However, one advantage of using the actual system that will become 
the end user of the optimised parameter values in the optimiser structure, is that the 
individual fitness sensitivities translate directly to the estimator parameter robustness.
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So, even if the optimiser is not sensitive to parameter A , , this will not greatly affect the 
estimator accuracy as it has the highest robustness to variation of parameter A{.
The effect of stator input function error
The stator input function was subjected to real and imaginary component calibration 
errors in order to characterise the effect on the fitness function and hence the accuracy of 
the optimiser. The fitness function was found to be very tolerant of calibration error, 10% 
only reducing the fitness to 0.1610, approximately an eighth of the ideal value.
% calibration error Fitness value
1 0.6573
5 0.2773
10 0.1610
50 0.0369
However, when an offset was introduced instead of the calibration error the effect on the 
fitness function was much greater. The fitness is roughly inversely proportional to offset, 
as is drastically reduced, as shown in the table. From this analyses it is concluded that 
larger increases in overall estimation accuracy can be achieved from the removal of 
offsets than can be achieved through reduction of the sensor calibration error.
Offset Fitness value
0.5 0.0455
1 0.0233
2 0.0118
5 0.0047 j
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The effect of structural error
Using pure simulation (based around exact values and only suffering from numerical 
errors) it is possible to gauge the affect of structural errors in isolation. In order to 
facilitate this the optimiser fitness function included variables that did not appear in the 
simulated system.
Vs) _ + co][A3Ax +A2] + Ccos
r f ------
a 3a 4 - a 2 + Cco]
(l + co]A3
[5.2.5]
[5.2.6]
In the case of the real component the new variable was synchronous speed and for the 
imaginary component the square of the synchronous speed, shown in equation 5 .2.5 and 
5.2.6. Compare to 5.2.3 and 5.2.4. The coefficient, C, was altered and the effect on the 
fitness recorded.
Coefficient Fitness value
0.001 0.6845
0.01 0.1783
0.1 0.0212
0.5 0.0043
1 0.0022
The list of different model structures is infinite but the replacement of terms that would 
otherwise not exist in the two components was judged to allow the structural error effect 
to be analysed. Any higher order powers of the synchronous speed would generally be 
associated with smaller coefficients, and so could usually be neglected.
For relatively small values of structural error the fitness is only slightly affected. Here 
small is defined as less than 10% of the lowest original parameter, and is 0.0945 in this 
case. However, when the coefficient is comparable in size to the other parameters the 
effect on the fitness increases. This is expected as the effect on the response is also
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greatly affected. The effect of structural error is reduced by the optimisation procedure. 
Adapting all of the parameter values decreases errors.
The effect of rogue parameter errors
A rogue error is defined as a measurement that is out of the expected and probable range. 
Such a large error can produce inaccuracy dependent on how many other points are taken. 
As the number of points considered increases, so (due to the averaging effect) the effect 
of the rogue point is reduced. To demonstrate this the first measured point was multiplied 
by 150% and the fitness values recorded when the method was presented with varying 
numbers of points. (The maximum fitness value is 1.0)
Number of points Fitness value
6 0.8657
9 0.9063
21 0.9576
41 0.9778
As is expected the effect of the rogue point reduces as the number of points increases.
Practical Data
Implementation
The machine under test was fed by the Eurotherm type 630 drive, which is capable of 
producing a variety of stator voltage waveforms from a PWM inverter. A discussion on 
the test facility is presented in Chapter 6.
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Figure 5.2.2. Practical plots o f the stator input impedance against input frequency.
Figure 5.2.2 shows practical plots of the stator input function at 6V. The real component 
is far removed from the simulated response, which is an indication of structural error. 
This error is, however, reduced when an optimiser is employed.
Results from the stationary rotor method
Three sets of 21 points where recorded from the induction machine fed by the 630 drive, 
from 30 to 70 Hz. supply frequency.
Parameter 30-70Hz
@6V
30-70Hz
@10V
30-70Hz
@14V
Average Standard tests
A 5.93 6.24 5.47 5.9 7.2
A 0.250 0.211 0.305 0.255 0.176
A 0.180 0.192 0.164 0.179 0.095
A 0.610 0.501 0.710 0.607 0.615
Fitness 0.05190 0.05184 0.05177 - -
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The average rotor time constant from the three different voltages was 422ms. The 
average rotor magnetising current peak was 0.59A. Parameters A2 and A4 show the 
greatest range of values, 98 to 120% and 83 to 120% from the average values. As this is 
not consistent with the sensitivity analysis (performed before) the effect is most probably 
due to structural errors, observed in figure 5.1.7. However, increasing the complexity at 
this point would require a different estimator design. This was not possible due to time 
constraints but the author believes that much good research would come from such an 
area.
Section conclusions
This method is of particular use when the machine cannot be disconnected from the load 
and if the load must not be moved during commissioning. Such applications exist, for 
example a lift system. Like the standard tests, which require the machine to be operated 
under certain special conditions, this method cannot be used on-line. The method suffers 
greatly due to structural error but the process of optimisation reduces these.
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5 .3  S o lu tio n  e m p lo y in g  a  s im p le  s p e e d  s e n s o r
In the case of the ac machine, useful results can be obtained without optimising a 
dynamic speed response function. Unlike the dc machine, the dynamic elements, such as 
the inductance, still feature in the ac machine steady state function as an ac steady state 
(or sinusoidal) variable still excites all of the transient elements. However, unlike the dc 
machine, the inertia and friction do not feature in the speed and field estimation. This is 
because their effects are seen through the current. The mechanical dynamics are 
important as they heavily influence the stability of the complete drive system. For 
example, a large inertia would require high speed-control gains and could move an 
estimation scheme such as the MRAS into an unstable region.
Work has already been completed regarding a steady state approach by Bishop [Bishop 
et al. 90]. His approach used a steady state torque sensor. The method discussed here 
instead requires a steady state speed sensor, which is far easier to implement, and 
produces the parameters in a form ready to use in dynamic speed sensorless rotor field 
orientated control (RFOC) method.
The starting point is equations 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, below, which express the simple steady 
state slip model which can be found in most text books on the subject, eg [Say 76].
Vs = (R s + j<»sL s ) l s + jco sL m I r [5.3.1]
0 =
Slip +  j ®  s  L  r I r  + J 03 .v L  m Tv [5-3.1]
This parameter optimisation method uses the stator voltages and currents together the 
steady state rotor speed to produce estimates for the four parameters required for dynamic 
speed-sensorless rotor field orientated vector control, (RFOC), (described in the second 
chapter).
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With the rotor current cancelled, the stator-input impedance becomes:
Yi _  f e  ± M P P t 
4  ( K + j ^ s L ^ p )
[5.3.3]
Substituting the parameters defined above and separating the complex impedance into 
real and imaginary components yields equations 5.3.4 and 5.3.5:
All four parameters are identifiable, Ax to A4, can be identified using the (measured) stator 
voltages and currents, together with a measurement of steady state speed. Hence, the 
information needed to implement speed sensorless control becomes available.
O ptim iser tuning with simulated data
The method was tested first by pure simulation data. This allowed the optimiser to be 
tuned and the general robustness of this method to be examined. Like the dc machine 
methods, this optimisation method theoretically requires only a small number of test 
points, but with fewer points the method is more sensitive to measurement and numerical 
errors. The optimiser converged with a “fitness” of 0.999 after 100 generations of a 
population of 500, all the parameters then being within a fifth of a percent of their true
[5.3.4]
[5.3.5]
values.
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Fitness function analysis
In order to analyse the convergence dynamics of this method the optimisation procedure 
must first be characterised.
Parameter sensitivity weighting
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Figure 5.3.1. Fitness (cost) value plots produced by the steady state speed measured 
method using six points o f  simulated data.
The fitness function for this method (displayed in figure 5.3.1) shows greater overall 
sensitivity to parameter variation than the stationary method described in section 5 .2 . 
Apart from parameter A4, the fitness sensitivities are also within a smaller range.
Number of points
In order to decide how many individual points will be considered, or optimised around, 
there must be a compromise between the increased robustness, caused by increasing the 
number and the increase in computational time that results. The robustness is enhanced 
due to the increase in genetic algorithm (GA) sensitivity and the averaging of rogue 
values over a larger total number.
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Figure 5.3.2. Fitness (cost) value plots produced by the steady state speed measured 
method using 25 points o f  simulated data.
Optimising six test points produced the original fitness function plots (figure 5.3.1). 
Figure 5.3.2 shows the plot produced when considering 25 points. The advantage of more 
points is obvious, all of the sensitivities are increased and the range between individual 
parameter sensitivities is decreased. However, the method would require four times as 
much data collection time and increase the computational time.
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Stator input function error
A uniformed percentage error was imposed on both the real and imaginary components of 
the “measured” stator input function. This permitted the analysis of measurement error 
on the fitness function and optimiser convergence dynamics. One half of a percent error 
reduced the maximum fitness from 0.999 to 0.128 (a reduction by a factor of almost 
eight). Every doubling of the percentage error thereafter reduced the maximum fitness by 
a further factor of 2 as shown in the table below.
% error Maximum fitness
0.5 0.12779
1 0.06825
2 0.03533
Figure 5.3.3. Fitness (cost) value plots with a two percent error in the stator input 
function.
Figure 5.3.3 shows the fitness function plots produced for a two-percent error of the stator 
input function. The sensitivities are greatly reduced. The main effect was a bias on the
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resulting values for the parameters. This itself is not the fault of the optimiser as the 
percentage errors represent poorly calibrated sensors. However, the parameter values are 
then placed into an estimator which also receives the erroneous sensor data. Therefore, 
slight measurement sensor calibration errors do not hinder the optimisation procedure, but 
will of course affect the accuracy of the overall estimation procedure.
Slip measurement error
The fitness function is less sensitive to slip measurement error than to stator input error, 
although slip measurement often suffers speed rounding errors. The effects on the 
optimiser and the estimator are also lower; for example, a slip error of 5% only reduces 
the fitness to a tenth.
The sensitivity reduction was, however, approximately the same as is shown in figure 
5.3.4 with a 5% error. The deviation from the true values was reduced.
% error in slip 
measurement
Maximum fitness
1 0.1977
2 0.10978
5 0.1047
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Figure 5.3.4. Fitness (cost) value plots with a five-percent error in the slip measurement.
Structural error
Re< _ tySlip{A2\ + ear Slip2[A2Ax] + [A,] + Cfos + C2slip 
(l + co]Slip2A3)
colSlifi[A3A4 - + [ .44 ] + C'| (o~ + ('.slip
(l + <y;Slip} A2)
[5.3.6]
[5.3.7]
As highlighted in the above equations, extra synchronous speed and slip terms were 
introduced into the real and imaginary components of the stator input function in order to 
access the effect of structural errors. The terms were chose as those not present in the 
acceding powers of slip and synchronous speed.
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Figure 5.3.5. Fitness (cost) value plots with a 0.01 additional synchronous term.
Figure 5.3.5 shows the effect of the additional synchronous speed term. The coefficient 
in this example was 0.01. Parameters A, and A3 are seen to have shifted, as one would 
expect in the case of measurement error.
Term Coefficient Actual Offset Fitness
0.001 0.3142 0.218
0.005 1.571 0.0528
0.01 3.142 0.0273
slip 0.01 2.055e-5 0.99977
slip 0.1 2.055e-4 0.9977
slip 100 0.2055 0.305
slip 1000 2.055 0.042
The difference in sensitivity between the synchronous speed and the slip is to be 
expected, as the synchronous speed is much larger. Instead, it is better to consider the 
actual offset produce by the multiplication of the variable in question by the coefficient.
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Figure 5.3.6. Fitness (cost) value plots with a slip term with coefficient equal to 1000.
Figure 5.3.6 shows the worst additional slip error. Notice the similarity with the 
additional synchronous speed example. Parameters A2 and A4 are hardly affected as 
through manipulation the extra terms are removed.
The effect of structural errors on the fitness achieved, in pure simulation using the correct 
parameter values, is great. However, if the optimiser is allowed to operate it will produce 
a set of parameter values that, although not the same as the correct values, will 
compensate for the structural error and thus increase the achieved fitness. In this 
example C, was 0.001 and C2was 100.
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Param eter Actual values Optimised values % variation
A 7.200 7.5398 +4.7194
A 0.1758 0.1765 -0.3966
A 0.0945 0.0937 -0.8466
A4 0.6150 0.06150 +0.0002
Fitness 0.2544 0.8836 -
The table above shows the resultant parameter values, the main difference being a 5% 
change in Ax.
Slip value spread
Just as there is a benefit from increasing the degree of excitement (frequency content) in 
order to increase the sensitivity of a method to transient elements, there is a benefit in 
increasing the operating range from which the measured steady state points are taken.
This can be seen by compare figure 5.3.7, which sees a slip range of 10“5 to 0.5 with the 
original fitness plot of figure 5.3.1, which had a range oflO-3 to 5*10“3. The sensitivities 
of parameters Ax and A4 are unaltered, but for A2 and A3, they are increased. Therefore a 
larger spread increases the sensitivity of half the parameters, but too large a spread will 
dramatically change operating regions, and so the effect of the model structural error will 
increase. An increased slip spread also dictates the loading of the machine.
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Figure 5.3.7. Fitness (cost) value plots for a slip range o f  10 5 to 0.5.
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Synchronous speed spread
The effect of synchronous speed spread was also investigated. Figure 5.3.8 shows how a 
range of 10 to 90 Hertz greatly increases the sensitivity of all the parameters, except A, .
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Figure 5.3.8. Fitness (cost) value plots for a synchronous frequency range o f  10 to 90 
Hertz.
Again parameter Ax is unaffected by the variable change, as it equates to the stator 
resistance which is a passive element.
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P ractica l case
Six steady state points were recorded from the real machine operating under a variety of 
different conditions, using the Eurotherm type 630 drive described later in Chapter 6. The 
results are presented in the table below.
1 2 3 4 5 6
Vsp 123.1646 120.8842 123.335 101.6773 101.6203 101.2783
Isp 0.5948 0.6146 0.5849 0.5948 0.5453 0.5355
Phase 79.2 80.1 84.24 73.44 72 74.952
cor (RPM) 1198.5 1497.5 1796.3 1198 1496.5 1794.5
(Ds (RPM) 1200 1500 1800 1200 1500 1800
slip 1 . 2 5 e - 3 1 . 66e- 3 2 . 055e- 3 1 . 666e-3 2 . 3 33e - 3 3 . 0 5 5 e - 3
Signal conditioning
In order to reduce the practical measurement errors the steady state values were averaged 
over blocks of 20 seconds. This time was sufficient to yield enough data, yet short 
enough for the parameters to remain substantially constant.
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R e su lts  fro m  th e  o rig in a l po in ts
The optimisation method was repeated using practical data and the best fitness results are 
given in the table below.
Param eter Standard Tests Optimisation
A 7.2 8.3
A 0.17582 0.25362
A 0.0945 0.160
A 0.615 0.680
Fitness 0.002177 0.068335
The rotor time constant was 400ms (the square-root of the third parameter) and the 
average rotor magnetising current 0.51 A. This compares to 307ms and 0.62A from the 
standard tests. The estimation structure used in this section was the model reference 
adaptive system rotor speed estimator (MRAS_Wr) described in Chapter 2.
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Figure 5.3.9. Plot o f  the practical (black) and MRAS Wr estimated (with the standard 
parameters in blue and with the new parameters in red) rotor speed fo r an input stator 
voltage step o f 120 Volts, at 40 Hertz.
Figure 5.3.9 shows three speed responses. The black plot shows practical data that was 
recorded at 40 Hertz synchronous frequency and a peak voltage of 120 Volts. The blue 
plot shows the response produced by the MRAS Wr estimator given the recorded 
practical input and the parameters produced by standard methods. The estimator 
converged with minimal steady state error, but the rise time is greatly increased. The red 
plot was produced by the MRAS Wr estimator using the optimised parameter values. 
This plot shows much better accuracy in respect of the rise time and contains smaller 
convergence oscillations. It can be thus assumed that the MRAS Wr with the optimised 
parameter values is more stable than with the standard parameters.
The MRAS estimated waveforms both show an initial peak before the measured data has 
begun to rise. This is due mainly to the zero initial conditions imposed on the test. 
Because of this, there was very little rotor field magnetising current during the early 
stages of the speed response. The MRAS scheme uses the error (in terms of the field
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current) between the reference and adjustable models. Hence, at the beginning of the test 
the estimator shows a low level of robustness. During normal running conditions the field 
current is considerably higher, thus increasing the robustness of the scheme.
The state estimations from the optimisation method were compared with real data. This 
included the off-line dynamic estimation of flux and speed for each of the test point 
conditions, the results of which are given in below.
Practical Data Standard Tests Optimisation
Volts. Freq. time time % error time % error
120 40 0.9 1.4 +55.6 0.8 - 1.1
120 50 1.2 1.5 +25 1.2 0
120 60 2.2 2.5 +13.6 2.1 -4.5
100 40 1.2 1.1 -8.3 1.1 -8.3
100 50 1.7 2.3 +35.3 1.8 +5.9
100 60 3.3 3.6 +9.1 3.2 -3.0
The table above shows the speed settling times for each parameter set. It can be seen that 
the new parameter set produces more accurate dynamic speed responses than the standard 
test produced set.
Increasing  accuracy and robustness
In this section, ways by which robustness and accuracy can be increased are discussed. 
Narrow operating condition
The method under discussion showed a high structural error when used across a wide 
operating region. To increase the accuracy of the state estimation either a more complex 
model is required or the parameters in the simple model structure must be tuned for each 
operating range. In order to analyse the latter situation test points were generated from 
the machine at a constant voltage level with synchronous frequencies between 45 and 55 
Hertz.
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45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55
y. 87 87 87 85 86 87 85 87 87 87 87
c 0.6 0.6 0.62 0.4 0.5 0.525 0.4 0.55 0.55 0.5 0.45
Phase
degree
56.7 66.2 54.1 69.1 65.3 70.2 73.4 56.2 57.2 48.6 59.4
RPM
1343 1372.5 1402 1431.5 1461 1491 1520 1549 1578.5 1608 1637
Param eter Standard Tests Optimisation
A 7.2 6.0
A2 0.1758 0.1903
4 3 0.0945 0.144
A4 0.615 0.634
Fitness 0.00248 0.00263
It can be seen from the parameter sets in the table above that the difference between each 
set, and between the fitness values, has reduced. The fitness for the standard test 
produced parameters has also increased from the value achieved from the broader range 
of six test points, even with the inherent decrease of fitness usually associated with an 
increase in the number of test points. This shows, as expected, that the simple model is 
too simplistic to fully describe the system over large operating ranges. The standard tests 
were performed at 50Hz. The optimisation method however, does show a reduction in 
fitness due to an increased number of test points (which, although the error for each point 
is smaller, altogether produce a larger error and thus a smaller fitness). The parameters 
identified by the optimisation method also show more resemblance to those from the 
standard tests, which is to be expected if the model is more suited to a narrower operating 
range.
The deviation from the 87V level was found later during the analysis of the PWM 
waveforms as is unimportant.
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Reduction of measurement errors
A more accurate slip measurement will dramatically increase the accuracy of the method. 
The slip is relatively small so any offset, due to measurement calibration or numerical 
rounding causes large reductions in robustness, compared with voltage or current.
Section conclusion
The method suffers due to a high sensitivity to measurement error particularly when 
constructing the real and imaginary components of the stator input impedance. This can 
be remedied if, as in the method for dc machine parameter extraction in Chapter 4, more 
test points are employed. Unfortunately, this increases the update time when the method 
is used on-line. The next method reduces one source of measurement error; the speed 
sensor, while trying to extract the same parameters.
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5.4 Speed sensorless steady state solution
Unlike the dc machine case, where all the information regarding electrical and mechanical 
systems was used, so far for the ac machine no use of the mechanical system has been 
made. The following section shows how this additional information could be employed 
to reduce the number of required measured states in the steady state.
The speed sensorless steady state method produces an estimate of steady state rotor speed 
(or slip) using stator current and synchronous speed by way of equating the steady state 
torque equation with the mechanical system containing a single friction. Using this 
method, in conjunction with the estimator described in Chapter 5 Section 3, a more 
complete identifier can be constructed that produces estimates for the four parameters 
required for rotor field orientated control (RFOC) and the total friction of the machine 
and load. The inertia is not required as the machine is at steady state.
Defining torque in terms of peak stator current, slip and synchronous frequency;
ILL 2 . __ 2 r 2Tem „  = \ { p p  )2R f  +
Substituting Tem F co r
T F )
and Slip =
CO..
[5.4.1]
[5.4.2]
[5.4.3]
leads to a cubic for the steady state rotor speed in terms of stator current and synchronous 
speed:
co
FRt + FLlm*+A{pp)2L l R r  
Fp.
+
2
f S.
= 0 [5.4.4]
col + 0) l [ - 2 cox] + cor
A<+AsA3coj; + - ( p p ) 2A2I 2 
AsA3
+
(pp)2 A J / co
A5A3
= 0 [5.4.5]
Where A s =  Fm, and the remaining parameters retain the original definitions.
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The slip can be calculated and placed into the speed measured steady state parameter 
estimator. As the cubic produces three roots all three of the subsequent slip values are 
individually used and the correct root selected as that which produces the smallest error.
O ptim iser tuning with sim ulated data
The method was an extension of the speed measured steady state method so most of the 
fitness function remained the same as the last method; the measured rotor speed being 
replaced by a speed estimate. The additional speed solver section can be analysed 
separately.
Modified fitness function
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Figure 5.4.1. Fitness (cost) value plots for the four parameters using simulated data and 
the modified fitness function.
Figure 5.4.1 shows the fitness function plots produced by the original fitness function 
when using a speed estimate, which is central to the speed sensorless optimisation 
method. Compared to the speed-measured version, the range between parameters A, 
to A3 is greatly reduced, decreasing the effect of optimiser bias. The sensitivity to 
parameter A4 is unchanged which is to be expected, as this parameter does not feature in
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the rotor speed solver. The sensitivity to parameter A5 (not shown here) is comparable to 
that of A3.
Steady state peak stator current errors
Figure 5.4.2. Fitness (cost) value plots for the four parameters using simulated with a 
3% error on the peak steady state stator current.
With a 3% error on the peak steady state stator current the fitness plots become as shown 
in figure 5.4.2. The error has caused a reduction in parameter sensitivity, a variation in 
optimum parameter values of up to 25% (in all but+4) and the secondary maxima in 
parameter A4. The calibration error, if consistent, will be compensated to a certain extent 
by the alteration of the optimum parameter values. However, the accuracy of the speed 
estimate will be reduced, as the optimisation technique cannot compensate for errors in 
non-measured states. A more complete understanding of the robustness of this method 
was obtained using the practical control test-bench, described in Chapter 7.
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Steady state peak stator current drift
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Figure 5.4.3. Fitness (cost) value plots for the four parameters using simulated with a 
tenth o f  an Amp. error on the peak steady state stator current.
The effect of a tenth of an Ampere drift (approximately 20%) on the peak stator current is 
shown in figure 5.4.3. This is a fixed offset unlike the 3% calibration gain error discussed 
previously. The parameter values converged upon are hardly changed, and the sensitivity 
is not greatly altered. A way of deducing the amount of convergence error is the range of 
maximum fitness values between parameters. If all parameter values are optimal at the 
middle value ( 100% of the actual simulated value) then all the fitness maxima will be 
equal, if not then there will be a difference.
From the last two discussions, it follows that the optimisation method is far more tolerant 
of measurement offsets than calibration errors, a point that must be remembered when 
specifying the measurement strategy.
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P ractica l case
The same practical data as used before in section 5.3 was used to test the optimiser of this 
section.
Param eter Standard
Tests
Speed measured 
Method
Speed sensorless Method
A 7.2 8.3 8.1
A 0.1758 0.2536 0.2545
-^■3 0.0945 0.160 0.158
0.615 0.680 0.671
A 0.00057 - 0.00051
Fitness 0.002177 0.068335 0.05139
The average rotor time constant was 397.5ms and the average rotor magnetising current 
was 0.55A. This compares to 307ms and 0.62A from the standard tests, and 400ms and 
0.51A from the previous method. As can be seen, the removal of the speed sensor has not 
greatly altered the rotor time constant and magnetising current and both the new methods 
produce different results to the standard tests.
This “speed sensorless” method produces a better fitness and rise time error than the 
original standard tests produced, but a lower fitness than the last “speed measured” 
method. This can be explained; the reduction in the number of measured states and the 
increase in complexity makes the second method more sensitive to measurement error in 
the variables it employs.
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M R A S  re su lts
Figure 5.4.4. Plot o f  the practical (black) and MRAS Wr estimated (with the standard 
parameters in blue and with the new parameters in red) rotor speed fo r  an input stator 
voltage step o f 120 Volts, at 40 Hertz.
Although the parameter values are not greatly altered from those in section 5.3, the effect 
on the rotor speed transient is great. The real response is shown in black, the standard 
parameter based MRAS Wr response in blue and the new response in red. The 
MRAS Wr has increased oscillations, but the trajectory is very much closer to that of the 
real machine.
As explained in section 5.3, the lack of delay shown by the estimated speed responses at 
the start o f the plot is due to the low field current level experienced during the early stages 
of the test. This would not be the case during normal running conditions.
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Section conclusion
This “steady state speed sensorless” method removes the requirement of a speed sensor. 
However, due to the reduction in the number of measured states, the sensitivity of the 
method to errors in the remaining measurements has increased.
Both the steady state methods (section 5.3 and 5,4) can be used on-line but, as was shown 
in the analysis of both fitness functions, in order to increase robustness a number of 
reasonably different steady state points is required which slows down the tuning time 
(increasing the update time). An ideal solution would be valid during transients as well as 
steady state, enabling the machine to run normally and utilise every sampled point 
available, resulting in increased robustness. This is discussed in the next section.
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5.5 Dynamic speed sensorless method
The early sections of this chapter have shown that there is advantage to be gained by 
obtaining information from the machine as the speed is allowed to vary over a wide range
sensorless method” is based on the voltage vector equations, rotor and the stator, 
transformed into the stationary reference frame and separated into direct and quadrature 
components. A method has already been proposed by [Valdenbro et al. 99], this was 
restricted to identifying only the rotor time constant from the stator voltage and current.
The scheme described in this section produces estimations for all four electrical 
parameters required for sensorless RFOC and can deduce the system mechanical dynamic 
if the structure is known. The mechanical dynamic is deduced using the estimated torque 
and speed. It is important when considering the stability of the complete system over a 
wide operating range.
The four-parameter values that will be optimised are repeated below. These follow the 
definitions in section 5.3.
For clarity, the direct and quadrature equations governing the electrical system of the
of operating conditions. The scheme described in this section name the “dynamic speed
squirrel cage induction machine are repeated below in the stationary reference frame.
V = R J + T  — T + —- TV sd JVs1sd ^  s j sd +  T 1i
V Lr )  Lr
(  I  V  L2 ■
T  _  EllL T ^  ~»L T [5.5.1]
[5.5.2]
[5.5.3]
0 = “ 4 , 4 ,  + 1  -Wnd + -  PP®Y„1 [5.5.4]
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The rotor field current was estimated in the traditional way using the stator voltage 
equations (described in Chapter 2 Section 2), one for the direct and the other for the 
quadrature component, equation 2.2.3.2. Repeated below as complex space vectors:
A Iff] (fr -Arh- 4 fz rha mr [_ 4 JJL $ Isy L f f \
S
The rotor voltage equation was however manipulated differently from the standard 
approach.
R r  T T R r • T T 4 f  r  T 1 r
—  hJscl + ~ r  Wrd + Wrd h t + Iwrd+ — I»>rd Isd + -^mrd + ----- ^mrd
  r r   r C' rc c f—\« / ---------------------------------   p----------------= ----------------;---------  [5-5.6]
PPYn, A  „J/JJ-L mr(j
Lr
1 .
I  +1 +— Istj mrq mrq
mr„ =  f f   [5.5.7]
VrPPkml
This results in two estimates of speed in terms of stator voltage and current and the field 
current estimate, one produced through the direct component of stator current, and the 
other from the quadrature component. Notice that the mechanical components are not 
present in this structure but can be estimated after the speed and torque have been 
estimated. The load will affect the overall system response and this is seen in the 
measured current, thus the method does not need to allow for the mechanical dynamic.
1 T
7 sd ±  7  mrd +  r—  mrd
cord =  j =  ;  3------  [5.5.8]
V 3 PP mrq
1 r/  -j- /  + ------ 1sq mrq / . mrq
— t t Y —  [5-5-9]
V  3 p p f >■ mrd
If the parameters used in the estimator are equal to those of the machine (or model of the 
machine) which produced the measured data then both estimates of the rotor speed will
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also be equal. If the parameters are in error, the estimates diverge. The error between the 
two speed estimates was used in the fitness function. This function was employed by an 
optimiser to determine the best value for each of the four parameters.
The method was analysed by coding the algorithms in Simulink and Matlab. Figure 5.5.1 
(below) shows the highest level of the Simulink block diagram. The flux estimator 
(equation 5.5.5) produces rotor flux current estimates in the stationary dq axis using the 
measured stator voltage and current. These flux current estimates along with the 
measured stator current are passed to two rotor speed estimators. One uses the direct 
component of current (equation 5.5.8) and the other the quadrature (equation 5.5.9). 
These two estimates for rotor speed are used in the optimisation fitness function.
eWidA
Figure 5.5.1. Simulink diagram of the dynamic speed sensorless approach.
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In order for the mechanical parameters to be evaluated, the electromagnetic torque must 
first be determined using equation 5.5.10 below.
4,„ = jP P Al(h,J«i-  Im ,1,,/) [5.5.10]
A simple mechanical system may take the following form where an optimiser can select 
the best values for the inertia, J  and the friction, F.
Tem = J 6  + F0) [5.5.11]
Sim ulation im plem entation
Through the use of artificially produced data, the fitness produced by the method must be 
proven dependent on the parameter values and independent of the operating conditions of 
the machine.
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Figure 5.5.2. The dynamic speed sensorless method using simulated data.
Figure 5.5.2 shows the response of a simulated test machine with the following physical 
circuit element parameter values:
R_s = 0 . 5 3 1 ;  R_r = 0 . 4 0 8 ;  L_m = 0 . 0 8 4 7 ;  L_s = 0 . 0 0 2 5 2  + L_m; 
L r = L s ; J = 0 . 1 ;  pp = 2;
The machine has received a 500 Volt peak voltage step at 60 Hertz and has zero initial 
conditions.
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The final estimate of rotor speed is the average of the two component estimations. It can 
be seen that, although the shape is correct, the whole trace is delayed. This is due to the 
filter, which was used on both the rotor speed components before averaging in order to 
allow a realistic simulation step size. The delay can be cancelled. Without the filter, the 
step size would be much smaller and, hence, the time needed to converge would be much 
greater.
O ptim isation tuning  w ith sim ulated data
In these initial stages, the methods of parameter extraction were being studied. Thus, the 
measured values of stator current and speed were actually computed using a model of the 
machine. Since the structure of this model was the same as that used in the parameter 
extraction process, the outcome of the process should be the same values as were used to 
generate the data. However, as the extraction process involves filtering and active fitness 
weighting, and as the simulator has finite numerical errors, the best fitness value obtain 
will always be less than unity (which is the perfect case.) Thus, using optimisation, a 
better set of parameter values can be found which produce a larger fitness but are no 
longer the ideal parameter values. An example of this is given in the table below. Notice 
that all the parameter values are within 1% of the ideal values, which shows that the effect 
of the structure and the filter is not too great.
Param eter Optimised value “Real” value % of “real” value
A 0.5294 0.5310 99.6979
A 0.0176 0.0176 100.0803
A3 0.0453 0.0457 99.0395
A 0.0875 0.0872 100.3401
Fitness 1.23e-4 8.51e-5 -
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Fitness function analysis
The fitness function sensitivity plots using the simulated data are displayed in figure 
5.5.3. Even in this isolated case, the non-linearity of the fitness function can be seen in 
the “foot-hill” on the response for parameter A,. The peaks do not coincide with the ideal 
values as was explained earlier.
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Figure 5.5.3. Fitness (cost) value plots for the dynamic speed sensorless method using 
simulated data.
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Parameter sensitivity weighting
As has already been seen in our study of methods of parameter extraction, only a certain 
amount of measurement drift, noise and structural errors can be tolerated. Robustness is 
increased, leading to better reliability and repeatability, by using error-weighting based on 
the following rules:
• the field current requires a finite time to rise
• the rotor speed requires a comparable time also.
This time (which does not have to be exact) is taken as the time the stator current requires 
before it enters steady state (in the case of pure simulation).
The error weighting is produced using soft penalties. Responses that do not follow the 
generally expected form have their fitness multiplied by a weight greater than unity 
dependant on the amount of error. Responses which do follow the expected form incur 
110 penalties and are thus weighted with unity.
Number of points
Two further questions must be considered. Firstly, how many points are required to 
achieve reasonable robustness, yet without demanding excessive computational time? 
Secondly, where should these points be taken with respect to the operating conditions and 
the current dynamics (transient or steady state)?
In order to address both these questions, eight tests were performed during pure 
simulation. Within these eight tests were different numbers of points, population size and 
generations and different start and finish times. Where the method begins during a 
transient, all integrators are set to start with zero initial conditions. This was decided in 
order to best simulate the practical situation where the machine might not be at rest at the 
beginning of the optimisation method.
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Condition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Start (s) 0.0 0.0 0.05 0.1 0.1 0.15 0.16 0.18
Finish (s) 0.02 0.05 0.07 0.11 0.12 0.17 0.2 0.2
Points 125 313 125 63 125 125 250 125
Population 10 10 10 20 20 20 20 100
Generation 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 50
Replacement 4 4 4 4 4 10 4 50
A
0.5231 0.5377 0.5282 0.5050 0.5210 0.5092 0.5041 0.5134
A
0.0173 0.0175 0.0177 0.0172 0.0178 0.0181 0.0180 0.0180
A
0.0427 0.0474 0.0468 0.0450 0.0471 0.0488 0.0472 0.0446
A 4 0.0882 0.0851 0.0866 0.0865 0.0867 0.0871 0.0881 0.0905
Fitness 8.73e-5 1.15e-4 2.35e-4 1.55e-4 2.35e-4 2.39e-4 2.14e-4 2.68e-4
Maximum 
error (%)
6.594 2.469 2.490 4.901 3.158 6.807 5.066 3.726
Tests 1 and 2 show the difference between employing 125 and 313 points taken from rest. 
With a small population left for very few generations the improvement between the 
smaller block and the larger is the increase of the fitness by approximately one third and 
the decrease of the maximum percentage parameter value error from 6.6% to 2 .5%, 
However, the computational time has more than doubled.
Tests 3,4 and 5 use either 125 or 63 points. They all begin during the transient, in order 
to access the error caused by erroneous initial state estimates. The fitness increases with 
the number of points and the population size. They are not affected by the zero initial 
estimated state conditions.
Tests 6 and 7 use steady state data. This is to analyse the conditions under which the 
method could be employed. The results, as expected, show that the method is less robust 
but still valid.
The final test (8) shows 125 points taken in steady state. The optimiser used a large 
population of 100 left for 50 generations. The fitness achieved is on a par with those of 
the transient state tests. Thus, it was demonstrated through simulation that the method is 
valid during any normal operating condition. However, to maintain the same level of
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accuracy and robustness, more points are required during steady state as the information 
is less dynamic.
Stator input function error
The method was run with additional noise placed 011 the measured stator current signals 
(figure 5.5.4). The effect on the fitness values achieved is a lot less than when similiar 
tests were performed on the other optimisation methods (described in previous sections) 
due to the filtering employed on this method. However, the fitness sensitivities shown in 
figure 5.5.5 show that the noise has biased the parameter values and produced a much 
worse plot for parameter Ax.
Noise power Fitness
0.001 3.939e-5
0.01 3.593e-5
0.1 2.338e-5
1 2.297e-5
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Figure 5.5.4. Plots o f the stator current with input noise (XI and X2) and the effect on 
the estimated rotor magnetising currents (elmrd and elmrq).
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Figure 5.5.5. Fitness (cost) value plots resulting from the stator current noise.
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When offsets are present in the stator currents only parameter^, is affected. The overall 
fitness values decrease but by less than was the case with the other methods.
x 10" x 10
x 10
% of A.
x 10
%  o f
%of Ag % of Aa
Figure 5.5.6. Fitness (cost) value plots with a 30Amp. stator current offset.
Figure 5.5.6 shows the fitness function plots with a 30 Amp offset. Only parameter A, is 
affected. The original signal is approximately 75 Amps peak at steady state.
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Practical case
The final discussions in this section consider how the method responds when applied to 
the real system. The method was tested using practical measured data obtained from the 
real machine described in Chapter 6 running at the six operating conditions described in 
Section 5.3 and 5.4.
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Figure 5.5.7. Fitness (cost) value plots produced when the method receives practical 
data.
It can clearly be seen in figure 5.5.7 that a technique such as a GA is required to optimise 
the fitness function. Parameter Al shows an abundance of local maxima. The input was 
data collected at 100 Volt peak stator voltage at 40 Hertz synchronous frequency.
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Results from original operating conditions
The method was run individually for each of the six operating conditions (described in 
Section 5.3 and 5.4.) and the results are presented in the table below.
Test 100 40 100 50 100_60 120_40 120_50 120_60 A S
A
7.8965 8.6054 8.6017 8.1748 8.2088 7.6628 8.1917 7.2
A
0.2294 0.2534 0.2195 0.1911 0.2192 0.1889 0.2169 0.1758
A
0.1301 0.1503 0.1881 0.0995 0.1215 0.0920 0.1302 0.0945
A
0.6807 0.7070 0.5554 0.6526 0.6735 0.6700 0.6565 0.615
N-Fitness
7.91e-7 1,53 e-6 9.19e-7 4.89e-6 1.67e-6 3.00e-6 -
D.
Fitness
2.78e-7 1.29e-6 2.02e-7 5.55e-7 2.86e-7 1.24e-6 - 1
S.
Fitness
4.69e-7 1.11 e-6 3.87e-7 1.07e-6 3.82e-7 2.51e-6 *
In the last table, A stands for the average of all the six operating point parameter sets and 
S is the standard test parameter set. N. Fitness, D. Fitness and S. Fitness denote the 
“dynamic speed sensorless” method parameter set fitness of this section, the “dynamic 
speed measured” parameter set fitness of section 5.1 and the “standard tests” parameter 
set fitness respectively.
The average rotor time constant was 360.8ms, where the highest was 433.7ms. The 
average rotor magnetising current was 0.53 A at 95% of the rated voltage.
Param eter Spread %  spread over average
A 0.9426 11.52
A 0.0645 29.74
A3 0.0961 73.81
A 0.1516 23.09
Parameter A3 would appear to have a very large spread but when converted into the rotor 
time constant the spread is only +/-65ms. (Approximately equal to the spread 
encountered when the standard tests are performed at different operating conditions.)
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Figure 5.5.8. Rotor speed responses using the dynamic speed sensorless method as both 
the parameter optimiser and state estimator. (JOOV at 40Hz).
Figures 5.5.8 and 5.5.9 show the real measured rotor speed response in black, the 
response from this method with the parameter set produced by the dynamic speed 
measured method in blue and this method with parameters produced by itself in red. The 
first figure was created with data from the 100 Volts stator voltage input at 40 Hertz 
which is lowest end of the test operating condition range. The second figure uses the 120 
Volt at 60 Hertz input voltage which is the top of the range.
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Figure 5.5.9. Rotor speed responses using the dynamic speed sensorless method as both 
the parameter optimiser and state estimator. (120Vat 60Hz).
Several points can be concluded from these figures and the other four resultant plots. 
Firstly, the correct rise time is always observed in both estimates, which corresponds to 
the steady condition having been reached. Secondly, the parameters from the method of 
this section used in its own structure produced more accurate responses than the 
parameters produced by the dynamic speed measured method of section 5.1. This was to 
be expected as structural errors rising from the new method have been reduced by the 
optimisation procedure. The other dynamic method has not had that advantage. Thirdly, 
there was always a steady state speed error, but this error was the same no matter which 
parameter set was employed. This is due to the averaging procedure and filter gains. 
Finally, the measured responses are not particularly smooth due to the low transient 
accuracy of the practical speed-sensing scheme.
State estimation
As has been shown, the method suffers from a steady state speed error due to the filtering 
action. Therefore, the parameters were taken and placed in the OLFE_(RFO)OLSE 
scheme. Figure 5.5.10 shows the results. In black is the real response at 100 Volts with a 
synchronous frequency of 40 Hertz. In blue is the response from the rotor speed 
estimator with the parameters produced by the dynamic speed measured method of
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section 5.1. The estimator uses the parameters produced by the dynamic speed sensorless 
method, of this section, in the red trace. All have zero steady state error and 
approximately the same rise time. There is only slightly more error in the red plot than in 
the blue plot.
Figure 5.5.10. Rotor speed responses using the OLFE (RFO)OLSE state estimator given 
the new optimised parameter set. (100V at 40Hz).
M ethod conclusion
The method has been found repeatable and robust while requiring less effective 
measurement time than the previous two methods. In order to complete the 
characterisation, the parameter set created by this method and the other six sets were used 
in a practical controller (described in chapter seven). Important characteristics of the 
method have been discussed and the solutions to many problems shown.
Chapter conclusion
Five parameter optimisation methods and one parameter estimation method have been 
analysed in this chapter. As the complexity of the methods increased, so the usefulness 
did at the price of increased computation. Methods that require a lot of information are 
more robust to measurement error, as was expected, when compared with speed and field 
“sensorless” methods due to increased sensitivity to the remaining measured states.
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However, the full parameter set has been proven identifiable without speed and field 
measurement on-line during all normal operating conditions.
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6 H a r d w a r e
Chapter overview
This chapter describes the specification, design, calibration and limitations of the test­
bench facility. The purpose of the test bench was to assess in a practical situation the 
theoretical methods researched earlier in this study. To satisfy this aim, the hardware and 
software were so constructed as to allow for three individual configurations.
The first configuration permitted controlled waveforms to be applied to the dc machine 
while either unloaded or coupled to the ac machine. The signals measured and recorded 
were used in the optimisation and standard parameter estimation methods described in 
Chapter 4.
The second configuration concerned the ac machine and was designed to implement the 
standard and advanced parameter optimisation techniques described in Chapter 2 section 
3, and the optimisation methods described in Chapter 5. This required a fully 
programmable drive system.
The final configuration allowed the seven parameter sets produced by the ac methods 
described in Chapter 5 to be compared. This encompassed a commercially available 
indirect vector controller and off-line software based sensorless machine state estimator.
Figure 6.0.1 A photograph of the mechanical test-bench.
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6.1. Introduction
The function of the test-bench is to provide data from real machines in order to allow a 
comparison between the simulated and practical systems. There will inevitably be 
limitations on which state variables and inputs can be measured accurately; for example, 
it would be very difficult to produce an actual measured value for rotor flux or current 
with an unmodified squirrel cage ac machine.
The demand variable in the simulated machine control system (described earlier) could 
have been either the output torque or the speed. In principle, in a system where current is 
one of the state variables it is more informative to treat the machine as a current to torque 
transducer. However, the measurement of dynamic torque is very difficult, even though 
the high electromagnetic bandwidth which can be achieved will be greatly reduced by 
winding movement, rotor twist and other mechanical effects. Within the test-bench the ac 
machine torque can be estimated indirectly through measurement of the dc machine states 
and outputs. This estimation is only valid under steady state conditions as the machines 
are not rigidly coupled (the flexible coupling and the machine mechanical dynamics act as 
a low pass filter). As the outer loop of the speed controller is greatly affected by the inner 
torque control loop, the accurate dynamic measurement of speed is adequate in order to 
characterise the complete control system.
Some applications (such as ridged shaft locking) require precise position control (which is 
not part of this work). This results in the inclusion of an outer position control loop. 
Figure 6.1.1 shows the interaction of the three control loops; the outer position loop 
produces a speed demand, the speed loop results in a torque demand, and the inner torque 
loop provides a current demand to the drive. In this diagram an outer loop can be 
bypassed but an inner loop must still remain.
position speed torque
reference reference reference
position
i i
speed torque 1 drive load
control control — control j ►
torque feedback 
speed feedback 
position feedback
Figure 6.1.1. Diagram of the speed controller with inner torque control loop.
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6.2 Block diagram level design
Figure 6.2.1 Connection diagram for the test-bench basic blocks.
Figure 6.2.1 shows the basic layout of the test-bench in block diagram form which 
satisfies the requirements highlighted earlier in this chapter. A brief explanation of the 
operation of each block is given below. More detailed information regarding the design of 
the main blocks is given in the next section, 6.3.
Safety box
In order for undergraduates to assist with the hardware projects, the complete system had 
to be housed in a safe environment. This was provided by a cabinet with a latched door 
which permitted the power to be switched on only when the door was closed. The rating 
of the cabinet was specified to provide separate 3 phase supplies for the dc and ac drives. 
The cabinet also provided the external contactor, reactance and fusing for the dc drive.
Ac drive
Two ac drives were used, Eurotherm Drives Ltd. type 620 and type 630. The 620 drive in 
an unmodified commercial indirect vector control drive. Using the simplifications 
available under CSI supply the drive can provide rotor field orientation without sensing 
flux (but with the speed measured). This drive can auto-commission (discussed in 
chapter 5) off-line to produce estimations for the rotor time constant and the ideal main 
flux current levels for each speed region.
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The 630 ac drive is a prototype 32-bit Texas DSP based ac drive. (More information is 
given in the 6.4). A considerable amount of time and effort was spent in modifying both 
the hardware configuration and the software of the 630 Drive. The 620 ac drive only 
became available at a late stage of the work when the use of the 630 for closed loop 
control was abandoned due to time constraints.
Ac m achine
The squirrel cage ac induction machine was manufactured by Normand Electrical Ltd. 
and has a continuous power rating of 75 0W. Star connected the machine was rated at 
240Volts. 3.8Amps, and 1425RPM. This rating of machine was chosen as having a low 
inertia and be easily over powered by the dc machine.
Dc drive
A Eurotherm Drives Ltd. dc drive type 590 was provided by the manufacturer and used 
without modification. Using a 16-bit microprocessor the drive can implement basic 
control strategies; when the dc machine is in motor mode the 590 has control of both the 
field and armature voltages, whereas in generator mode the 590 only provides the field 
excitation.
Dc m achine
The separately excited dc machine was manufactured by Mawdsley’s Ltd and was rated at 
3KW. The rated armature and field voltage was 220Volts and the continuous armature 
current 15.9Amps. The base rated speed is 1500RPM.
In strum en ta tion
The main part of the instrumentation system was the Datel PC8801 (12 bit resolution) 
data acquisition card which was housed inside the PC. The card can record 8 - channels at 
a maximum total throughput of 50 KHz by streaming the measurement data directly to the 
hard drive of the PC. The board is connected through a signal conditioning section to the 
electrical sensors.
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All electrical signal measurements were externally scaled and filtered at 2KHz (which is 
sufficiently high compared to the system bandwidths). In the case of current 
measurement, the signals were provided by LEM 1:2000 Hall probe current sensors. 
These were chosen for their low error (<0.5%) and the fact that they are a standard 
component. The resulting current signals were converted to a measurable voltage using 
precision resistors. Each sensor had a continuous peak current rating of 50A. The full 
bandwidth was never used (>100KHz). The design specifications and resolutions are 
given in table 6.2.1 below.
ac measurement dc measurement
Primary turns 5 5
Effective ratio 400:1 400:1
Resistance value 100Q 47Q
Maximum current measurement (@ 5V) 20A 42.55A
Data sheet error 100mA 213mA
Quantisation 100mA 208mA
Table 6.2.1. Design specifications o f the current sensing system.
For voltage measurement differential amplifiers were used (potential dividers connected 
in star). The design specifications are detailed in table 6.2.2 below.
ac measurement dc measurement
Input resistance 7M Q 5MQ
Ratio 70:1 50:1
Maximum voltage measurement (@ 5 V) 350V 250V
Quantisation 171mV 122mV
Table 6.2.2 Design specifications o f the voltage sensing system.
Speed measurement for each machine was provided by 1000-line encoders directly 
coupled to each machine shaft. The encoders had negligible inertia and friction (when 
compared to the machines) to guarantee that the speed sensing bandwidth was higher than 
any predicted speed change. A more detailed analysis is contained in the section 6.5 of 
this chapter.
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M echanics
The machines were fixed to a common steel frame and could be directly linked 
mechanically using a rubber coupling. This type of coupling was chosen to protect both 
machines bearings, but does the remove the possibility of dynamic torque measurement. 
The coupling could be removed, to permit each machine to have the rotor locked or to 
operate under no-load conditions.
D esk top personal com puter, (PC)
The PC had four main tasks to perform and greatly added to the flexibility of the test­
bench. The first was to provided editing, compilation and downloading tools for the 
system program used in the 630 DSP ac drive. The second was to provide data storage 
and conversion while the data acquisition board was streaming the signal measurements. 
The next was to nm the parameter optimisation methods coded in Matlab. The final 
function of the PC was to run the speed and field sensorless estimators.
The PC CPU was a Pentium 300 MHz and the system had 64 Mbytes of memory. There 
was a large internal hard drive (2.4Gb) and a connection to the University network.
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6.3 Design 
In strum en ta tion
Although the Datel card could record the data streams into the PC memory it could not 
provide real-time control loops within the PC. Instead, once data had been recorded, it 
was unpacked and converted to floating point form by a separate programme. 16-bit C 
was used for the digital signal conditioning as it could be run in DOS from higher level 
programmes such as Visual Basic. Matlab code was used to convert the ac measurements 
to the DQ axis representation and routines in Visual Basic and Matlab were employed to 
display the resulting waveforms. If the 630 had offered closed loop control, the 
simulation speed would have become critical. In this case, a lower level language would 
have been used, such as C or the Texas assembler.
The greatest problem encountered when sensing the machine’s electrical signals was that 
of noise which was mainly of mains origin. Special attention had to be paid to the use of 
screened cabling, the position of the sensors and the layout of the PCB’s. Also, the 
placement of signal and power grounds greatly affected the usefulness of any 
measurement. In the case of the ac machine (which was star connected) differential 
amplifiers were used to measure the line to line voltages on a false star connected 
potential divider to minimise line noise.
Drives
The 620 and 590 drives were operated as per the instruction manuals which included the 
set-up and commissioning stages. The 630 was controlled using the buttons already in 
place and a series of safety switches which were added.
6.4 The 630 ac drive design 
C ondition received
Although operational the 630 drive had been configured for a different project. Firstly, 
the onboard encoder had been removed and a resolver set as the speed feedback device. 
Secondly, the onboard system code had been designed to connect with a higher level
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programming tool which meant that cycle time space was reduced due to increased 
system tasks. The expansion bus (named the M-Module bus) was untested.
In parallel with other work the drive was completed and commissioned as a very useful 
DSP drive test facility. Due to time constraints, only brief relevant notes and discussions 
will be included in this thesis.
Design
The 630 drive board is based around a TMS320C32 DSP. Glue logic performs address 
decoding and any major tasks that could be performed in parallel with the DSP were 
programmed into two dedicated FPGAs. Theses tasks included the external watch-dog, 
the ADC functions and the PWM converter. The code was edited and compiled on the 
PC in C before being downloaded to the drive using X-modem.
DSP
The TMS320C32 chip was chosen for the 630 as it has an instruction cycle time of 50ns 
and can manipulate 16 or 32 bit integer and 32 bit floating point variables. The DSP has 
three strobe signals to allow it to interface with two banks of memory and one bank of 
external peripherals.
Internal signal conversion
There are two sets of ADCs, one a fast 8-bit plus sign flash converter (requiring lOOus) 
and the other a 14-bit signed converter (working up to 2KHz). The converter control was 
performed by the encoder capture FPGA. The on-board DAC has a resolution of 10-bits 
but only updates at lKHz.
Digital communication
There are two digital interfaces, a DUART and a dedicated 24-bit port. The digital 
signals include user button presses, digital input or system flags. The board was equipped 
with two RS232 ports (one normally used for program downloads) and an Inter-Drive 
Serial Bus (IDSB) for connection to similar drives.
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FPGAs
There are two Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) on the board, one for pattern 
generation (used to create the PWM control signals) and the other to perform encoder 
capture. Both are programmed when the drive is first powered.
Interfaces
The M-Module expansion output is transferred through a 50 way connector. When the 
I/O strobe (IOSTRB) is fired the interface board simply decodes the address. Data flow is 
controlled by the read line which is decoded down to read and write signals. The pin 
listing and data address protocols are given in the 630 specification.
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6.5 Calibration
The calibration of the combined test-bench was first separated into the testing of the 
individual parts. All the sensor and sensing schemes were calibrated against more 
accurate and traceable laboratory equipment. This equipment included 20MITz and 
100MHz oscilloscopes and current, voltage and speed meters. The digital logic was 
checked using a logic analyser. The complete instrumentation and sensing scheme was 
then calibrated and tested against reference sources.
The sensors could be statically tuned in software but as no adaptive tuning was employed 
the following areas were of particular interest:
• Accuracy
The accuracy of the measured result stored in the PC and the real value was determined 
through comparison with a more accurate measurement scheme. For example, the speed 
of the machine was compared at steady state to an RPM meter and the oscilloscope. (The 
RPM meter accuracy increases at higher speeds as the conversion scheme was based on 
counting pulses in a finite time interval).
The applied voltage was compared with a high voltage analogue meter, and the ratio ed 
voltage compared to the oscilloscope. This allowed individual calibration of the potential 
divider and the data acquisition method. The complete system could then be trimmed to 
reduce offsets.
The current output of each LEM hall probe current sensor was compared to a low input 
impedance ammeter and the other LEM sensors fed on the same primary conductor. Any 
offset or imbalance was removed. The measurement resistors were checked by a 
resistance bridge and the complete system was then calibrated to the ammeter.
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• Repeatability, gain and drift
The gain is the ratio between the sensor output and the signal measured. The drift is the 
dc offset imposed on the measured result. Both must be minimised to reduce sensing 
system error, especially when a test will require a long time to perform.
The encoder pulse train is little affected by gain or drift as the “off-on” state threshold 
was set at half the “on” voltage (“off equals OV and “on” 5V.) The main area of concern 
was the voltage measurement, as the current measuring scheme was very accurate. After 
eight hours of operation the current had drifted less than 50mA which is 10% of the 
lowest steady state ac current measurement. The voltage signal on the other hand would 
drift by up to 250mV after eight hours operation due to the three differential amplifiers 
moving out of balance. Calibrating before every test can reduce this. (The tests lasted no 
more than half an hour).
• Linearity
The gain of the sensing system must not change throughout the complete operating range. 
Therefore, the linearity of the sensing system must be within calibration tolerances. 
Theses tolerances were dependant on the signal being measured. For example, a 10% 
change in gain on the maximum ac current reading (5A) equated to 500mA which is 
comparable with the steady state value. Thus a tolerance of 2% (100mA) at maximum 
input was specified and achieved.
The peak ac voltage was 300V. Any loss of linearity results in a corruption of the 
waveform which cannot be separated from the distortion and harmonics caused by the 
PWM strategy.
The dc machine was fed from voltages ranging between 30V and 120V. Measurements 
were recorded from the oscilloscope and the PC when fed by voltages across the range 
(after the system had been trimmed at 40V).
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• Bandwidth
For a measurement to be of use to the dynamic control scheme, the sensor must not alter 
the dynamic response of the measured signal. Therefore, any sensing scheme must have 
sufficient bandwidth to respond, without altering the sensor gain, to signals with 
frequencies throughout the operating range. The fundamental output frequency of the 
inverter had a maximum of 100Hz.
The LEM current sensors had a bandwidth of greater than 100kHz.
The ac voltages and currents where filtered at 2KHz before being sampled. At lKHz the 
phase delay imposed on the measurement was less than one degree, and the gain 0.994.
Speed measurement was achieved through a one thousand-line encoder rigidly coupled to 
the ac machine shaft. As a rigid shaft is impossible the encoder inertia was kept 
extremely low and the coupling very close in order to raise the resonant frequency higher 
than the 13th harmonic of the speed demand signal (13.3 Hz). The encoder produced 
phase and quadrature signals which were decoded and divided before being filtered and 
sampled by the PC data acquisition card. The division, by 64, reduced the effective 
number of pulses to 15.625 per revolution (23.567° quantisation). This limited the 
number of pulses to allow for a lower sampling rate at the expense of angular accuracy. 
The input filter was set at 100kHz and the sampling rate at 32,5kPIz.
The maximum steady state speed demand was limited to 800 rpm but the actual speed 
response has been shown to reach no more than 1200 rpm peak. This corresponds to 20 
cycles per second or a square pulse train at 312.5 Hz. The resolution of the decoding and 
sampling scheme was designed to be under 1 % error (caused by one erroneous pulse.)
Number of samples Frequency Error
103 315.534 Hz. +0.971%
104 312.500 Hz. -
105 309.524 Hz. -0.952%
Table 6.5.1 Speed measurement resolution.
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Table 6.5.1 shows the effect of a sample count error at 20 Hz. This maximum expected 
frequency corresponds to a pulse train at 312.5 Hz which will be sampled 104 times per 
period. The sampled pulse train is converted to a speed signal period by period. This 
results in the stepped speed responses shown in the plots in the next chapter
6.6 Conclusion
The test-bench design and construction resulted in a very flexible piece of test equipment. 
All of the signals required for the methods discussed in this thesis were provided with 
sufficient accuracy and the complete system could be easily modified to allow for future 
work. The main area for concern was the numerical conversion of the speed pulse train 
into a speed signal. The method converts every time the input signal changes state which 
produces a large systematic error at low speeds. This was removed by the use of 
interpolation on the finished response.
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7. Practical parameter extraction, state estimation and induction  
machine control
Chapter overview
Contained within Chapter 5 was a discussion on six different induction machine 
parameter extraction methods. Each was characterised using a simulation of the machine 
and then allowed to produce a parameter set using measured data from the real induction 
machine. The parameters relate to a model of the induction machine that was introduced 
in Chapter 2 Section 1. The reasons for providing accurate estimates of the parameters of 
the model were given in Chapter 2 Section 2.
The current chapter brings together the results of the induction machine model parameter 
extraction techniques and places them in a practical situation. Through the evaluation of 
a set of performance measures the appropriateness and accuracy of each parameter set is 
analysed with respect to the other sets and to practical applications.
The practical configuration used was an indirect rotor field orientation drive system, as 
described in Chapter 2 Section 1. The speed was measured and used in the closed loop 
speed controller. The system was implemented using a Eurotherm Drives Ltd type 620 
vector drive and the test-bench described in Chapter 6. In parallel with the practical 
experiment, the Matlab simulation tool was used to produce “speed sensorless” speed and 
rotor field magnetising current estimation.
The chapter begins with an introduction to the tests and the performance measures and 
then continues by discussing the important results and plots. Once the data has been 
analysed, the conclusion brings the chapter to a close by determining which parameter 
sets produced the most effective sensorless operation.
Part of the difficulty in producing accurate parameter value estimators, and validating 
optimisation methods, is that many parameters can never be measured with a high level of 
certainty. In most cases, the effects of individual parameter error cannot be assessed.
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7.1 Introduction
When considering the control of a machine, it is easier to gain a complete appreciation 
when the discussion contains practical work. We have already discussed six methods of 
parameter extraction (during Chapter 5) and a model that adequately represents the 
system (described in Chapter 2 Section 1); the natural conclusion to this study is to apply 
the methods in a practical situation.
The major problem encountered when comparing parameter sets is that the exact values 
for all of the parameters required to fully describe all the states of the squirrel cage 
induction can never been known for reasons including the following:
Firstly, a model with sufficient structural complexity would require far more 
computational resource than is available so a simplified form must be used. This reduces 
the number of parameters, the values of which may then not equate to any of the actual 
parameters. The structural error affects the accuracy of any estimated states. Secondly, 
all the values of the parameters may be subject to change due changes in operating 
condition.
Thirdly, in the case of the squirrel cage induction machine some states are never known, 
which reduces the amount of information available in the selection of appropriate 
parameter values. Finally, the measurement of the states and inputs is subject to 
inaccuracy due to finite bandwidth, weak calibration, noise etc.
The first two points extend from the research areas considered in this study. The use of 
optimisation to compensate for structural errors was discussed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. 
Parameter variation was discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2 and will affect all estimators 
that contain parameters. The final point can only be addressed through system design and 
calibration which is not considered in this thesis.
The third point is the basis of this chapter. As some of the states and the exact values of 
the parameters are never known an indirect approach is required in order to analyse and 
compare the parameter sets from the different parameter extraction methods. Ideally, 
each parameter set would be placed in turn into the speed and field sensorless controller.
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The controller would then receive a speed demand, the resulting estimated and measured 
states would then be compared to the demand states. Unfortunately, a practical speed and 
field sensorless controller could not be completed in the time remaining in this study. 
Instead only a speed measured, field sensorless, indirect field orientated vector controller 
was available, (explained further in Section 1.2.) This took the form of the commercially 
available Eurotherm type 620 drive.
In order to complete the comparison the parameter sets under test were increased to seven 
by the inclusion of the parameters from the standard tests.
7.1.1 Selection of an ap p ro p ria te  m agnetising field c u rre n t level
The technique of rotor field orientation allows the torque and field to be controlled 
independently. For correct performance, it is necessary to demand enough field to 
produce a good torque dynamic without saturating the magnetic system, which wastes 
energy. The field controller aims to achieve and maintain the selected level of 
magnetising current.
A good method for determining an appropriate level of magnetising current is to use the 
magnitude of the stator current drawn while unloaded under 95% of rated stator voltage. 
This level decreases the probability of saturation and reduces the effect of the machine’s 
own friction upon the value of stator current.
The Eurotherm type 620 drive produced a value for the magnetising current magnitude 
during its self-eommissioning stage. The other six parameter sets required the use of the 
machine model. Each set in turn was placed into a simulation of the machine while the 
recorded measured stator voltages and currents were injected. The current and voltage 
measurements were taken on the real machine while unloaded with 95% of the rated 
stator voltage applied.
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Figure 7.1.1.1 Rotor flux current magnitude estimation.
Figure 7.1.1.1 shows the system employed to produce estimates for the appropriate level 
of rotor field current.
7.1.2 D isadvantages of using the 620 drive
The practical controller implementation began with only 6 months of study remaining. 
The prototype 32 bit DSP drive (Eurotherm type 630) would have been adapted to operate 
the speed and field sensorless indirect rotor field orientated (IRFO) controller if time had 
allowed. Instead, a speed-measured IRFO drive (Eurotherm type 620 which is 
commercially available) was used.
The major disadvantage in using a “speed-measured” controller to understand a “speed- 
sensorless” approach is that it only requires one of the four parameters contained in the 
parameter sets in order to function. This parameter is the rotor time constant. As 
described in Chapter 5, the controller employs the rotor voltage model to estimate the 
field orientation. Once this angle is known the stator current can be manipulated into 
field and torque producing components. The field modifying component is used in the 
field controller, and the torque current magnitude is demanded by the speed control which 
is in turn comparing the demand to measured rotor speed.
Useful results are still available if the rotor speed is estimated from the measured stator 
voltage and current in parallel with the 620 controller. The estimator is exactly what 
would have been used if the full speed sensorless solution had been implemented and 
employs all of the four parameters. The accuracy of the four parameters can be seen
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somewhat in the choice of appropriate rotor field magnetising current. However, as the 
field is never measured little can be learnt from the 620 drive and speed sensorless 
estimator magnetising current estimations.
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Figure 7.1.2.1 Diagram o f an induction machine using two mappings.
Figure 7.1.2.1 shows the complete squirrel cage induction machine model in a different 
form. The states in bold boxes are to be controlled, (rotor speed cor and field current IsF ). 
The stator current and voltage vectors and the controlled states are linked using frame 
rotation and integration operators and by two mappings. Mapping 1 follows from the 
rotor voltage equation, and given the rotor time constant, can produce the reference frame 
speed, co¥ r, or the rotor speed, cor . Mapping 2 results from the stator voltage equation 
and was the model used by the parameter extraction methods.
The next two figures (7.1.2.2 and 7.1.2.3) show the “speed sensorless” method used by 
the parameter extraction techniques and the “speed measured” configuration used in the 
620 drive.
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Figure 7.1.2.2. Speed sensorless IRFO using mappings.
As described in Chapter 2 Section 2 and Chapter 5 Section 5, mapping 2 takes the 
following form in the “speed sensorless” configuration:
A = r  = \ f f ] (f V f - A  r A % Kha A  J L
The four parameters are those produced by the parameter extraction methods. The 
magnitude and phase of the magnetising current was taken to produce IsF and 0 . 0 is 
used by the rotation block to produce torque and field producing components of the stator 
current. IsF is used as the feedback to the field controller.
Mapping 1 in this configuration is the slip calculator presented in Chapter 2 Section 1 and 
repeated below:
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The rotor speed estimator was simulated in parallel with the speed-measured controller 
(described next).
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Figure 7.1.2.3. Speed measured IRFO using mappings.
In the “speed measured” configuration, the 620 drive uses the control structure discussed 
later in Section 7.2 which allows the parameter set to be reduced from four to one (due to 
the measurement of the rotor speed.) This parameter is the rotor time constant with which 
the drive can attain rotor field orientation by controlling the stator currents and measuring 
the rotor speed.
Having introduced the systems employed in this discussion, the following sub-section 
presents the seven parameter sets under test.
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7.1.3 T he p a ram eter sets under test
Commercial
drive
(620)
Standard
tests
Dynamic
speed
measured
Stationary
rotor
SS
speed
measured
SS
speed
sensorless
Dynamic
speed
sensorless
A j 7.2 6.7157 5.8798 8.3 8.1 8.1917
A “ 0.1758 0.2131 0.2551 0.2536 0.2525 0.2169
Tr (ms)
-T a
459 307 391.6 422 400 397.5 360.8
A “ 0.615 0.5896 0.6070 0.680 0.671 0.6565
Id  (A> 0.52 0.62 0.61 0.59 0.51 0.55 0.53
Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5 Set 6 Set 7
Table 7.1 Table o f the parameters produced by each parameter identification method
Values for rotor flux current magnitude were derived for each parameter set using state 
estimation with 95% rated input voltage (at rated synchronous speed) with no load. These 
estimates and the value of the rotor time constants are given in table 7 .1 .
Consider the parameter spreads shown in table 7.1. The rotor time constant values range 
from 307ms up to 459ms, which is +/- 20% about the central value. This shows a good 
correlation. A 40° change in temperature was observed to cause a larger change in value 
of the rotor resistance and hence the rotor time constant.
The range of rotor magnetising current magnitudes begins at 0.51 A and rises to 0.62A 
which is +/- 10% about the central value. This is again a good correlation and is smaller 
than the change recorded between operating at the lowest input condition (100V at 40Hz) 
and the highest (120V at 60Hz) using any of the parameter sets with the machine under 
Volt per Hertz open loop control.
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7.2. The test strategy
7.2.1 D em ands
The rotor speed demand used in the testing was a ramp from rest to 800rpm in 400ms. 
This rate was chosen in order not to reach any of the drive limits for current or voltage 
while being steep enough to test the dynamic performance of the controllers. A high 
performance system should be able to achieve 500rpm per second, which is half this 
demand. Even employing the parameter set auto-commissioned internally the drive can 
never perfectly match the demand. The maximum speed was chosen to lie within the 
permissible error of the speed decoding and recording method (described later in this 
section.)
7.2.2 E r ro r  indices
In order to access the usefulness and accuracy of each parameter set two comparisons 
were made - one between the demand and measured actual rotor speed and the second 
between the estimated and measured actual rotor speed. The dynamic error between the 
actual rotor speed and the speed demand was recorded (on-line) as described in Chapter 6. 
This is as a measure of the dynamic performance of the controller and is very dependent 
on the accuracy of the rotor time constant and is also dependent on the level of field 
demanded.
The second concerns the complete parameter set and the estimator structure used off-line. 
The parameter set was placed in the estimation structure, which operated with the 
recorded stator voltage and current data to produce a speed estimate. This allowed the 
complete speed sensorless solution to be analysed by comparing this estimate with the 
actual measured rotor speed.
Each comparison used the following performance measures:
• percentage steady state error
This index shows the ability of a control system to match a steady demand once all initial 
transients have subsided. A closed loop system would normally produce a very low 
steady state error due to measurement of the actual output. Any error produced by such a
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system  could  be in troduced by the sensors or the controller calibration. T he speed 
sensorless speed controller is an  open  loop system  w here steady state error could  also be 
due to  the speed estim ator. T he rem ain ing  m easures o f  controller perfo rm ance are based 
on the  transien t response.
• Settle tim e (+/- a threshold)
T he settle tim e is generally  re la ted  to error in  the longest tim e constan t o f  the  controller. 
T he closed  loop experim ents s ta lled  w ith  zero initial conditions. T he field  is associated  
w ith  the longest electrical tim e constant. This perform ance m easure w as used  to  ind icate  
the  appropriateness o f  the  field  control system  param eters and the dynam ic convergence 
and bandw id th  o f  the speed estim ation.
• P ercentage p e a k  overshoo t (based  on the steady state level)
T he overshoot and settle tim e show  m uch  about the dam ping and re la tive stability  o f  the 
c losed  loop system . S tability  analysis w as very difficult to  perfo rm  on the chosen control 
system  as the com plete system  (electrical and m echanical) w as no t m odelled . T he effect 
o f  the  m echanical system  w as instead  seen through the stator curren t response.
7.2.3 Parameter set validation scheme
T his section  in troduces the param eter set validation schem e and d iscusses its 
im plem entation . F irst, the  speed-m easured controller w as run  from  the speed dem and, 
g iven  the ro to r tim e constan t and the m agnetising  current level from  the param eter set 
under test. T he stator currents and voltages w ere m easured, as w as the  m easured  actual 
speed. T he speed control perform ance o f  the drive w as then  analysed  by com paring  the 
dem and  and m easured  actual ro to r speeds.
U sing  the recorded  stator vo ltages and currents, the ro to r speed  and field  level w ere 
estim ated  to em ulate speed sensorless operation. In  order to validate  the full param eter 
set and the “speed sensorless” estim ation schem e, the system  m ust p roduce state estim ates 
off-line. M atlab  code w as em ployed on the  m easured data, as the drive processor w as no t 
fast enough  to perfo rm  this on-line. T he estim ated ro to r speed and the m easured  actual 
ro to r speed w ere com pared.
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T his index  does no t consider the closed  loop perform ance bu t instead  the speed sensorless 
estim ator accuracy. T he full (four) param eter set w as p roduced  in  o rder to  a llow  for 
speed  sensorless contro l o f  the m achine. A s the tim e constrain ts o f  th is p ro jec t did no t 
perm it the  construction  o f  a full practical sensorless closed loop controller, the  620 speed 
m easured  contro ller w as used. H ow ever, th is second perfo rm ance index gives a  clear 
insigh t in to  how  the sensorless estim ation  schem e perform s and thus, how  the  sensorless 
con tro ller w ould  perform .
7.3 Simulation of the practical controller
T his section  considers a s im ulation  o f  the experim ental system  th a t w ill later be used  in  
the practical situation. The sim ulated  resu lts are com pared w ith  those  obtained  from  the 
p ractical drive and real m achine. E rrors arise n o t only from  the m odel and contro ller 
sim plifications bu t also from  the deficiencies o f  the practical system , in  particu lar the 
curren t control, w hich  are d iscussed  below .
7.3.1 Inverter performance
T he 620 drive pow er stage operates naturally  in the vo ltage source m ode. In  order to 
reduce the num ber o f  equations and param eters, the inverter is requ ired  to run  in  curren t 
source m ode. To achieve this, closed loop current controllers are em ployed  w h ich  d ictate  
the  stator vo ltage output based  on the required  stator current, (or in  reality  the curren t 
error).
T heoretically  the  curren t loops are independent o f  the vector control strategy as the  vec to r 
contro ller dem ands curren t and the curren t controllers then  regu late  the vo ltage to 
p roduce the required  current. U nfortunately , in  a closed loop system  every  b lock  has an 
effec t on  the  overall perform ance. F or exam ple, i f  the current controllers fa il to  p rov ide 
the  correct curren t the fie ld  orien ta tion  becom es invalid  and the  vec to r contro ller cannot 
operate. In  addition, the  inherent curren t control delay is especially  im portan t w hen 
considering  the  bandw id th  o f  the com plete system .
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T he com m ercial standard  structure for curren t loop control is the  PI controller. A s the 
inverte r w ill be required  to provide a range o f  signal frequencies, the  con tro ller cannot be 
accurately  tuned. A nother deficiency o f  the  inverter, w hich  greatly  affects the curren t 
response, is the fin ite  vo ltage lim it im posed by the dc bus level. E ffectively , the vo ltage 
dem and  signal is passed  th rough a saturation  term  that lim its the level o f  vo ltage w h ich  
can  be applied. T he non-linearity  im posed on the  system  due to vo ltage  saturation  w ill 
cause orien tation , field  strength  and torque control errors in  the vec to r controller. Thus, 
the  curren t loop gain  m ust be reduced  to m inim ise the exposure to saturation  o f  the 
system . T his o f  course increases the  current error so a com prom ise has to be found.
O nce an  appropriate voltage dem and has been  created, the pow er sw itch ing  schem e w ill 
aim  to apply  th is to  the m achine. T he non-ideal behaviour o f  the sw itches and the  dc link 
vo ltage  ripple is cancelled  out (to a  certain  extent) by the closed curren t loop. I f  the 
vo ltage applied  does no t create enough current, the current contro llers w ill dem and m ore 
vo ltage to com pensate. H ow ever, dc link  voltage ripple (w hich affects the  voltage 
saturation  lim its and can be in  the tens o f  volts) and the inherent sw itch  dead-tim e w ill 
bo th  reduce the current contro ller bandw idth.
7.3.2 Sim illation of the drive controller
In  order to characterise the indirect vec to r control strategy and accesses the effectiveness 
o f  the  “ speed  sensorless” estim ator the com plete system  w as sim ulated  using S im ulink™  
w ith  M atlab™ . The structure o f  the speed controller sim ulated  w as based on the  620 
drive and em ploys the sam e param eter values in the controller as are in the com m ercial 
drive. T he curren t controllers w ere tuned  separately to fo llow  curren t dem ands w ith  a 
bandw id th  o f  at least 100Hz.
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E quation  7.3.2.1 is use to  o rien ta te  the stator curren t signals w ith  the ro to r field. It 
requires only one param eter, the ro to r tim e constan t. T he the ro to r field curren t 
m agnitude is used for field  con tro l in equation  1.3 .2 .2 .
F igure 7.3.2.1 T he-sim ulation b lock d ia g iw n  o f  the 620 vector contro l drive.
F igure 7.3.2.1 show s the full con tro ller sim ulation  block  d iagram  coded  in  S im ulink. In 
the case o f  pu re  sim ulation, the foil o rder m achine m odel (IM stationary) is used to 
p rov ide curren t and speed signals fo r the estim ation  system . T he vo ltage input is the 
v o ltage dem and re turned  by  the estim ation  and con tro l system .
T he stato r curren t com ponents are  taken  fro m  the stationary  re ference fram e (in w hich  the 
fo il o rder m odel is derived) and transform ed in to  the ro to r field  o rien ta ted  reference 
fram e. A fter zero crossing com pensation  (required  to elim inate div ide b y  zero errors and 
to allow  fo r a  w ider step size) the com ponents are used  in  an  im plem entation  o f  equation
7.3.2.1 to estim ate the reference o rien ta tion  ro ta tional speed.
T he contro ller w as derived in  the  ro to r field  oriented reference fram e. A  sim ple P I filter 
provides the inner to rque control loop  necessary  to  im plem ent the ou ter speed dem and 
loop. T he dem and torque and field  cu rren t com ponents are then  transform ed into the
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stationary  reference fram e w here they  are com pared to  the actual currents in  order to 
p roduce a curren t error.
T he curren t error w as passed  th rough  a PI curren t controller w h ich  provides the  stator 
v o ltage dem and. T he dem and stator vo ltage w as then  passed  th rough  a sa tu ra tion  non- 
linearity  to m odel the fin ite  dc link  voltage.
T he effect o f  no ise and calibration  errors w as investigated  in p m e  sim ulation  based  011 the 
standard  tes t param eters. The resu lts o f  these tests are sum m arised  below :
•  A s expected R FO  is achieved at the correct field  current level.
•  T he field  current level estim ate contains a ripp le proportional to  the  curren t con tro ller 
error.
•  T he torque curren t w en t into saturation  (w hich did no t occur in  p ractice and w ill be 
d iscussed  later in th is chapter.)
•  T he speed dynam ic took  five seconds to converge to zero steady  state error. This is 
an  ind ication  that the  param eter set p roduced  by the standard  tests does no t tru ly  
represent the m ach ine under test (w hich requires no m ore than  1.5 seconds to  
converge to  the dem and speed.)
To determ ine the structural accuracy  o f  the reduced state contro ller the sim ulation  w as 
presen ted  w ith  data recorded  from  the practical tests (described later in  this chapter.)
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da ta .
Figure 1 .3.2.2. show s the S im ulink block diagram  o f  the test sim ulation system . N otice 
that the full o rder m odel is now  rep laced  by the data  recorded from  the real m achine. A 
m ore realistic field curren t contro ller is also included in this im plem entation.
Figure 7.3.2.3 S ta tor voltage a n d  current com ponents fro m  the 620  sim ulation in the  
sta tionary reference fram e.
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F igure 7.3.2.3. show s the stator vo ltage and curren t response p roduced  by the param eter 
set ex tracted  using  the standard  test. T he responses w ere recorded  w hen  the drive w as 
requested  to produce a speed ram p up to  800R PM  (described later in  section  7 .2 .1 .) As 
w ou ld  be expected, the  curren t com ponents are largest w hile the m achine accelerates and 
th en  fall to low er values, w hich  include the frictional torque curren t and the field  current. 
T he stator vo ltage rises to produce the required  currents.
To sum m arise the results o f  all seven param eter sets (in sim ulation):
•  Sets th a t have values w hich  are gravely  in  error do no t attain  ro to r field  o rien ta tion  
w h ich  results in  a saturation  o f  th e  torque dem and current during sim ulation  (an effect 
w hich  w as no t observed in  the practical test.)
• E ven  w ith  param eter error, the contro ller produces the correct estim ated  ro to r field  
current. H ow ever, in order to achieve this the voltage dem and  bears hard ly  any 
resem blance to  th a t m easured  from  the  real m achine.
T he second po in t is to be expected  and show s the deficiencies o f  th is sim ulation. T he 
first po in t is d iscussed  further in  the rem aining sections.
7.4. The test bench configuration
T he bench  design  and construction  is discussed in C hapter 6 but for th is particu la r tes t the 
to rque dem and  signal w as added to  the signals recorded by the PC  d ata  acqu isition  card. 
T he o ther recorded  signals w ere the three stator voltages, the encoder channel and the 
th ree  stato r currents.
In  order to re ta in  a com m ercial so lu tion  the 620 w as w ired as p er th e  m anual and  linked 
to a  1000 line shaft encoder m ounted  d irectly  to the induction  m achine. T he dc m achine 
w as coupled to  the  ac m achine to  give ex tra load inertia and friction. H ow ever, it w as not 
controlled.
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7.4.1 Programming the 620 vector control drive
Speed dem and 
input
R am p 
Speed  m easurem ent
+ PI T orque To R F O C ^
C ontroller L im its
F igure 7.4.1. B lo ck  diagram  configuration  o f  the 620 controller structure
T e s t sch e m e
T he 620 drive w as used  as a  stand-alone operator station to give the m ost contro l and 
flexibility . D uring th is local m ode the contro ller is triggered  solely  from  the  keypad. 
H aving  en tered  the new  param eters into the drive the  PC w as triggered  to beg in  record ing  
fo r 20 seconds. D uring  this tim e the 620 cycle w as repeated to  p roduce th ree  speed 
response p ro files (the default stop rate w as em ployed.) T he entire testing  p rogram  w as 
ru n  four tim es and the response w hich  fitted  the m ajority  o f  the  profiles w as taken  as 
representative.
S p e e d  PI
In  order to produce a  fair testing  strategy the speed PI controller coefficients rem ained  the 
sam e for all the tests. T he proportional gain  w as set at 10 and  the in tegra tion  tim e 
constan t at 100m s, bo th  factory  defaults for the size o f  m achine, and faste r th an  the 
expected  system  bandw idth .
T o rq u e  lim its
T he torque lim its w ere set to p ro tec t the drive and m achine from  excessive to rq u e  curren t 
com ponen t dem and. T he ram p ra te and speed m axim um  w ere selected  so that to rque 
satu ra tion  w ould  never be expected. T he lim its w ere sym m etrical and set at 150%.
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7.5. Results
In the fo llow ing section data taken  from  the practical experim ents is presented and 
analysed. The analysis considers the m easured  actual speed and com pares this to  the 
dem anded  and estim ated  speeds. This perm its a  v iew  into both  the “speed m easured” and 
speed “ sensorless” m odes o f  the closed loop  contro ller perform ance.
A set o f  criteria  generally  used to define h igh perform ance speed control are no m ore than 
a 0 .5%  steady state speed error, a dynam ic o f  up to  500R PM  per second (a settle tim e o f  
approxim atly  1 second from  a ram p dem and) and no m ore than 10% speed overshoot.
7.5.1 P lo ts  o f  a c tu a l a n d  e s tim a te d  sp eed
In order to com pare the speed responses (dem and, actual and estim ation) the data is 
p lo tted  on the sam e set o f  axis. The fin ishing tim e o f  1.5 seconds w as chosen, as it is a 
sensib le tim e to reach steady state for this size o f  m achine (1.5 seconds at the 500rpm  per 
second criteria gives the synchronous speed o f  1500rpm).
620 drive auto-commission method (set 1)
F igure 7.5.1.1. D e m a n d a c tu a l  a n d  estim a ted  sp eed  responses p ro d u ce d  using the 620  
drive p a ra m eter  extraction  m eth o d  (set J).
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T he response plot above w as produced  by the practical contro ller given the param eters 
produced  by the internal 620 au to-com m ission ing  strategy. The dem and  is show n in 
b lack, the actual m easured ro to r speed in red  and the estim ated speed in blue. As can be 
seen from  the figure, the system  required  m ore tim e than the allo tted  1.5 seconds before 
reaching  the steady state cond ition  (1.9 seconds w ere required). This represents the 
slow est speed convergence o f  all the param eter sets under test. T his is thought to  be due 
to  the large value for the ro tor tim e constan t (the largest o f  all the param eter sets). This 
decreases the accuracy o f  the field  speed calculator, and thus the field  orientation, 
resu lting  in curren t being w asted in changing the field  level instead o f  creating  torque.
Standard methods based parameter extraction (set 2)
F igure 7.5.1.2. Dem and, ac tua l a n d  estim a ted  sp eed  responses p ro d u ce d  standard  
p a ra m eter  extraction m ethods (set 2).
Figure 7.5.1.2 d isplays the response from  the test em ploying param eters deduced  by 
standard  tests. The co lour schem e is as before. The responses are better than those 
produced  by the 620 drive au to -com m ission ing  param eters (this case has a low er ro tor 
tim e constant), but they are still far from  ideal. T he speed estim ate show s alm ost no 
correlation  to the m easured  actual speed. The rotor tim e constant is very low  (the low est 
out o f  all the param eter sets) so correc t field  orientation  has not been achieved. Instead, 
the speed estim ator believes that there  is a large am ount o f  torque curren t and hence the 
estim ated  speed response is far too fast. T he field  current dem and o f  this param eter set 
w as the  highest, w hich w ould  have saturated  during the practical experim ent.
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Dynamic speed measured method (set 3)
F igure 7.5.1.3. D em and , actua l a n d  estim a ted  sp eed  responses p ro d u ce d  using the  
dynam ic sp eed  m easured  p a ra m eter  extraction m eth o d  (set 3).
The results from  the test em ploying  the dynam ic speed m easured  m ethod  param eter set 
show  high-speed  estim ator accuracy and a good actual speed response. T his is to  be 
expected  as the op tim isation  m ethod received  a large am ount o f  dynam ic data taken  from  
a w ide operating range. In addition , the param eter ex traction m ethod  had access to the 
speed m easurem ents.
T he stator resistance and  inductance are both  m uch low er than  the m ean o f  all the test 
param eter sets. T his affects the accuracy  o f  the ro tor field  m agnetising  current estim ate; 
hence, this set o f  param eters produced  an accurate speed estim ate.
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Stationary rotor parameter extraction method (set 4)
F igure 7.5.1.4. D em and, actua l a n d  estim a ted  sp eed  responses p ro d u ce d  using the  
sta tionary rotor p a ra m eter  ex traction  m eth o d  (set 4).
T he param eters obtained  from  the stationary ro tor test p roduced the fastest estim ated 
speed response due to  incorrect fie ld  orientation. This error caused  the largest estim ator 
field  current m agnitude (and  hence the highest to rque gain) along w ith  one o f  the highest 
estim ated  torque current com ponents. T he high torque produced  the fast estim ated speed 
response.
T he param eter ex traction m ethod  w as perform ed under very specific circum stances 
(described  in C hapter 5 Section 3) by w hich  the ro tor rem ained stationary. As w ith the 
standard  tests, the usefulness o f  the param eter values is reduced as the operating point 
d iffers from  that at w hich the param eters w ere obtained.
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Steady state speed measured method (set 5)
F igure 7.5.1.5 D em and, a c tu a l a n d  estim a ted  sp eed  responses p ro d u ce d  using the steady  
sta te  sp eed  m easured  p a ra m eter  extraction m e th o d  (set 5).
The next experim ent em ployed the param eter values produced by the steady state speed 
m easured  optim iser. The actual speed response w as not as accurate as that produced  by 
the dynam ic speed m easured param eter values. This is to  be expected  as the op tim iser 
d id  not receive as m any points so w as m ore sensitive to  rogue errors and  m easurem ent 
noise. T he estim ated speed show s good corre la tion  w ith the actual speed and there is 
neglig ible steady state error.
T his param eter set contained  the h ighest values o f  stator resistance and inductance. 
B ecause o f  this, the set also  produced  the low est estim ate for the dem and level o f  ro tor 
m agnetising  current. The resu lt o f  the low  sim ulated  m agnetising  curren t is the long tim e 
required  for the speed estim ate to  settle due to  the low  sim ulated  torque.
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Steady state speed “sensorless” method (set 6)
F igure 7.5.1.6. D em and, ac tua l a n d  estim a ted  sp eed  responses p ro d u c e d  using the steady  
sta te  sp ee d  “sen so r le ss”p a ra m eter  extraction  m ethod  (set 6).
T he param eter set produced  by the steady state speed “ sensorless” op tim isation  m ethod 
leads to the m ost accurate sim ulated  field  response and the second best estim ated  and 
m easured  speed responses. A lthough the estim ated  flux m agnitude is h igher than  the 
previous test, the resultant estim ated  torque w as reduced. The three final optim isation 
techniques all produce sim ilar responses and  only alter in the param eters A 2, A } and A 4 .
H ow ever, the d ifference betw een  these param eter sets is less than  the difference from  any 
o f  the o ther sets. T he tw o steady state op tim isation  m ethods have the sm allest d ifference 
betw een  param eter values, w hich  is to  be expected  as they share the sam e inputs and a 
large proportion  o f  the fitness function. The “ sensorless” m ethod used an additional ro tor 
speed solver.
T his param eter set produced  the average ro to r tim e constant and field  current dem and 
level but has one o f  the w orst estim ated  speed steady state errors. T his corresponds to the 
absence o f  a speed sensor during the param eter extraction.
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Dynamic speed “sensorless” method (set 7)
Figure 7.5.1.7. D em and, ac tua l a n d  estim a ted  sp eed  responses p ro d u ce d  using the  
dynam ic sp eed  “sensorless ” p a ra m eter  ex trac tion  m ethod  (set 7).
The final test concerned  the dynam ic “ speed sensorless” m ethod. This param eter set 
produces the m ost dynam ically  accura te  m easured  actual speed response and one o f  the 
m ost accurate speed estim ations. H ow ever, it suffers from  high flux curren t m agnitude 
error, as the inductive term s are the  low est o f  the final three tests.
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7.5.3 Summary of results
T able 7.5.3.1 collates the m ain  results obtained using the seven param eter sets. T he 
decision  w hether a  param eter set d id  no t p roduce useful or adequate decoupling  w as 
based  up o n  the fo llow ing traits exhibited:
• H igh  actual speed settle  tim e error due to low  torque p roduction  as the optim al level 
o f  fie ld  has no t been  m ain tained  w ith in  the  m achine (greater than  the  1 second 
dynam ic criteria).
•  L arge d iscrepancy  betw een  the estim ated  and m easured  speeds due to a  h igh 
param eter error.
Parameter Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5 Set 6 Set 7
A x - 7.2 6.7157 5.8798 8.3 8.1 8.1917
A - 0.1758 0.2131 0.2551 0.2536 0.2525 0.2169
A 0.2107 0.0945 0.1534 0.1785 0.160 0.158 0.1302
A 4 “ 0.615 0.5896 0.6070 0.680 0.671 0.6565
Tr (ms) 459 307 391.6 422 400 397.5 360.8
hnag
0.52 0.62 0.61 0.59 0.51 0.55 0.53
COr % steady state error 2.41 0.29 0.14 0.19 0.11 0.10 0.10
G)r settle time (s) 1.9 1.31 0.96 1.19 0.95 0.84 0.81
C0r % overshoot 2.69 10.45 2.99 11.37 7.70 9.52 10.17
d)r % steady state error (0.15) 0.12 (0.12) 0.10 0.90 0.91
cor settle time (s) “ (0.72) 0.78 (0.72) 0.81 0.73 0.74
cbr % overshoot * (8.98) 9.58 (7.78) 8.38 8.08 8.23
Adequate decoupling “ No Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Table 7.5.3.1. Table o f  p a ra m eter  se t va lues a n d  perform ance m easures fo r  each o f  the
seven param eter extraction methods.
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K ey  to  ta b le  7.5.3.1
S e t 1 -  C om m ercial (620), C hapter 5.
S e t 2 -  S tandard  tests
S e t 3 -  D ynam ic speed m easured  m ethod, C hapter 5 Section 1.
S e t 4 -  S tationary  ro to r test, C hapter 5 Section 2.
S e t 5 -  S teady state speed m easured  m ethod, C hapter 5 Section  3.
S e t 6  -  S teady state speed sensorless, C hapter 5 Section 4.
S e t 7 -  D ynam ic speed sensorless, C hapter 5 Section 5.
T he resu lts in  brackets are given for com pleteness although the estim ated speed show ed 
little  correlation  to  the actual m easured  speed. Set 1 w hich w as p roduced  by the 620 did 
no t contain  the  fu ll four param eters requ ired  for sensorless operation.
cor is the m easured  actual ro to r speed and w as com pared to the  dem and speed. S r is the
estim ated  ro to r speed and is com pared to  the m easured  actual speed. T here fo llow s a key
to the  param eter sets.
Sets 2 and  4 show ed signs o f  being incorrectly  ro tor field orien ta ted  and thus, the to rque 
and  field  currents w ere in  error. Set 3 had a  low  stator resistance and fast tim e constan ts 
th a t resu lted  in  the  speed estim ation  dynam ic being too fast. Set 5 p roduced  a  m edium  
level o f  to rque - hence the acceleration w as restricted. Set 6 p roduced  a low  to rque so 
again  the  acceleration  w as restricted.
7.6 Conclusions and discussion of applications
T he chapter overv iew  and in troduction  contained a d iscussion th a t concluded  th a t it is 
very  d ifficu lt to ju d g e  the accuracy o f  a set o f  param eter values w hen  it is never possib le  
to  k now  the exact values for each param eter. Instead, the set as a w hole m ust be tested  
under norm al running  conditions (both  “ speed m easured” and  “speed  sensorless”). It is 
also hard  to assign  a single m erit value to  each param eter tes t set w hen  they all show  
som e w eakness. Instead, it is better to  consider the steady state error, the settle  tim e and 
the  p eak  overshoot separately  and m atch  param eter sets to the dem ands o f  specific 
applications. U sing th is approach, it is possib le to allow  for o ther effects such as 
com putational burden  and robustness.
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F ive d ifferent applications w ere considered; tw o from  the packag ing  industry , tw o from  
the  m etal industry  and one from  the p rin ting  industry.
A  conveyer system  designed to transport m aterials at a  fixed  and re la tively  low  speed 
requires little dynam ic perform ance i f  the loading conditions are constant. In  th is type  o f  
app lication  cost is im portan t and so the processing pow er w ill be restric ted . T he 
param eter set p roduced  by the  620 self-com m issioning schem e w ould  suffice. A lthough  
the  param eter set p roduced  the w orst overall perform ance, and could  not p rovide speed 
sensorless operation, it required  little com putation. M ost o f  the  inaccuracy is a resu lt o f  
the error produced  by the  use o f  the signal in jection  test described in  C hapter 2 Section  3. 
W ith  the  size o f  m achine em ployed  in  the experim ents it is hard  to guarantee that the  field  
w ill com pletely  filter out the h igh  frequency injected signal. T he system  had  no ability  to 
tune  on-line.
T he second param eter set w as produced  by  basic standard tests w h ich  are know n to  be in 
error as they  p lace the m achine under conditions generally  no t encountered  during norm al 
running. It also em ployed  a  ru le  o f  thum b to separate leakage and m agnetising  
inductances. A s expected the values p roduced  w here d ifferent from  those p roduced  by 
the o ther m ethods and the actual speed responses w ere poor.
T he second packag ing  process considered  w as the “fly ing” or ro tating  shear. T he cutting  
surface is accelerated  to the line speed w hereupon  it cuts the  m aterial. B oth  the cutting  
surface and the m aterial rem ain  in speed lock  until the surface is lifted  o r ro ta ted  aw ay. 
T he im portan t aspects o f  th is p rocess are the fast speed dynam ic and the steady  state 
speed holding. T he m achine can return  to rest and thus cool w hich  restric ts the param eter 
value  variance. F or the  evaluation  o f  the  th ird  param eter set, the op tim isation  p rocedure 
m easures the dynam ic speed. This produced  a param eter set w hich  w as very  good under 
the  sam e conditions as experienced during the op tim isation  procedure , bu t w as poor 
outside o f  those conditions. T his is to be expected as the m odel structural errors w ere 
reduced  by an optim iser w hich  w as g iven  a lot o f  specific in fo rm ation  (three o f  the  five 
states) w hich  in effect m akes th is m ethod very operating condition  sensitive. It is 
believed  that th is test w ould  produce the best results w hen used  on-line, bu t o f  course, this
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m ethod  is no t speed “sensorless” . The “fly ing” shear application  is specific and 
repeatab le and thus the operation restric tion  o f  the th ird  param eter set w ould  be satisfied.
T he fourth  param eter set extraction  m ethod  is very specific and w as d iscussed  in  order to 
show  how  the op tim isation  procedure is applicable to m any situations. A lthough  the 
m ethod  gains from  the process o f  com plete param eter set op tim isation, it still suffers from  
th e  p rob lem  o f  using  the m achine under a very specific operating  condition. Thus, 
although  the param eter values p roduced  are better than  those p roduced  by  the  standard  
tests, the overall accuracy o f  this m ethod w as a  less than the m ethods used  u nder norm al 
runn ing  conditions.
T he final th ree m ethods represent the bulk  o f  the research  perfo rm ed  in  this area. The 
first o f  these, the fifth  test m ethod, used  steady state m easurem ents o f  ro to r speed  and 
stato r vo ltage and current to  optim ise the param eter set. W ith  respect to the practical 
tests, th is m ethod  perform ed very  w ell producing  a fast actual speed response, good  ro to r 
fie ld  o rien ta tion  and sm all field  current errors. H ow ever, the m ethod  can  not tru ly  be 
called  “speed sensorless” as it still requires speed to be m easured, be it only in  the  steady 
state. T he perform ance offered  by th is param eter set w ould  suit an  application  such  as a 
m etal m ill. T he drive ro tates a pa ir o f  ro llers th a t p inch the m ateria l as it passes betw een  
them . T he speed rem ains constan t bu t the load dem and can change greatly  as the process 
runs before and  after m ateria l has been  p lace betw een the ro llers. B ecause only  a  sim ple 
speed sensor is needed, the m ethod m ay be applicable in  dangerous atm ospheres.
T he six th  m ethod  solved the problem  o f  the speed-sensing requ irem ent by using  a  ro to r 
speed so lver (or sim ple estim ator). B o th  this and the last m ethod use the sam e theory , 
and due to their steady state nature, are very  sensitive to m easurem ent errors as they  can 
never receive a large am ount o f  data  (d iscussed at the end o f  C hapter 5 Section  4.) Thus, 
although  accurate, bo th  tests cannot m ain tain  accuracy w hen used  on-line un less they  are 
p resen ted  w ith  data  from  differing operating  conditions. T his is satisfied  by the  m ill 
applica tion  m entioned  before and the centre w inder process d iscussed  now . C entre 
w inders either “unco il” or “ recoil” m aterial onto m andrels. F or exam ple, a “unco iler” 
w ould  w ind  o ff  m aterial into a m ill, and a “recoiler” w ould  rew ind  m aterial th a t has 
passed  th rough  the m ill. E ach  centre w inder reacts to  to rque feedback  in  order to 
m ain ta in  a  dem and tension  in  the m aterial. T he param eter ex tracto r on  a cen tre w inder
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w ould  thus be presen ted  w ith  a  w ide range o f  speed and load conditions, to suit the six th  
m ethod.
T he final extraction  m ethod  test (param eter set 7) rem oved the p rob lem  o f  insufficien t 
num bers o f  test data  by using  equations w hich  are valid  under all norm al running  
conditions. The m ethod  produced  the m ost accurate m easured  actual dynam ic 
perfo rm ance and estim ated  ro tor speed. C orrect ro tor field  o rien ta tion  w as ach ieved  and 
the  ro to r m agnetising  current estim ation  w as one o f  the best. It is believed  that w hen  used  
on-line this m ethod  w ould  m ain tain  h igh  state estim ation accuracy.
T his last m ethod  could  be used  in  a dig ital lock  system  w hich  is norm ally  reserved  for the 
low est perform ance servo drives. D ig itally  locked drives rig id ly  couple th e ir speeds 
norm ally  by  a ratio. T hey  are u sed  w ere m ulti-ou tput gearboxes w ere trad itionally  used  
in  prin ting. T he highest dynam ic and steady state perform ance is required . A  good 
subject fo r further w ork  w ould  be the application  o f  the final param eter ex traction  m ethod  
in  C hapter 5 to the next generation o f  contro llers that can perfo rm  digital lock  betw een  
positions.
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8. Conclusions
8.1 Introduction
T he curren t research  aim ed to  provide accurate on-line param eter ex traction  fo r ac 
squirrel cage induction m achines using m easurem ents o f  a  reduced  num ber o f  states. T he 
dc m achine w as used as a sim ple case to characterise the ex traction  and op tim isation  
procedure  and to discuss the effects o f  structural error.
T raditionally , in  order to achieve good dynam ic perform ances across a w ide operating  
range, a com plex m odel structure w ith  fixed  and accurately  know n param eters w as 
required . T his led to a  large com putational burden. It has been  show n that a  sim pler 
m odel structure can give the  sam e level o f  perform ance (in C hapters 5 and 6) as long  as 
the param eter values are optim ised  to reduce local operating range errors, and regularly  
tuned  to  reduce w ider operating  range errors.
O ptim isa tion  around a local operating range com pensates for the  error specific to  the 
m odel structure under test, so w ill often  produce individual param eter values th a t are 
d ifferen t from  those resu lting  from  conventional param eter ex traction  procedures. 
H ow ever, the com bination  o f  all the param eters produces m ore accurate state estim ation. 
So, a value optim ised for one structure m ust no t be used in  a d iffe ren t structure.
T he dc m ach ine requires at least one speed m easurem ent, bu t it has been  show n th a t a 
steady state value w ill suffice, so perm itting  cheaper speed sensors. T he sim ple ac m odel 
param eters, on  the o ther hand , can  be extracted  even w hen  only  tw o o f  the five state 
variab les are m easured. In  order to provide speed and field  sensorless control on ly  the 
stato r curren t states are m easured  along w ith  the stator vo ltage inputs. T he ac m achine, 
un like the dc m achine, can  be contro lled  w ithout know ledge o f  the m echan ical system
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8.2 Review
C hapter 2 Section  1 in troduced and discussed the fundam ental operation  and control 
theory  o f  bo th  the separately  excited  dc m achine and the  squirrel cage ac induction  
m achine. T he ac m achine has advantages over the dc m achine in  the low  and  m edium  
pow er region, and can produce equal or greater control perfo rm ance w hen operated  under 
advanced  control schem es, such as under fie ld  orientated  (vector) control. T he relative 
advantages o f  the  m ain  control schem es have also been d iscussed, w ith  the conclusion  
th a t the  ro to r field  orientated  contro ller is a good base. In  addition, it has been  found 
advantageous to  rem ove the requirem ent o f  flux and speed sensing in  order to  increase the 
robustness o f  the com plete system s.
C hapter 2 Section 2 considered  the reconstruction  o f  the state vec to r w hen  the  contro l 
system  w as no t perm itted  to  m easure every  state variab le in  the m achine. T his is 
particu larly  im portan t in the  case o f  the  ac m achine w hen no t all the contro lled  state 
variab les are m easured or even m easurable. M any m ethods exist w hich  allow  the  ro tor 
fie ld  and speed to be estim ated, each  o f  w hich  has advantages and d isadvantages 
dependent on operating condition, param eter sensitivity  and accuracy. T his section  set 
out to consider only the m ost w idely used  approaches.
B ecause o f  the practical d ifficu lty  o f  m easuring  all the states the top ic o f  state estim ation  
w as discussed in  C hapter 3 Section  1. In  o rder to  achieve good resu lts accurate p aram eter 
values w ere needed. M ethods currently  em ployed  to  achieve this w ere explained. In  
addition , in  C hapter 3 Section  2 m odel param eter extraction  using  optim isation, and 
specifically  the G enetic A lgorithm , w as introduced. A lthough  com putationally  
dem anding  the  advantages o f  full param eter set estim ation and increased  robustness m ake 
th em  a  good alternative to  the standard  determ inistic m ethods. U nlike trad itional 
param eter estim ation, param eter op tim isation  com pensates for estim ator structural error 
and  can  be  enhanced  to  operate on-line. R easons for on-line param eter varia tion  have 
been  given w hich  ju stify  the  use o f  on-line param eter optim isation. A ccurate param eter 
values increase con tro ller and  state estim ator perform ance.
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C hapter 4 used  the dc m achine as an  in troduction  to practical param eter op tim isation  and 
show ed that the m ethod  can out perform  the standard test m ethods. D egrees o f  freedom  
and  the use o f  op tim isation  in  order to reduce the structural error w ere discussed. A  speed 
m easurem ent is required  w hen  identify ing the param eters used  in  bo th  the sim ple and 
com plex  dc m ach ine structures, b u t this m easurem ent need only be m ade in  the  steady 
state.
F ive param eter op tim isation  m ethods and one param eter estim ation  m ethod  w ere 
analysed  in  fifth  chapter. A s the com plexity  o f  the m ethods increased, so did the 
usefu lness a t the p rice o f  increased  com putation. M ethods th a t require  a lot o f  
in fo rm ation  w ere found to be m ore robust to m easurem ent error, as w as expected, w hen  
com pared  w ith  speed and field  “ sensorless” m ethods due to increased  sensitiv ity  to  the 
rem ain ing  m easured  states. T he fu ll param eter set w as proven  identifiab le w ithou t speed 
and  field  m easurem ent on-line d in ing  all norm al operating conditions.
C hap ter 6 briefly  explained  the experim ental set up em ployed in  o rder to characterise  the 
seven  m ethods o f  ex tracting param eter values in the ac m achines m odel. T he test-bench  
design  and construction  resu lted  in  a very  flexible p iece o f  test equipm ent. A ll o f  the 
signals required  fo r the m ethods discussed in  this thesis w ere p rov ided  w ith  suffic ien t 
accuracy  and the com plete system  could be easily  m odified  to  a llow  fo r fu ture w ork
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8.3 Concluding remarks
T his research  has show n the  advantage o f  using on-line param eter ex traction  and 
op tim isation  in  order to reduce the com plexity  o f  the state estim ator w hen the num ber o f  
states m easured  is reduced. Specifically , a ro tor field  orientation control schem e has been 
im plem ented  w here all the  param eters are identifiable on-line during  any norm al running  
cond ition  and w hile operating in the fie ld  and speed sensorless m ode.
T he problem s norm ally  associated  w ith  the standard, advanced and jo in t param eter and 
state estim ators has been  addressed  and the final solu tion  proved  accurate and robust in 
practice w hen  com pared to speed m easured and other speed sensorless m ethods.
T he im plications o f  this w ork  are com plete param eter set iden tification  on-line w hile  the 
sensorless vec to r contro ller provides at least the sam e level o f  dynam ic contro llab ility  as 
is afforded  autom atically  by  the separately excited  dc m achine.
W hen an  ac system  is designed to produce the sam e level o f  contro llab ility  and sim plicity  
o f  understanding  as is o ffered  by  a dc system , the cost and robustness o f  the  com plete  
system  m ust be analysed. T he reduction  o f  m easured states saves cost and elim inates 
possib le  sources o f  inaccuracy and low  robustness (it is n o t uncom m on fo r system  
designers to use unsuitab le  sensors). H ow ever, in  order to reconstruct accurate ly  n o n ­
m easured  states, the  control schem e requires m odels that are m ore com plex  w ith  
increased  num bers o f  param eters. In  order to keep the com putational bu rden  to a 
m in im um  it has been  show n that a sim ple m odel can produce adequate resu lts i f  the 
param eter values u sed  are op tim ised on-line to reduce the inherent structural error. T he 
genetic algorithm  has been  show n useful in  th is area.
T he ac system  has been  show n m ore advantageous than  the dc type w ith  respect to the 
reduction  o f  sensors as, due to its com plex structure and ac signals, the speed and field  
m easurem ents are n o t required . T he dc m achine, on the o ther hand , requires at least one 
steady state speed m easurem ent.
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8.4 Future work
T he p resent w ork  has h igh ligh ted  m any  fields that, in  the au th o r’s view , deserve further 
d iscussion. T hat these areas did no t receive attention in  the p resen t w ork  w as pure ly  due 
to tim e constraints. B elow  are th ree such areas.
T he first area o f  continuing in terest is the experim ental verification  o f  bo th  the control 
and  estim ation  schem es. The test-bench  w as intended to be au tom ated  — allow ing  easy  
com pila tion  and dow nloading  o f  the  630 drive code and single ac tion  signal data 
conversion  and num erical analysis. T he tim e required  to perform  these actions greatly  
affected  the  num ber and range o f  tests th a t could be perform ed on  bo th  the ac and dc 
m achine. In  addition, the com pletion  o f  a  full speed and field  “ sensorless” contro ller 
based  on  the param eter op tim isation  m ethods w ould  be a  good fie ld  o f  study. A s a base 
fo r th is, the field  curren t estim ations produced  by the  “speed sensorless” off-line 
estim ator are p resen ted  in  the appendix.
T he m odel chosen  for the  contro ller and estim ator could no t represen t h igher order 
m achine effects such as m agnetic  saturation. The balance betw een  a  com plex  m odel w ith  
fixed  param eter values and a sim plistic m odel w ith  fast param eter tun ing  requires fu rther 
investigation . M agnetic satura tion  should  be the  starting poin t for any study. Inc luded  in 
the appendix  is a  list o f  the m ore inform ative papers and their relevance.
F inally , the m ajor d isadvantage o f  the  op tim isation  m ethods d iscussed  in  th is thesis is the 
large com putational tim e required  perform ing  them . A  good area for further study w ould  
be the reduction  o f  th is tim e. C hapter 3 Section 2 presents a starting  p lace  fo r this 
research.
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Appendix
Appendix 2.1
Control bandw idth
F rom  a  dynam ic control po in t o f  v iew  the scalar controlled  induction  m achine m igh t be 
ab le to reach  a to rque bandw id th  o f  up  to 100 H ertz  but a speed bandw id th  o f  on ly  a  few  
H ertz  even w ith  speed corrective feedback. This inefficiency is due to to rque ripples 
w h ich  are produced  w hen the rap id  adjustm ents o f  stator vo ltage and frequency  excite the 
natu ral response o f  the m achine [A psley 1995]. These transien ts can last fo r several 
hundred  m illiseconds. U nder vec to r control an air-gap torque bandw id th  o f  a k ilohertz  is 
possib le , in  theory , w hich  can lead  to  speed bandw idths o f  50 to  100 H ertz. T his 
com pares w ell to the dc m achine to rque bandw idth  w hich  generally  lies in  the  tens o f  
H ertz. T he torque bandw idth  is d ictated  by  the bandw idth  o f  the curren t controller, w hich  
is lim ited  by the inductance and resistance o f  the  w indings, the pow er converter rating, 
and  the m oto r back  em f. The induction  m achine leakage and ro to r path  tim e constan t are 
generally  sm aller than  the  dc m achine arm ature path.
T he separate fie ld  excita tion  p a th  in  the dc m achine allow s the  field  to change 
independent to the to rque curren t circu it w ith  a tim e constant betw een  1 and 10 H ertz. 
T he flux path  for a  vec to r controlled  induction  m achine has a tim e constan t dependent 
p rim arily  on  the stator resistance and the m agnetising  inductance, so theoretically  
betw een  10 and 100 H ertz  for the sam e m achine rating.
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Steady state analysis of the induction machine model
From  the sim ple steady state  m odel o f  the m achine, general conclusions can be draw n 
w hich help understand the com plete operation and control o f  the induction  m achine. For 
constan t input curren t and excitation  frequency  the general to rque to speed, o r slip, 
characteristic is d isplayed in figure 2.1.1 ( 5 0  Hz. synchronous frequency.)
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Figure  2 .1.1. P lo t o f  torque to ro tor speed
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T he d iagram  above h ighligh ts the basic operating regions o f  the m achine. F o r a slip 
h igher than unity  (negative ro to r speed) the m achine is reversed by a large external to rque 
as the torque produced by the m achine is negligible. A slip betw een  unity  and zero (zero 
to a ro tor speed equal to the synchronous speed) produces the m otoring m ode 
characteristic for the m achine. T he torque is approxim ately  inversely  proportional to  the 
slip until the peak torque has been reached w hen it sharply reduces to zero, w here under 
ideal conditions (w ithout friction) the ro to r current would also be zero. A slip under zero 
(super synchronous operation) sees the m achine used as a generato r w ith a  torque 
response the m irror im age about the zero line o f  the m otoring characteristic .
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U nder constan t curren t the function  o f  input stator voltage to slip behaves approxim ately  
inversely  proportional to  slip  until peaking  w hen the ro tor is ro tating  synchronously  w ith  
the supply  frequency. T he p lo t is then  m irrored  about a  vertical line p laced  at the peak. 
T he tw o conditions, low  voltage at un ity  slip and peak  voltage a t zero slip, can be 
explained  using  the  circu it sim plifications only valid  under very  h igh  and very  low  
external to rque operation. T heses conditions are the basis o f  the locked  ro to r and no-load  
standard  m achine param eter identification  tests.
I  R ,M A  j o ) , K
F igure  2.1.2. U nity slip  sim plifica tion  (locked  ro tor test)
! ,  K  M
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F igure  2.1.3. Zero slip  sim plifica tion  (no_load  test)
T hus at very  h igh  torque, w hen  the ro to r is a lm ost stationary and the  slip  is a lm ost unity , 
m ost o f  the stator curren t flow s through the ro to r circuit w hich  has a  m uch  sm aller 
im pedance than  the m agnetising  circuit, thus producing a low er voltage. C onversely , at 
very  low  torque (synchronous operation  at zero slip) m ost o f  the stator curren t flow s 
th rough  the  m agnetising circu it o f  h igh  im pedance thus producing  a h igh  voltage.
3 — E
v.
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T he final im portant response (under constan t stator input current and ro tor speed) is that 
o f  output torque against synchronous frequency.
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Figure 2.1.4. D iagram  o f  toque aga inst synchronous supply freq u en cy
This p lo t com pletes the set o f  characteristic  graphs for the sim ple steady state induction 
m achine circuit. As can be seen, the characteristic o f  the induction m achine is non-linear. 
H ow ever, the p lots allow  a sim ple contro l schem e to be devised; if  the synchronous speed 
is varied to m aintain a slip o f  approxim ately  5% , the m achine w ill run  efficiently  and 
have headw ay to  cope w ith slight load torque fluctuations. This strategy  is used in under 
static loading in pum p and fan applications.
Power conversion imperfections
z
The pow er converter, fo r m ost applications, is a long w ay from  being an ideal curren t or 
voltage source for reasons w hich include:
•  F inite bandw idth.
•  F inite sw itching frequency.
•  In terlock delays and non-ideal sw itching.
•  C urrent and pow er constrain ts.
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Appendix 2.2
Slot harmonics
F igure 2.2.1. D iagram  o f  rotor slo t harm onics
The above diagram  show s an exam ple current spectrum  show ing the tw o harm onics o f  the 
fundam ental, f l  1 and f l  3, and tw o harm onics produced by the ro to r slots, fs h ( l)  and fsh(- 
3). T hese ro tor slot harm onics, R SH , can produce a m odel independent m easure o f  the 
ro to r speed. The m ain problem  encountered is the com plex nature o f  the detector, thus 
this m ethod is usually  used to provide off-line param eter tuning. In  the past track ing  w as 
perform ed by analogue techniques such as the phase locked loop. A digital approach  
using  a discrete Fourier transform , D FT, does not suffer from  com ponent value drift, can 
suppress the inverters ow n harm onics and can be guaranteed stable, [B lasco -G im en ez  et 
a l 96A].
D etection
S lotting  produces a regular variation  in the air-gap flux density. T his produces a form  o f  
am plitude m odulation  o f  the flux linkage w here the sidebands can be detected  in the 
stator voltage, at KZcor ± kcoq , w here Z is the num ber o f  ro tor slots, co0 is the fundam ental 
angular velocity  and k  is the harm onic num ber. Thus:
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/ , =  H U * + «/.). (Hz.)
S pectral analysis
T he frequency  spectrum  can be quickly  obtained using the fast F ourier transform , FFT. 
T his w ill also include the fundam ental and inverter harm onics, w hich  m ust be suppressed. 
U sing  the error o f  a F FT  it has been  found th a t th is m ethod produces the sam e accuracy  as 
a Z /2  line encoder [B lasco -G im enez  e t a l 96].
A s the speed m easurem ent is lim ited  by the acquisition  tim e som e form  o f  in terpolation  
w ill increase the num ber sam ples. This in terpolation can be based  on signal behav iour 
assum ptions such as assum ing that the w indow ed signal is m ade up o f  pure sinusoids that 
ou tside o f  the w indow  go 0 11 to  infinity . T his is acceptable in  steady  state.
M uch  research  has been done concerning w indow  selection and the errors im posed  by  the 
assum ption  given  above, [B lasco -G im enez  e t a l 96]. W hen tw o or m ore frequencies are 
p resen t in  the spectrum  an error is produced , th is w ill be neglig ib le i f  they have sim ilar 
m agnitude and very  d ifferen t frequency. E n larg ing  the sam ple size can reduce th is error. 
T he error is increased i f  the w indow  used  has h igh spectral leakage, such as w ith  the 
rectangle. U sing a low  spectral leakage w indow ing function  can  reduce th is error. The 
no ise error m ost never be neglected.
R eso lu tion
T he reso lu tion  o f  th is schem e is how  close can the slot harm onic tracked  be to the nearest 
PW M  harm onic. It gives a  low er lim it to tire speed m easurable. It has been  show n that 
for signals o f  the sam e am plitude the H anning and H am m ing  w indow s give the best 
results. A s the  am plitude separates the C hebyshev becom es superio r bu t below  20dB  the 
K aiser-B essel function  takes over.
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Searching
A particu lar slot harm onic can only be in a particular range o f  frequencies for a g iven 
operating  point, so the com putational tim e can be reduced if  w e ju s t use this reduced 
search space. The search algorithm  used depends on the num ber o f  ro tor slot harm onics 
to be tracked.
'■■V * 1  ....... ....... ...
urns
Figure 2.2.2. D iagram  o f  spectrum  a t d ifferen t loading
A m ajor problem  in the tracking process is w hen though increased loading the ro tor slot 
harm onic crosses the low er PW M  harm onic.
A ccuracy and R obustness
It has been found that the absolute speed m easurem ent error is independent o f  the actual 
speed, provided the ro tor slot harm onic is strong enough to be detected. A ccuracy o f  
harm onic cross over could be increased if  the PW M  carrier frequency can be altered. The
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speed o f  the  algorithm s m eans that the schem e can only be used  in a  feedback  loop, as 
opposed  to  a  param eter tim er, i f  a  large drive is used. In  th is case, a  m in im um  speed  and 
load  w ould  have to  be im posed to m ain tain  reliability.
I f  over in form ation  is available such as to rque current from  a  vec to r drive, this can  be 
used  to  increase the robustness.
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Appendix 3.1
Research into magnetising phenomena
•  M ouly  considered skew  ro to r fluxes in  his paper, [M ouly  e t al. 83].
•  L ev i analysed saturation  m odels for double-cage induction  m otors, [L evi 97]. 
W illiam son  discussed  skin  effect and saturation  in  the m ain  and leakage flux  paths, 
[W illiam so n  e t al. 96].
•  O raee considered  the leakage reactance at the  top o f  the stator teeth , [O raee  93],
•  B asic  m odels, or describ ing functions, for hysteresis loops are covered b y  M anly, 
[M an ly  73].
•  F or fin ite elem ent analysis see [S tran g e s  e t al. 96].
•  T he effects o f  flux  level on torque production  and saturation  is d iscussed  in  [G h o sh  e t 
al. 97].
Interrupted supply based parameter estimation methods
A  m ethod  for ob tain ing the ro to r tim e constan t w ith  a stationary  ro to r w as p resen ted  by  
W ang, [W an g  e t al. 88], and m odified  by  Tzou, [T zou e t al. 96], th en  repeated  by V as, 
[V as 98]. T he schem e tunes the ro tor tim e constant and thus the  gain  o f  the slip 
calculator.
T he dq  circuit d iagram  o f  the  induction  m achine is m odified  as to refer the ro tor 
inductance onto the m agnetic curren t path , and in  ro tor field  o rien ta tion  (figure 3 .1 .1a  to 
3 .1 .1b)
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F igure 3.1.1. D iagram  show ing  the transform ation o f  the orig inal circu it into the rotor  
reference fram e.
The tw o com ponents o f  stator current, l s<j) and I  sT, becom e the ro tor flux and torque 
p roducing  com ponents. This can be dem onstrated  as 1 S(j) g ives rise to the stator back em f 
w hich  is proportional to flux, and I xT m ultip lied  by this voltage gives rise to the torque.
In steady state:
= E r =  °>synch.Vr => Vr =  L, J s ^ ^  flux equation.
3PP Lw ErI sr 3PP Lm 
Tc =  — — - — — = — — — y/rI sT, the torque equation.
2 Lr cosyvch 2 Lr
1 1,T
Scosytich =  coslip =  — — , the slip equation.
I  r 1 .A.
A t zero ro tor speed this steady state analysis becom es valid  for transien t analysis. W ith 
pu lsating  excitation  S=1 as there is no slip speed.
1
= coxytlch Tr , w here I sT is in phase w ith the rotor back em f, E r , and 1 ^  is in
Tr#
quadrature.
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The suggested  m ethod is used w ith a current source inverter, CSI, but m odifications can 
be m ade to use a voltage source inverter, VSI.
M ethod:
A  sinusoidal input current is applied w here the angular velocity  is equal to co,yilch and the 
am plitude is equal to I s =  J l ] T +  I 2S(f) .
A fter sufficient tim e has elapsed for the m achine to be considered at steady state, longer 
than  the current longest estim ate for the ro tor tim e constant, the curren t supply is sw itched 
to D C at the level o f  the estim ate for l s<j). B ased on the no-load test.
N eglecting  a very sm all initial effect o f  the stator leakage inductance the stator voltage 
observed on sw itching to DC will consist o f  the sum  o f  the tim e derivative o f  the air gap 
flux and the stator resistive drop.
F igure 3.1.2. D iagram  o f  input wave.
60synch 1S altered until the transient observed is a m inim um  and thus the ro tor tim e constant 
is deduced:
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F o r a tim e interval m uch  shorter than  the ro to r tim e constan t the  stato r curren t responses 
like a first o rder lag function, w here the in itial ra te o f  rise to  a  step is determ ined  by the 
to ta l leakage inductance, [S c liie rlin g  88]. Thus fitting a  m odel to the curve gives an 
approxim ation  o f  the param eters. I f  the m odel ju s t considers the sim ple inductance, the 
inductance value obtained w ill be sm aller than  the actual value, as th is m odel takes no 
account o f  the skin  and eddy curren t effects. U sing m ore com plicated  m odels should  
increase the  accuracy o f  the  result, bu t increase the processing tim e.
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Interrupted ac supply test to deduce a magnetising function
G enerally  the electrical param eters o f  the m otor are calculated from  a  series o f  no-load  
and locked-ro tor tests. T hrough the use o f  basic assum ptions, values are ca lculated , b u t 
can only be tru ly  valid  for the  sam e operating  conditions. T he tests them selves can 
increase the com plexity  o f  the m odel by in troducing effects in  a w ay  only encountered  
during  the  test. T hese problem s include the large skin  effect d in ing  the trad itional 
physically  locked  ro to r test.
It can  be assum ed that the  stator and ro to r leakage inductance and the  stator resistance 
change value  slow ly and are n o t affected  by  skin-effect. T he m agnetising  inductance m ay 
becom e a  non-linear function  o f  curren t and frequency because o f  the effect. T he ro tor 
resistance, due to its large cross-section  w ill be affected  at h igh  frequencies. It m ust 
how ever b e  rem em bered  th a t the rotor, under strict field  orien ta ted  vec to r contro l w ith  
low  torque dem and, should  experience no m ore than  a low  frequency  as the synchronous 
frequency  w ill be only sligh tly  faster than  the ro tor speed. A s the  ro to r speeds up the 
stator fie ld  w ill only be slightly  faster in  order to  use the m ost efficien t part o f  the  slip  to 
to rque characteristic.
[T u n g im o lru t e t al. 93]. The ro to r tim e constant is then  identified  from  the subsequent 
vo ltage w aveform  using  the fo llow ing equation, as long as the  stator leakage inductance 
can  be neglected , in  the ro tor reference fram e, as a  base:
A fter the stator curren t is in terrup ted  the m agnetising  current decreases exponentia lly  
according to the ro tor circu it tim e constant.
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F igure 3.1.3. D iagram  o f  the m agnitude o f  the sta tor voltage before a n d  after sta tor  
curren t interruption.
O raee suggests that an adequate approxim ation to the inductance to current function could 
be found using the fo llow ing hyperbolic tangent function, [O raee  93].
=  X, ta n h (/ -  K 2) => y/m =  I mK,  tanh(/,„X 3 -
U nfortunately  the m ethods o f  T ungim olru t and O raee use a speed sensor. R u ff  on the 
other hand proposed a schem e to identify the non-linear function o f  the m utual inductance 
w hile  the m achine w as at standstill. The m ethod em ploys a sim ple linear process m odel 
for the static ro tor test to deduce the relationship  betw een the m utual inductance and the 
m agnetising  current. A  saturated  current state space m odel is defined, but, core loss, skin 
effect and m agnetic hysteresis are neglected, [R u ff e t al. 93]. The non-linear function 
w as then approxim ated by:
K  =  /( '■ „ ,)=  A . e V + B . e ' V + C
w here a  and (3 are found using the RLS m ethod.
A uthors have taken these m odels one stage further by added a hysteresis term , (see 
[B u n te  e t al. 93]), but this o f  course increases the level o f  com plexity  o f  the estim ator, or 
controller.
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Appendix 6 
DC Machine
N am e p late details:
M a n u fa c tu re r :  M aw dsley’s L td, D ursley , England. 01453 544131
S e ria l N o.: 11201626
P o w e r: 3ICW
A rm a tu r e  V olts: 220V
A rm a tu r e  A m p s : 15.9A
In s u la t io n  C lass  F .
C o n tin u o u s  R a tin g .
E x c ita tio n  V o lts: 220V
S p eed : 1500R PM
AC machine
N am e p late  details:
M a n u fa c tu re r :  N orm and  E lectrical Ltd.
S e ria l N o.: C l 60628A , F ram e 7
P o w e r: 1.5HP/1ICW
S ta to r  V o ltag e : 240V  three phase @  50H z
S ta to r  A m p erag e : 3 .8A
C ag e  T y p e .
C o n tin u o u s  R a tin g .
S p eed : 1425RM P
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Calibration
T he follow ing  table show s the  bandw idth  and accuracy for each  o f  the  sensors used  to 
calibrate the test bench.
Signal Sensor B andw idth A ccuracy
Current Hall effect (LEM) >100kHz <1%
Voltage Differential amplifier > lM H z <1%
Position Optical shaft encoder (1000 lines) >200kHz pulses <0.09°
Voltage Datel ADC >5 kHz <0.01%
Voltage HP 54600A 100MHz Oscilloscope 100MHz <0.5%
Rpm RS Tachometer 622-543 >2kHz (100k rpm) <0.05%
RLC bridge Datbridge 401 <0.25%
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Appendix 7
Rotor field current estimation
T his section  considers the speed sensorless estim ator w hich  ran  paralle l w ith  the p ractical 
contro ller, described  in  C hapter 7. T he individual param eter set values are d iscussed  in 
order to p rove the  usefu lness o f  each  param eter iden tification  schem e. T able 7.1 below  
lists only the param eter sets w hich  p roduced  a sensible degree o f  ro to r field  orientation.
Parameter Set 3 Set5 Set 6 Set 7
A
6.7157 8.3 8.1 8.1917
^-2
0.2131 0.2536 0.2525 0.2169
A
0.1534 0.160 0.158 0.1302
A
0.5896 0.680 0.671 0.6565
Tr (ms) 391.6 400 397.5 360.8
4,„S(A) 0.61 0.51 0.55 0.53
I  mag 0/“ steady state error
34.43 19.61 16.36 47.17
I  mag settle time (s) 0.79 0.68 0.82 0.76
A
I  mag %OVer shoot 34.15
39.34 40.63 24.00
Table 7.1
K ey  to  ta b le  7.1
S e t 3 -  D ynam ic speed m easured  m ethod 
S e t 5 -  S teady state speed m easured  m ethod  
S e t 6 -  S teady state speed sensorless 
S e t 7 -  D ynam ic speed sensorless
T hree re la tions arise from  the spread  o f  the individual param eter values:
1. th e  dem and m agnetising  curren t is inversely  proportional to  the stato r resistance , A x, 
and  stator inductance , A 4.
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2. th e  level o f  estim ated m agnetising  curren t m agnitude is inversely  p roportional to 
param eter A 2.
3. the accuracy o f  the ro to r fie ld  orien tation  is inversely proportional to the  ro to r tim e 
constant, the square roo t o f  param eter A 3 .
T he first re la tion  is to  be expected  as the calcu lation  o f  dem and ro to r m agnetising  curren t 
m agnitude is deduced at constan t peak  stator voltage and frequency  w hile  the m ach ine is 
u nder no load. T he re la tionsh ip  betw een  the current (w hich is equal to the m agnetising  
curren t under these conditions) and the voltage is therefore the inverse o f  the  stator input 
im pedance (being  m ade up  o f  the stator resistance and inductance.)
T he second re la tion  fo llow s the ro to r m agnetising  current estim ation  equation:
A V A f t  - a a \ u - A r
hi _ A  _ f f \
A s can be seen  the level o f  current is inversely  proportional to the param eter A 2.
T he final re la tion  concerns the accuracy o f  the ro tor field o rien ta tion  and resu lts from  the 
slip  ca lcu lation  equation:
T he ro to r tim e constan t (the square ro o t o f  param eter A3) is the  only  param eter in th is 
equation  (w hich produces the reference angle) so the accuracy o f  it is extrem ely  
im portant.
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Dynamic speed measured method (Set 3)
O O.S 1 1 .5
Figure 7.1. D em and an d  estim ated  torque current, both com ponents o f  the estim ated  
ro tor f ie ld  curren t and  the resultant f ie ld  current m agnitude fro m  the test em ploying the 
dynam ic speed  m easured  m ethod  param eter set.
Figure 7.1 show s the estim ated ( e T ^ )  and actual (T m ) torque curren t dem and. It also 
displays the estim ated direct (e X 3)and quadritu re ( e X 4 ) com ponents o f  ro to r m agnetising 
curren t and the resultant ro to r m agnetising  curren t level w hen ro to r field orientated 
( I f l u x ). The actual to rque current dem and w as produced by the 620 drive speed
contro ller w hile operating on-line. This signal w as used a torque dem and in the RFO  
controller.
W hen com paring the param eter values w ithin this subset o f  test param eter sets the 
follow ing points w ere observed w hich correspond  to the relations described at the 
beginning o f  this section.
•  Low  and A4 giving a h igh  ro tor m agnetising current dem and
•  L ow  Aj in resulting in a h igh estim ated  ro to r m agnetising current
•  H igh A3 producing a m ore accurate ro to r field orientation.
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Steady state speed measured method (Set 5)
Figure 7.2. D em and a n d  estim ated  torque current, both com ponents o f  the estim ated  
rotor f ie ld  current a n d  the resultant f ie ld  current m agnitude fr o m  the test em ploying the  
steady state speed  m easured  m ethod  param eter set.
T his param eter set holds the largest estim ate for the stator inductance w hich  accounts for 
the slow er speed response.
The follow ing points w ere observed:
•  H igh A, and A4 giving a low ro tor m agnetising  current dem and
•  H igh A 2 in resulting  in a low  estim ated  ro to r m agnetising curren t
•  H igh A3 producing a m ore accurate ro to r field orientation.
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Steady state speed “sensorless” method (Set 6)
5
M o
F igure 7.3. D em and an d  estim ated  torque current, both com ponents o f  the estim ated  
ro tor f ie ld  current an d  the resu ltan t f ie ld  current m agnitude fr o m  the test em ploying the  
steady state speed  “sensorless ” m eth o d  pa ra m eter  set.
T his test p roduces the least percentage field curren t error w hile the estim ated field current 
value is one o f  the sm allest produced by all the tests.
T he follow ing points w ere observed:
•  H igh A x and A4 giving a low ro to r m agnetising current dem and
•  H igh A 2 in resu lting  in a low  estim ated ro to r m agnetising current
•  H igh A3 producing a m ore accurate ro to r field orientation.
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Dynamic speed “sensorless” method (Set 7)
Figure 7.4. D em and a n d  estim ated  torque current, both com ponents o f  the estim ated  
ro tor f ie ld  current an d  the resu ltan t f ie ld  current m agnitude fr o m  the test em ploying the 
dynam ic speed  “sensorless ” m ethod  pa ra m eter  set.
T his param eter set p roduced the best actual ro to r speed dynam ic response and the second 
best field response.
The follow ing points w ere observed:
•  H igh Aj and A4 giving a low ro to r m agnetising current dem and
•  Low  Aj in resulting  in a h igh estim ated  ro to r m agnetising current
•  L ow  A3 producing a re latively  p o o r ro to r field orientation.
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Summary of results
T he fo llow ing tab le  and bullet po ints ere deduced from  all o f  the  field  estim ation  
sim ulations using  data recorded  from  the real m achine during  the  practica l con tro ller 
tests.
Parameter Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5 Set 6 Set 7
A
7.2 7.2 6.7157 5.8798 8.3 8.1 8.1917
A
0.1758 0.1758 0.2131 0.2551 0.2536 0.2525 0.2169
A
0.2107 0.0945 0.1534 0.1785 0.160 0.158 0.1302
A a 0.615 0.615 0.5896 0.6070 0.680 0.671 0.6565
Tr (ms) 459 307 391.6 422 400 397.5 360.8
^  mag ( f i )
0.52 0.62 0.61 0.59 0.51 0.55 0.53
Table 5.4.3.1. Table show ing  the  param eter se t values, the ro tor f i e ld  m agnetising  current 
error w ith  respect to test 6 a n d  the f in a l  perform ance index.
•  T he com m ercial set (test 1) speed and field  estim ation is invalid.
• The standard  set (test 2) contains a  low  ro to r tim e constant w h ich  leads to p o o r ro to r
field  orientation.
e T he dynam ic set (test 3) show s good ro to r field  orientation bu t the param eter values 
overall are too low.
•  T he stationary  set (test 4) has low  resistance and h igh  ro to r tim e constan t w h ich  leads 
to  poor ro to r field  orientation.
•  M ethod  l( te s t 5) produces param eters w hich are very close to that p roduced  by 
m ethod  2 (test 6), so sensorless operation  is good.
•  M ethod  3 (test 7) tim e constant is to low  w hich  introduces a  flux  estim ation  error.
O verall the  m ethod  2 param eter set (test 6) show s the best all round perform ance.
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